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ABSTRACT
Selling the Drama: Content-Analysis of Prescribed 
Storylines in ABC’S Monday Night Football
by
Frederick W. Krauss
Dr. Lawrence J. Mullen, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Communications 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
This study is a qualitative content-analysis o f prescribed storylines used in 
ABC’s Monday Night Football. The sample is o f five broadcasts that were 
recorded during the 2002 National Football League season. The analysis o f the 
programs is twofold: (1) to identify the storylines set forth during the pregame 
show; and (2) to document each time a storyline is referred to during the game, 
and how it is transmitted to the audience. The storylines were documented 
through several elements: the time in the game (by quarter) in which an actor was 
referred to, the actor it was featuring, a descriptive account of the narration, and 
characteristics o f the close-up shot that supported the narration (i.e. type o f close- 
up shot, angle o f the shot, and duration o f the shot). Subsequently, a final analysis 
was conducted to observe what storylines were maintained, and why, and what 
storylines were abandoned, and why. Overall, this study found certain preferences 
and characteristics for particular storylines.
Ill
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We didn V plan it. We drank another glass o f  wine looking out at the 
mountains o f  snow and then we crept up to our room and put on dressing 
gowns. In the kitchen we made sandwiches and arranged trays. Then I  
stood the great and important tickets o f  invitation to the ball on top o f  the 
television and turned on the set. We saw the President and his first lady 
right up close and we saw the packed thousands below in crushed and 
snow-dabbled ball gowns. We nibbled our sandwiches and had a tall drink. 
And afterwards, when asked how we like the Inaugural Ball, we have said, 
“Loved it. Remarkable. Wonderful! ” And so it was. And we saw much 
more o f it than the ones who were there. I  guess it was the best ball I  was 
ever invited to, and I  enjoyed it the most, too
-John Steinbeck, 1961 
(An excerpt from the original proposed ending for Travels with Charley)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION 
The objective o f this study is to conduct a qualitative content-analysis of 
prescribed storylines in ABC’s Monday Night Football. More specifically, this 
study explores the prevalence o f individual storylines, which are introduced 
during the pregame portion of the program, and evaluate the characteristics that 
cause the production o f Monday Night Football to use certain storylines, and 
abandon others. After establishing the storylines set-forth in the pregame, the 
research analyzes how the storylines played out in the rest o f the broadcast by 
means of narration and visual manipulation. The games are examined for the 
purpose of observing what types o f storylines are consistently used throughout the 
entire broadcasts, and what types o f storylines are abandoned during the 
broadcasts. Overall, the objective of this study is to establish what are the distinct 
characteristics that make a storyline on Monday Night Football useful and what 
does not.
Since its debut on September 21, 1970 Monday Night Football has 
become a staple in primetime television viewing. As soon as Monday Night 
Football became America’s first regularly scheduled primetime sports program a
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following developed behind the show unlike any other. As Patton (1984) pointed 
out.
Before long, there were tales of colleges offering courses in “Monday 
Night Football.” Psychologists organized special counseling sessions for 
Monday night football widows. And rabid fans created an elaborate 
“Church of Monday Night Football,” with chapters in leading cities, dues 
and sets of commandments, such as “Thou shalt not miss the kickoff.” 
“NFL Monday Night Football” had become an institution.” (pp. 111-112)
Although, Monday Night Football can be viewed as a commercial success, 
and has continued to be one o f the most watched weekly sport programs, its 
ratings have slipped over the recent years. The Nielsen ratings ‘for Monday Night 
Football’ have decreased since 1994 (CNNSI.com, 2000). To curb this downward 
trend the people in charge o f ABC have tried to inject the program with new life 
by adding new faces. In 2000, the program replaced announcers Frank Gifford 
and former NFL quarterback Boomer Esiason, along with sideline reporter Lesley 
Visser with former NFL quarterback Dan Fonts, comedian Dennis Miller as 
announcers (A1 Michaels maintained his position as lead announcer) and former 
NFL running back Eric Dickerson and Melissa Stark as the new sideline reporters. 
This new team lasted for two years while the ratings still maintained their steady 
loss o f viewers. In 1999, Monday Night Football received a then record low 13.7 
rating (CCNSI.com, 2000). The next season with Michaels, Miller, and Fonts the 
program’s ratings dipped to an even lower rating of 12.7 (Stevens, 2002) and
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subsequently during the 2001 season the program fell to an ultimate low 11.5 
rating (Stevens, 2003).
As a result of the low ratings, ABC Sports president Howard Katz shook 
things up again by letting Miller, Fonts, and Dickerson go and by adding 
legendary football announcer and Super Bowl winning head coach John Madden. 
What Katz hoped to gamble on was that the team of Michaels, Madden, and Stark, 
would bring back the ratings o f the past for the 2002 season o f Monday Night 
Football (komacke.com, 2002). The recent history set forth here provides this 
study with the thought that the decline in ratings might not actually be related to 
the type o f personalities used in the program, but the entertainment quality of the 
program. The objective o f this study is to conduct a multi-level qualitative 
content-analysis study o f the 2002 season of Monday Night Football to establish 
identify what storylines are implemented in the pregame show, and as the 
program progresses, what storylines are sustained and what storylines are 
abandoned.
An ideal study would be to analyze the entertainment qualities o f the 2002 
season o f Monday Night Football and compare those findings to studies done in 
the previous years o f Monday Night Football. However, no such studies exist. 
Therefore, the main objective o f this present study is to create an initial 
examination o f pre-established entertainment characteristics, regarding storylines 
implemented at the beginning o f the program, o f five complete broadcasts from 
the 2002 season o f Monday Night Football.
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The initial analysis will look at the pregame segment o f the program, 
which is for identifying storylines and motifs through the individuals selected by 
the production and are presented to the audience. The second analysis will 
document each time during the game the individuals are highlighted in reference 
to their storylines or motifs and how they are highlighted (commentary and close- 
up shots). Lastly, the third analysis will be a comparative content-analysis 
between what storylines that were established in the pregame segment o f the 
program and what storylines were actually carried throughout the program. This 
study provides readers with insight as to how sports programming such as 
Monday Night Football are manipulated for entertainment purposes and that what 
the audience actually observes through the television is only a representation of 
the live game through a particular perspective.
In order to achieve the objective, five complete broadcasts o f Monday 
Night Football games during the 2002 National Football League season were 
chosen as the study sample. A complete broadcast consisted o f the time in which 
the broadcast went on air till the time it went off the air. Moreover, the pregame 
segment o f the broadcast was the initial focus o f analysis. The pregame segment 
consisted o f the time in which the broadcast went on the air till the time the game- 
clock started at the on-set o f the opening kick-off. The purpose for analyzing the 
pregame segment o f the program was to attempt to answer several research 
questions that arise from the foundation for this study. Such research questions as: 
What storylines are established before the start o f the game? How are these 
storylines established? What visual manipulation techniques (camera shots.
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interviews, repetition o f shots, etc.) does the broadcast use to promote those 
“actors” who are established in the storylines? What storylines are consistently 
carried out through the production, and why? And what storylines are abandoned, 
and why? It is the purpose o f this study to provide answers to these research 
questions through the study sample, unit o f analysis, methodology, and 
comparative analysis between the storylines introduced to the audience during the 
pregame show and storylines used throughout the rest of the broadcast.
Television and Football 
Watching a sporting event on television is distinctly different from seeing 
it in person in a number o f respects (Comisky, Bryant, & Zillmann, 1977).
Football, in particular, is tailored-made for television. The stop-and-go nature of 
the game alone, allows one to observe just how suited football is for the medium. 
Football consists o f very brief bursts of physical action combined with much 
longer episodes o f cognitive preparation and physical recovery. It is firmly 
regulated by a game-clock and ends, not organically when the last batter is retired 
as in baseball, but through outside imposition when the clock runs out (Real, 1975, 
pp. 129-130). After every play both teams stop and reset their positions on the 
field, which gives the camera crew, and those in charge o f the broadcast, ample 
time to focus on other aspects surrounding the game.
In addition, the sectioning of the field with chalked lines provides a visual 
focal point for the cameras, and allows viewers to observe the progression o f the
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game, for example: the camera can focus on where the offensive team needs to go 
for a first down; or a viewer can see the position o f their team on the field- 
whether they are close to scoring or if  they are far away- just by observing the 
chalked lines. Moreover, one can comprehend just how geared for television the 
game of football is by observing the size o f the numbers on the jerseys o f the 
players. The numbers are made large enough for the television viewer to be able 
to identify a player from a distance. Hence, the relationship between television 
and football is definitely strong, due to the game’s ability to adapt to the different 
nuances within the medium of television.
At the heart o f the viewers’ attraction to televised football games is the 
ever-present marriage between conflict and competition, which are the key 
elements in the enjoyment o f drama (Bryant, Comisky, & Zillmann, 1981, p. 257). 
It is this attraction to drama that the directors o f every televised football games 
want to exploit. Previous studies (Real, 1975; Comisky, Bryant, & Zillmann, 1977; 
Parente, 1977; Bryant, Comisky, & Zillmann, 1977; Goldstein & Bredemeier,
1977; Bryant, Comisky, & Zillmann, 1981; Hilliard, 1994) have found that 
watching sporting events can generate strong positive and negative reactions 
when a contest is perceived to be a conflict o f human emotions. Enormous wealth 
must be at stake, and there must be the threat o f imminent disaster. These 
conditions are highly similar to the conditions that make for great drama 
(Zillmann, Bryant, & Sapolsky, 1979, p. 320).
For, example, the threat o f imminent disaster produces suspense in 
watching a sports event just as it would in a suspenseful movie. And as enjoyment
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of drama tends to amplify with the degree o f suspense so seemingly does the 
enjoyment o f sport contests. Watching a favorite player struggle with a strong 
adversary not only should be more thrilling, but should also release more 
enjoyment than the same player against a weak opponent. But independent of 
pressures during a game and their effect on the emotional responses to the final 
outcome, there can be little doubt that the essentials o f human drama 
encompassing a sports event are significant factors in the resolve of the 
audience’s enjoyment or disappointment (Zillmann, Bryant, & Sapolsky, 1979, pp. 
320-321).
Televised National Football League games are manipulated and altered 
representations o f the live game itself. Producers and directors o f each televised 
game, transmit to the viewer, at home, a contest that is intentionally distorted for 
the purposes o f entertainment, and for the sake of ratings. The manipulation of 
each contest is a direct result o f the networks’ ever-growing emphasis on ratings 
and commercial appeal. In return, the producers and directors, o f any program, 
from any genre, are placed under the intense scrutiny to create compelling 
programming in order to maintain the audience’s attention. The need for networks 
to draw large and diverse audiences for news or sports broadcasts has led to 
enhanced visual control o f reality through the agency o f advanced technology, “In 
other words, the events surrounding a game and the people involved in the game 
can be changed for a variety o f intentions” (Mullen & Mazzocco, 2000, p. 348).
It is essential for producers and directors to be able to express a story in an 
entertaining manner, regardless o f what type of program it is. Therefore, every
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program must make sure that every shot counts, because choice counts. Each 
success or failure o f a program is dependent on the program’s ability to capture 
and sustain viewer interest.
Stadium Viewing vs. Television Viewing
The differences between observing a sporting event live at a stadium, and 
as a viewer, observing through the mediation of television, are vast. Although, a 
person from each perspective is watching the same game, the understanding and 
the perception of how the competition transpires may in fact be completely 
different, due in large part to the visual manipulation techniques used within the 
television broadcasts. A sporting event such as a live football game may generate 
three different events at the same time (Williams, 1977, p. 135), (1) the game 
event, which is the action that takes place on the field, plus directly related 
activities taking place on the sideline, (2) the stadium event, which are both the 
activities perceived and participated by the fans occurring within the confines of 
the stadium, and (3) the medium event, which is the total telecast o f which 
coverage o f the game is part (p. 135). The purpose o f this study is to analyze the 
relationship between the production o f ABC’s Monday Night Football and the 
manufacturing o f storylines through the use of narration and the close-up shot.
Initially, it would seem that the fan in the stadium may have the advantage 
of becoming more thoroughly engrossed in the athletic competition than the fan at 
home because of the enhanced emotional response that may result from being a
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participant of a larger socialized crowd (Bryant, Comisky, & Zillmann, 1977, pp. 
140-141). However, the embellishments created by visual manipulation, 
commentary, and editing, which only the viewer at home can observe, may be 
more than a substitute for the “human drama of athletic competition” that they are 
missing by not being in the stadium. For example, the close-up shot is a visual 
manipulation tool that only a viewer at home is able to enjoy. The significance of 
the close-up shot is that it is able to transport the viewer into the scene. Its 
purpose is to eliminate all non-essentials, and to isolate whatever significant 
incident that is supposed to receive narrative emphasis, “A properly-chosen, 
expertly-filmed, effectively-edited close-up can add dramatic impact and visual 
clarity to the event” (Mascelli, 1965, p. 173). However, before tools such as the 
close-up shot are employed, it is the responsibility o f the producers and directors 
o f live events, to establish a specific agenda in order to at least maintain viewer 
interest.
What the fan at home benefits from, (that he cannot acquire when he is at 
the game), is the entertainment value that the program’s producers and directors 
create through the exploitation o f hype and drama. As Mullen & Mazzocco (2000) 
emphasize, the hype and dramatic build-up before and during the game have 
become more important than the game itself. They further suggest that, televisual 
coverage o f sport and particularly advanced production aids allows producers to 
develop more compelling storylines, and thus significantly increasing the import 
and popularity o f the game in the public consciousness (p. 348). Additionally,
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the pressure to make it seem more than a game is evident in the way television has 
changed the coverage o f the sport [football] to a wider cross-section of viewers 
who may or may not be die-hard sports fanatics, the way to do that is to adopt the 
classic storytelling tools o f literacy artists who frequently rely upon the uses of 
heroes and villains to convey messages about life and the human condition to 
their audiences, (p.350)
In essence, the director o f each football game, that is broadcasted live, is 
more or less the editor o f the game, because at his disposal is the discretion to 
convey storylines through the choosing o f close-ups, long shots, replays, 
cutaways, and various segments of action (Comisky, Bryant, and Zillmann, 1977). 
The intention o f this study is to explore the production’s use o f storylines and how 
the perceived entertainment is created through the narration and the value o f the 
close-up shot, within the context o f Monday Night Football.
Roone Arledge and Monday Night Football 
The primary responsibility o f the television producer is to see that a 
worthwhile idea, or message, evolves into a worthwhile television presentation 
(Zettl, 2000, p. 410). Moreover, Dondis (1973) clarifies that, “A message is 
composed with purpose: to tell, express, explain, direct, inspire, affect. In pursuit 
of any purpose, choices are made, choices meant to reinforce and strengthen 
expressive intentions for maximum control response” (p. 104). Arguably, no other 
television producer conveyed messages, and ideas, in the structure o f a television
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broadcast more creatively than Roone Arledge. After being hired by ABC in 1960, 
Arledge successfully incorporated the use o f the newest and the most expensive 
technology with the ancient art o f personal narrative on such groundbreaking 
productions as Nightline, the coverage of the Olympic Games, ABC’s Wide 
World o f  Sports, and the program that is the focus o f this particular study, Monday 
Night Football (Alter, 2002, p. 43).
As a result o f his unprecedented innovations, Arledge pushed sports into 
the brightly lit arena o f prime time television, for the first time, with Monday 
Night Football (Gunther, 1994, p. 19). The program that Arledge created was 
coverage of a sporting event unlike any other. Arledge turned the live event of 
football into mass entertainment, “A smash hit that made the football game the 
starting point for an evening o f excitement, controversy, drama, spontaneity, and 
pure fun. . . .  Purists complained that the show had overpowered the game, and 
they were ‘exactly right,’ Monday Night Football became a national institution” 
(Gunther, p. 19).
The entertainment approach that Arledge instilled in the structure of 
Monday Night Football supplies this study with its focus. The objective was two­
fold: (1) to identify the storylines established in the narrative of the pregame show 
of five broadcasts selected from the 2002 season o f Monday Night Football, and 
(2) to analyze how each live broadcast uses the storylines through narration and 
visual manipulation to enhance the entertainment value o f the program.
The intention o f Roone Arledge was to fashion Monday Night Football 
into an experience that was more than just a simple football contest. When he
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began his career in sports television production in 1960, televising sports 
amounted to using only three or four cameras, and trying not to muddle up any 
plays. During that time no program had the perception of documenting the game. 
Audiences just marveled at seeing a picture, and that was enough to keep them 
attached to their television sets. “What we set out to do was to get the audience 
involved emotionally. If they didn’t give a damn about the game, they might still 
enjoy the program” (Gunther, 1994, p. 17).
Arledge’s approach towards sports broadcasting can be observed in a 
memo he wrote to ABC’s Ed Scherick in 1960, in an attempt to persuade Scherick 
to hire him as the producer for ABC’s college football games. As noted by 
Gunther (1994), “The memo is worth quoting at length because it so perfectly 
expressed his philosophy of sports television” (p. 17). Arledge wrote.
Heretofore, television has done a remarkable job o f bringing the 
game to the viewer—now we are going to take the viewer to the game! !
We will utilize every production technique . . .  to heighten the 
viewer’s feeling o f actually sitting in the stands and participating 
personally in the excitement and color . .  .
We must gain hold the interest of women and others who are not 
fanatic followers o f the sport we happen to be televising. Women come to 
football games, not so much to marvel at the deftness o f the quarterback in 
calling an end sweep or a lineman pulling out to lead a play, but to sit in a 
crowd, see what everyone else is wearing, watch the cheerleaders and 
experience the countless things that make up the feeling o f the game.
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Incidentally, very few men ever switched channels when a nicely 
proportioned girl was leaping into the air or leading a band downfield . . .
We will have cameras mounted in jeeps, on mike booms, in risers 
or helicopters, or anything necessary to get the complete story of the game. 
We will use a “creepy-peepy” camera to get the impact shots that we 
cannot get from a fixed camera— a coach’s face as a man drops a pass in 
the clear— a pretty cheerleader just after her hero has scored a 
touchdown— a co-ed who brings her infant baby to the game in her 
arms—the referee as he calls a particularly difficult play—a student 
hawking programs in the stands— two romantic students sharing a blanket 
late in the game on a cold day—the beaming face of a substitute halfback 
as he comes off the field after running seventy yards for a touchdown, on 
his first play for the varsity—all the excitement, wonder, jubilation and 
despair that make this America’s Number One sports spectacle, and 
human drama to match bullfights and heavyweight championships in 
intensity.
In short— we are going to add show business to sports! (pp. 17-18)
Arledge’s production practices regarding sports television was 
extraordinary, if  not revolutionary. Arledge wanted to expose the untapped 
resource o f the human drama that permeated in and around the game o f football, 
but which usually went unnoticed. He saw, in the televising o f a football game, 
the foundations for conflict and drama, which needed to be unearthed. Arledge
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recognized the immense entertainment capabilities o f televised football by 
focusing on the aspects o f human drama, rather than competition.
Arledge’s perspective towards televising live sporting events was to create 
drama through the use o f production techniques employed in television news 
coverage. This perhaps best explains his promotion from President o f ABC Sports 
to President of ABC News and Sports, in 1977 In fact, “many o f the tools and 
techniques of mediation for television news production are the same tools used in 
sports broadcasting” (Mullen & Mazzocco, 2000, p. 348).
Storylines
The capacity to attract, and maintain an audience is especially important 
for A B C ’s Monday Night Football, which has held a prime-time slot for over the 
past thirty-three years. Creating drama out o f a live sporting event places the 
producer and director in a unique predicament, because the drama o f sports on 
television is created through accumulation. This is a result o f the text being 
rambling, repetitive, and recursive, in both its visual and verbal presentation 
(Morris & Nydahl, 1983, p. 202). The directors and commentators must be fully 
aware o f the television audiences’ expectation that sporting events will be telecast 
in an exciting manner. The program must oblige the viewers by providing 
thrilling transformation o f reality while also recording the event.
In order for a program like Monday Night Football to attract, and maintain 
an audience, the people in charge of the broadcasts, such as the producers and
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directors, do not want to solely place the program’s livelihood into the hands of 
the athletic competition. Several undetermined factors can occur during the 
contest that could repel viewers from watching the game. For example, an early 
blowout where one team is ahead by an overwhelming margin relatively early in 
the game would cause the majority o f the audience to stop watching the game 
because the outcome is most likely decided.
The producers and directors of televised football games must always take 
into account the possibility that the competition may be decided well before the 
game itself ends. Although they cannot control the outcome of the game, it is the 
job of the producers and directors to construct hype and drama outside the 
structure o f the game, in order to prevent the loss of audience interest. In essence, 
each program must produce, and sustain a high level of drama, regardless o f a 
blowout or lack o f competitive interest, to maintain an audience. Subsequently, 
the point o f view of the networks is that the sports spectacle is spectacle first and 
sports second; while the viewer is interested in the game, the network is interested 
in the viewer (Morris & Nydahl, 1983). Therefore, the main objective o f the 
producers and directors o f live sporting events is to prevent viewer boredom.
Though the competition within the game cannot be manipulated or altered 
for the purposes o f drama. The producers and directors do have the ability to 
create and manipulate storylines and subplots that involve the participants o f the 
contest, within in the framework o f the broadcast. The intentions o f the producers 
and directors are to exploit and utilize the power they have over the broadcast to 
maintain the audience’s level o f interest. Specifically, it is this manufactured hype
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and dramatic build-up surrounding the live game broadcasts of Monday Night 
Football that supplies this study with its focus.
The term storyline refers to the development of a story in a particular 
setting (Brady & Lee, 1988, p. 267) such as a play, movie, or television program. 
A storyline is often attached to the concept o f plot. A plot, or storyline, comprises 
the important events in a character’s story. A plot originates from a character 
because everything starts with a character who has a goal to achieve, or a conflict 
to overcome. Since the goal or conflict is opposed, the character takes action, 
which results in the culmination of a crisis (Trottier, 1998, p. 29). Will she 
achieve her goal? Will he overcome his conflict? Will she grow? Will he decline? 
The answers to those questions determine the amount of salience a storyline has, 
it is the level o f interest that it is able to gamer from an audience.
Though most televised sporting events are live, their production also uses 
the process o f creating storylines. Television sports production involves a wide 
range o f processes o f visual and narrative representation. Choices regarding the 
images, language, camera positioning, and storyline are required in order to 
translate “what happened” into a program that makes “good television” (Gmneau, 
1989, p. 135). What Gmneau (1989) discovered through his study of a Canadian 
television sports production was how directors and reporters constmcted 
storylines for the telecast.
The process through which the producers and directors make such choices 
are difficult in respect to the fact that they must always be thinking what the 
audience wants to see without having the benefit o f having instant knowledge.
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Therefore, the producer and director must make assumptions towards what they 
believe the viewers would like to watch. However, a good question that can be 
raised is, do those people in charge o f Monday Night Football make their 
decisions based on what they think the audience will want? Or, do they make their 
decisions based on what they want the viewer to watch?
The creation of drama in television can be observed through what 
Brummett and Duncan (1987) call the four dimensions of television’s “media 
logic”: narrative, intimacy, commodification, and rigid time segmentation 
(Hilliard, 1994, p. 89). The narrative refers to the means by which television tells 
a story. This is usually done in a predictable fashion using stock plots and 
characters. Intimacy refers to both the visual closeness of the television viewer to 
the subject matter and to the development o f an emotional attachment between the 
character and the viewer. Commodification refers to both to the close tie between 
programming and commercial time and to the use of the language o f 
commodification in the description o f sports events (p. 90). Lastly, the rigid time 
segmentation refers to the way in which entire programs are organized into short, 
rigid blocks o f time. The purpose o f this study is to analyze the narrative and 
intimacy dimensions o f Monday Night Football in terms o f how it creates and 
manipulates storylines through action, narrative, and visual imagery.
Burke (1969) defines dramatic action as a basic unit o f action that can be 
defined as “the human body in conscious or purposive motion” (p. 14). 
Furthermore, a dramatic sentence is one in which the apparent intention o f a 
comment is to create the impression o f conflict, intensify a struggle or emphasize
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something that is essentially superfluous to an account of a play as such, but 
which furthers the spectator’s interest in the game (Bryant, Comisky, & Zillmann, 
1977, p. 142). Also, Zillmann, Bryant, and Sapolsky (1979) found that there was a 
distinct correlation between the appearance o f human conflict in sporting events 
and viewer enjoyment. Therefore, it can be concluded that in order for programs 
to be successful, the producers and directors o f televised sport contests must 
either inflate the human drama that lies within the competition o f game, or they 
must manufacture human drama through the manipulation of the visual and verbal 
text o f the game, in order to keep the viewer entertained.
Due to the available technology, the producer and director have the 
overwhelming ability to control the audience’s point of view. The use o f multiple 
cameras enables them to “divide a single action into separately distinguishable 
new units o f purposive, dramatic action, and to fuse these units into idiosyncratic 
‘plots’ not unlike that which might find in a novel or a plot” (Morris & Nydahl, 
1983, p. 200). Along with the announcers, the producer and director are able to 
build new meaning into the ongoing action that are compelling storylines, which 
may be created through real life but are only tangentially related to real-life.
As pointed out by Morris and Nydahl (1983), not only would spectators at 
a game not be empowered to connect the wealth o f primary material together, as 
directors and producers routinely do, but the spectators would never be able to 
call upon the close-up shots o f players’ or fans’ faces (unless they happened to be 
sitting nearby) to intensify their feeling for the individual experiences. Due to the 
fact that these stories are constructed from events in the arena, and are regularly
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exaggerated and embellished long before the game starts only reinforces the idea 
that the programs are closely related to the event but in all actuality are not the 
real event themselves.
Due to the fact that every broadcast of a live sporting event has the ability 
to create drama and, therefore, entertainment for the fans, an immense pressure is 
placed on the producers and directors to turn the game into a far greater spectacle. 
This is evident in the way television has changed in the coverage of football so it 
will appeal to a wider cross-section o f viewers who may or may not be die-hard 
sports fanatics (Mullen & Mazzocco, 2000, p. 350). As a result producers and 
directors are forced to “adopt the classic story-telling tools o f literary artists who 
frequently rely upon the use of heroes and villains to convey messages about life 
and the human condition to their audiences” (Mullen & Mazzocco).
A study conducted by Williams (1977) observed the structural tendencies 
in live television broadcasts o f professional football. More importantly, though, 
the study analyzed and operationalized the concept o f a theme within the 
broadcasts o f the games. Williams concluded that a further emphasis on 
individuals was created through the use of sideline shots o f players, isolated 
replays, and the use o f graphic player identifications. The program’s commentary 
emphasized individuals through name identifications given during play-by-play. 
Additionally, detailed discussions of individual performances in play analysis, 
and lengthy comments on particular individuals during lulls in the action were 
found as a means to maintain fluidity throughout the program. Whenever a
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situation suggested human drama it was found to be developed through 
commentary, and was supported by visual images (p. 137).
More significantly in Williams’ (1977) was that the larger themes 
(storylines) were introduced in pregame shows and were then periodically 
referred to during the coverage (p. 138). In summary, the storylines are carried out 
by the producer, the director, and the commentators for the purpose o f generating 
entertainment through human conflict, which originates from the ongoing action, 
but are themselves only tangentially related to real life. They are frequently hyped 
long before the game and the largest of storylines tend to be introduced in 
pregame shows. The purpose of storylines is to produce suspense in the watching 
of a sport contest in order to further, or heighten the viewers’ interest in the game. 
Specifically, its objective is to appeal toward a wider cross-section of viewers 
who may or may not be die-hard sports fanatics.
Though it would appear to be a difficult task to create drama out o f a live 
sports event, what the producers and directors o f live television broadcasts have in 
their favor is viewer vulnerability. Since live telecasts possess a sense o f “reality” 
they become powerful transmitters and developers o f ideologies with the potential 
to be subliminal creators o f propaganda As a result any live televised event poses 
a special problem because the program is spontaneous and overall, unpredictable. 
“When programs are live, we as viewers, tend to accept such messages as real 
rather than mediated” (Morris & Nydahl, 1983, p. 195)
Although viewers may be more vulnerable to visual manipulation, the key 
factor that makes it more difficult for producers and directors to influence viewers
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is the complication that the action of the contest itself, dominates the viewing 
experience, and cannot be controlled or altered. Therefore, it is the responsibility 
of the producers and directors of live sporting events to find or create storylines, 
outside of the game, that they are able to manipulate in order to maintain viewer 
interest. In essence, the director can be viewed as an artist, because he has the 
ability to choose what visual elements he wants to emphasize, the intended effect 
he wants toward the manipulation of those elements lies in his hands (Dondis, 
1973, p. 40). McCain, Chilberg, and Wakshlag (1977) mention, “Directors in 
television and film manipulate both verbal and visual content in an attempt to 
focus audience attention and elicit responses” (p. 35), hence, in order for directors 
to gamer a particular response from audience members, he must be aware o f what 
type of response he desires and the knowledge to achieve such desired responses. 
To accomplish this essential task the director must have effective control and 
manipulation o f the screen space, because it is one o f the most cmcial elements o f 
television aesthetics (Barker, 1985, p. 236).
Consequently, the point of view of the networks is that the sports spectacle 
is spectacle first and sports second; while the viewer is interested in the game, the 
network is interested in the viewer (Morris & Nydahl, 1983, p. 202). Therefore, 
the main objective o f the producers and directors o f live sporting events is to 
prevent viewer boredom. Though the competition within the game cannot be 
manipulated or altered for the purposes o f drama. The producers and directors do 
have the ability to create and manipulate storylines and subplots that involve the 
participants o f the contest, within in the framework of the broadcast. With the
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increase in public attention and tabloidization o f major sporting and cultural 
events, “careful manipulation o f the storyline before and during the game 
frequently becomes more entertaining and captivating than the reality o f the 
actual game” (Mullen & Mazzocco, 2000, p. 348). Hence, the objective of this 
study is to analyze how and why certain storylines are created and implemented in 
ABC’s Monday Night Football.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The relationship between television and sport, more specifically football, 
on the surface may seem simple- a network televises a sporting event because 
they can sell lucrative commercial space to large companies. The larger the 
spectacle around the game, the more lucrative the commercial time becomes. 
Nonetheless, in actuality, television and football have a more complex 
relationship than one would imagine. From the packaging o f games to specific 
networks (AFC games are primarily aired on CBS, NFC are primarily aired on 
FOX, Sunday night games on ESPN, and Monday Night Football games are on 
ABC) to the mega expensive commercial time sold for Super Bowl broadcasts, 
television and football have a great deal at stake each week during the season, 
between each other and within themselves. The purpose of this literature review is 
to dissect the nature o f televised live professional football games and analyze the 
major points of emphasis. The first section will review the history between 
television and professional football and the major studies that have examined their 
unique relationship. Subsequently, the next section will focus on scripting, or the 
building o f storylines, and how it relates to the production o f live televised 
football games. The third section will review the importance o f the narrative to
23
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television programming. Follovying the review o f the narrative will be an 
assessment o f visual manipulation, and how it is used to further storylines. The 
last section will analyze how images from television are received, and the 
perceptions and emotions they create through the use of visual manipulation tools. 
Altogether, this study, unlike any previous study, analyzes the presence of 
prescribed storylines in Monday Night Football, and how they are introduced and 
embellished through narration and visual manipulation.
Television and Football 
The association between football and television is complex and intricate. 
However, despite their longstanding relationship only a handful o f studies were 
found that examined the direct relationship between televised games and its 
communicative messages. Though very useful, a major limitation o f the studies 
that were collected is that most were conducted in the mid to late 1970’s, which 
did not allow those to observe specific trends over a vast period o f time. Only a 
brief time period was analyzed for specific trends. Still, the history of the studies 
in question did provide this present study with its source o f direction and focus.
Despite the fact that professional football games have been broadcast on 
television on a regular basis, since the early 1960’s, only a few studies looked 
specifically at the relationship between televised football games and its 
communicative value. It was not until the mid to late-1970’s that the relationship 
between televised professional football games and its communicative affects on
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viewers were explored. A number o f these studies in question observed the ways 
in which embellishments were fashioned by the sportscasters and production 
techniques for the purposes o f entertainment. Comisky, Bryant, and Zillmann 
(1977) concluded that the director is certainly the editor o f the game, because he 
or she has at their disposal the choices o f among the use o f several close-ups, long 
shots, replays, cutaways and various segments o f action. Moreover, the 
sportscasters make the game more palatable to the action-hungry audience by 
embellishing the drama of the affair (p. 150).
Studies such as Comisky, Bryant and Zillmann’s Commentary as a 
Substitute fo r  Action (1977), found by means of a content-analysis that certain 
facets of televised football games are indeed manufactured and exaggerated for 
entertainment purposes. The most obvious reason for the manipulation o f the 
telecast is to maintain the audience’s attention. Additionally, another method that 
the producers and directors use to draw in viewers is to exploit the violence that is 
ubiquitous in the game of football. The directors use such techniques as slow- 
motion replay, replay, different camera angles, and close-up shots, to take 
advantage o f the audience’s thirst for violence and a good story.
The eclectic marriage between television and professional football 
consummated at the World’s Fair in Flushing Meadow, New York, on October 22, 
1939, in a game between the Philadelphia Eagles and the Brooklyn Dodgers o f the 
National Football League at Ebbets Field (Patton, 1984, p.8). Subsequently, that 
day forward, both parties have undeniably benefited from their mutual association. 
Ultimately, as a result o f their union, both sides flourished due to American
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society’s attraction to televised sports. From television’s perspective, in respect to 
football, it received an entertainment source that has since become one o f its most 
popular program and product. Meanwhile, for professional football, it gained the 
opportunity to reach audiences beyond vast boundaries through the mediation of 
television. Also, professional football was able to use television to elevate the 
sport past all other competitors. If it was not for the onset o f World War 11 
televised football games may have had a much earlier impact on American society. 
However, it was not until 1956, when CBS signed an exclusive deal with the 
National Football League, that football games were broadcast nationally on a 
regular basis (Patton, 1984, p. 37).
After the conclusion of WWll, American society developed a strong 
kinship with sport, and consequently made it an integral part o f everyday life.
With the rise o f sports popularity, and the combination of the rise o f television 
owners and the rapid increase in the population, it became only a matter o f time 
that sports and television would converge, and ultimately dominate society, and 
each other. Initially, the financial support that television could offer the relatively 
young professional sports leagues (NFL, MLB, and NBA) forced the respective 
leagues to mold, adapt, and change their rules to meet the desires and needs of 
television (Parente, 1977, p. 128). However, through the progression o f time and 
the rise o f sport popularity, television soon became dependent o f sports to fulfill 
numerous programming needs. As a result the intimate relationship between these 
two dissimilar entities evolved into an interdependency which has grown stronger 
ever since (Parente, p. 128).
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In the 1960’s, the relationship between television and professional football 
became cemented when payments for television rights became a significant part 
o f the revenue of professional teams and their respective leagues. The dramatic 
growth o f televised sports during its formative years can be observed in the fact 
that broadcast revenues from 1956 to 1976 increased over 1,000 percent, or from 
$10 million to over $112 million (p. 129). As Parente (1977) discovered. 
Television had become an important factor in decisions involving sports for at 
least four reasons:
1. For many sports, television rights payments represent a substantial portion 
o f gross revenue.
2. Broadcast revenue is normally a stable source of income that is less 
subject to the changing whims o f fan allegiance than is typically the case 
with attendance.
3. Television is one o f the few sources o f income for many organizations that 
has potential for increase. Many teams and events have little room for 
growth in attendance and little opportunity to raise ticket prices which are 
as high as the market might bear.
4. The decision-makers in sports have apparently found it easier to change 
the nature o f their sport to appeal to the desires of television rather than to 
the wants o f the live spectator, (p. 129)
Parente’s study linked the change in televised sports to each program’s 
commercial value. In essence, the study found that the objective of the producers
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and directors o f televised football games was to make their program as interesting 
as possible, in order to attract as many viewers as possible, which is even true 
today. Thus, a correlation is drawn between the size of a program’s audience and 
its commercial value. The producers and directors attempt to maintain or raise the 
size o f their audience through the exploitation o f violence, its emphasis on 
individual performance and winning, and its creation and use o f interesting 
storylines for entertainment purposes.
Prior to the 1960’s, changes in sports by and large were made to advance 
the sport itself, strictly for the purposes o f trying to either improve upon the 
athletic competition or to make it more interesting to spectators in the stadium. 
However, when the financial windfall began to materialize, television and 
professional football, together, began to make decisions in terms o f economics. 
For instance, networks wanted the games that they televised to be placed in a 
precise time frame, in order to increase the program’s saleability to perspective 
sponsors. Therefore, in order to accommodate television and to also gamer more 
profits for the league, the NFL cut the halftime intermission of its games from 20 
minutes to 15 minutes so that each televised game could fit more comfortably into 
the desired two-and-a-half hour time slot (Parente, 1977, p. 129). In summary, the 
NFL abandoned a tradition within the sport’s history for the pursuit o f further 
wealth.
As a result o f television ever-increasing popularity within American 
society, professional leagues molded the stmcture o f their respective sports so that 
they, and the television networks, could capitalize on the possibly endless amount
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of revenue that could be generated. Faced with this prospective, a new focus was 
created between the two entities. Television began to promote sports as another 
form of entertainment. However, as a consequence, a heavy burden was placed 
upon the shoulders o f the producers and directors of sporting events. In order to 
gain success in their field, the producers and directors had to make their programs 
into a commercial success. Therefore, the pressure was placed on them to attract 
and maintain viewers despite the outcome or the competition o f the game.
Today, one can assess the entertainment and commercial value o f sports 
by simply watching the amount o f advertisements that are involved within the 
structure o f the game. Companies have advertisements all throughout sports 
stadiums and arenas in order to capitalize on the appeal of sport to the masses. 
Advertisements are on billboards, on walls, on uniforms, and even in the name of 
stadiums themselves. In a broad sense, sport, like television, has become a part o f 
the advertising industry (Parente, 1977, p. 130).
By owning the knowledge that each sporting event has the ability to 
generate an enormous amount o f money, producers and directors are faced with 
pressure to package and deliver a game with significant entertainment value. 
Through the utilization o f editing this task can be most easily be accomplished 
when the game is previously recorded. However, unlike the majority o f programs 
on television, sporting events are almost always broadcast live. This is especially 
true in today’s society, due, in large part, to the ubiquitous nature o f the internet 
and satellite television. For instance, if  a game is not televised live, a fan usually 
has the opportunity to watch the event live on the internet or order the game
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through cable television, which makes watching a game, after it is completed, 
obsolete. Therefore, the pressure is placed even more securely on the shoulders of 
the producers and directors, because not only do they have to turn a sporting event 
into something with great entertainment value, but they must create this 
entertainment out o f a live broadcast. No matter if  the competition itself is boring 
and uninspired.
Although live telecasts o f sporting events are considered “live” they 
should more appropriately be described as being “mass mediated,” because what 
is being transmitted to the viewers watching on television is only a portion o f the 
game that the audience in the stadium is witnessing. Understanding this idea 
allows one to clarify the differences between watching ‘live’ in person and 
watching ‘live’ at home. Being fully aware o f the power and control they have on 
their viewers, the networks have installed throughout the years, various and 
unique mediation features that only the viewer watching on television is able to 
experience. These features include commentary, in-depth interviews, slow-motion 
replay, graphics, sound effects, up-to-the-minute statistics and scores, players 
with microphones, and most importantly and effectively an endless array of 
camera shots that capture even the most minute detail in and around the stadium. 
When put all together the viewer at home becomes more susceptible towards 
being entertained than the fan at the stadium, which can only primarily rely on the 
athletic competition itself for entertainment.
Despite the fact that the producers and directors may possibly have an 
upper-hand in the entertaining o f viewers, their advantage is most assuredly short-
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lived when the game begins. This is due, in large part, to the difficulty in 
televising a live sports event. Since they are live, the games are spontaneous, 
unscripted, and extremely fast, which causes an imprecision in the structure 
unless it is modified. In order for them to be in command of the broadcast, the 
producers and directors must install specific themes for which they, their 
production crew, and more importantly, the viewers at home can follow. In an 
analysis o f the 1982 NCAA Men’s basketball championship game, Morris and 
Nydahl (1983) found that the game being televised was more like an 
interpretation o f the event rather than a “real life” presentation o f the actual game. 
Morris and Nydahl established that all o f the tools used to entertain the viewers, 
in reality, transmitted a significantly prescribed event. The study highlighted the 
fact that live telecasts do indeed create storylines around the structure o f the game, 
which they believe will keep the viewers entertained. However, this manipulation 
is not accomplished solely through the creativity o f the commentary. The success 
of the manipulation is also derived from the images that the camera captures, 
which then in return is complimented with supporting commentary. The 
producers and directors establish and control the desired storylines through the 
lens o f the camera.
The structure o f televised football games are something unique all unto 
themselves. Football telecasts have structural components that are directed toward 
conveying specific storylines to its viewers. The game themselves is enclosed 
within a larger structure. The total telecast includes a pregame show, a halftime 
show, and a postgame show. Previous studies have concluded that only 10 percent
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of the total telecast time represented live play-action (Williams, 1977, p. 136). 
Additionally, the medium of television provides its own emphasis o f the game.
For example, one study in particular (Williams, 1977) exclusively studied the 
structure o f televised football games, for which it examined the relationship 
between the production techniques used for televising football games and their 
ability to draw viewers. The study found that in order to attract and maintain the 
viewer’s attention, the telecasts tended to present the action o f the game in terms 
of individual performance rather than team effort.
This finding best supports the focus o f this study, in terms o f the usage of 
the close-up shot, because only one individual can be used for a close-up shot, 
therefore each broadcast should have an abundance o f close-up shots. In fact it 
was found that one out o f every five shots was o f an individual in a close-up 
(Williams, 1977, p .137). The preference for the close-up shot within the structure 
of televised football games, leads one to make an assumption that there must be a 
strong and purposeful use for the close-up shot since the producers and directors 
use it predominantly more than any other group o f shots.
Additional studies have examined the change in trends o f televised sports 
over a significant period o f time. Though, a couple o f these studies were 
conducted in the 1970’s, it is the opinion o f this present study that each o f these 
study’s findings are just as accurate today as they were back then. The objective 
of any television program is to appeal to the most viewers as possible and no sport 
has a more built-in appeal than professional football. Due to its violent nature, and 
the abundance o f aggression and male testosterone, the appeal o f football to
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viewers is apparent. As Hall o f Fame football coach Vince Lombardi said about 
professional football: It “is a violent sport. That’s why the crowds love it” 
(Michener, 1976, p. 520). One study in particular found that, at least for male 
viewers, a high degree of aggressiveness was a critical ingredient o f the 
enjoyment o f watching sports contests (Bryant, Comisky, & Zillmann, 1981). The 
linking element between these studies is the correlation found between televised 
football games’ entertainment potential and the level o f viewer enjoyment. 
Through the research o f these previous studies, an assumption can be made that 
every televised football game, no matter if  the game itself is no longer 
competitive, has the ability to sustain the audience’s attention if it is presented in 
the right format.
Furthermore, another significant study (Zillmann, Bryant, & Sapolsky,
1979) found that the roughness and aggressiveness o f play facilitated the 
enjoyment o f watching sport contests, however, not because it provides a 
vicarious outlet for aggressive urges, but because it assures the viewer a high 
degree o f competitiveness—human drama and all (pp. 322-323). In particular, the 
study established that televised sports contests could produce intense positive and 
negative reactions out of viewers only when the game is perceived as a clash of 
human emotions (drama). Hence, the producers and directors o f the telecasts must 
always maintain a level o f suspense or drama surrounding the game. Otherwise, 
they will most likely lose a significant portion o f their viewers. “In fact, most 
writers have implied, if  not explicitly proposed, that the element of struggle is a 
necessary ingredient o f the popular sport event” (p. 320). Therefore, the appeal of
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televised professional football is not attributed to the athletic competition o f the 
game, nor the amount o f violence it produces. The appeal o f televised 
professional football games is directly related to the amount o f human drama that 
the program can produce.
A supplement to the human drama of televised professional football, 
which the camera attempts to capture or create, is the commentary that is supplied 
by the sportscasters; two related studies observed the effects this particular 
relationship had in its respective programs. One study (Bryant, Comisky, & 
Zillmann, 1977) found that sportscasters not only to fill in the knowledge gaps left 
by the limitations o f the visual dimensions of television, but they add histrionics 
to the “human drama o f competition.” Additionally, it was discovered that the 
sports announcer’s dramaturgy was already stylized, with a great deal o f reliance 
on a number o f dramatic motifs (p. 149). The point o f emphasis lies in the 
conclusion that the sportscasters’ commentary is already geared towards specific 
dramatic themes. The major function of the sportscaster is to fill in the dramatic 
holes that the camera is unable to convey.
The role o f the sportscaster is a critical one because they are the people 
who can bridge the gap between visual images and meaning, therefore, they 
maintain fluidity within the storylines. Another study (Comisky, Bryant, & 
Zillmann, 1977) concerning the relationship between commentary and sports 
television, analyzed the effect sportscasters had on viewers’ perception o f the 
game. It was found that on the strength of sportcasters’ play-by-play accounts, 
viewers saw a fierce competition where in fact it really did not exist. The
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sportscaster influenced the viewers’ perception of the game by embellishing the 
drama. However, although it can be concluded that the viewers were in fact 
seeing a mediated version of the game, it did not affect their level o f enjoyment. 
The study mentioned that the data suggested that the enjoyment o f televised 
sporting events closely corresponded with pereeptions of roughness, enthusiasm, 
and violence o f play (p. 153). In summary the purpose of the embellishments 
within the commentary is to heighten viewer gratification.
Subsequently, the direction in which the broadcast o f a sporting event goes 
comes simply down to pure choice. A choice must be made by the producers and 
directors as to how they want to approach the airing of a game. They can either 
broadcast the game as it is, which as a consequence will have significantly fewer 
viewers, or they can manipulate the game in a way that it will attract and maintain 
the highest amount o f viewers possible. In the heavy commercialized society that 
is the United States today, the choice is obvious. The producers and directors 
cannot broadcast a game in an unedited and unmediated manner, otherwise they 
would become unemployed. For that reason, it can be established that live 
televised professional football games are in all actuality a representation of the 
live event. The programs are mediated versions o f the game being played on the 
field, manipulated and altered in order to sustain viewer enjoyment, and, therefore, 
elevate the program’s commercial value.
Other studies have examined the specific effects that televised 
professional football games have on society. One such study (Goldstein & 
Bredemeier, 1977) explored the increased emphasis in the “playing to win”
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mentality in coverage o f televised professional sports and its affect on amateur 
athletics. The study found that there was an undeniable, and ever-growing 
emphasis on winning in the coverage o f televised professional sports, rather than 
an emphasis on participation and good sportsmanship. In terms o f this present 
study, the production techniques used for covering sports today may rest on the 
exploitation of the wirmers, and in the same sense, the exploitation of the losers. 
Through the use o f the close-up shot directors are able to invoke emotions from 
the audience by exploiting a selected individual’s own emotions.
Moreover, a recent study (Rada, 1996) examined if  there was a prevalence 
of racial bias in network television’s coverage o f professional football games.
Both studies (Goldstein & Bredemeier, 1977; Rada, 1996) found that the 
broadcasts of professional football games did have a major effect on society. The 
broadcasts o f NFL games did in fact over-emphasized the “playing to win” idea 
and it concurrently had an adverse effect on those who participated in the sport on 
an amateur level (Goldstein & Bredemeier, 1977). Additionally, it was found that 
televised professional football games did contain a consistent racial bias in its 
coverage (Rada, 1996). The study observed that the sportscasters emphasized the 
athleticism of African American players and the cognitive abilities o f White 
players. Consequently, telecasts o f professional football games can affect the 
perceptions and emotions o f its audience members, and these effects can be used 
either in a positive or negative manner.
No other creation in all o f sports television is hyped and commercialized 
at the most extreme level than the Super Bowl. It has practically become a
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national holiday which the entire country makes plans around. Not only is it the 
premier event in the world of sports, but it is also the premier event in world of 
advertising. In his study o f the Super Bowl, Real (1975) provided factual evidence 
for the notion that the Super Bowl had grown into a mythic spectacle. A major 
point that Real highlighted was that the telecast conveyed a feeling o f larger-than- 
life, and was able to promote that particular theme throughout the program, 
through the cameras’ ability to capture specific shots and the commentators’ 
supporting the images with dramatic embellishments.
The prominence o f the Super Bowl and its commercial value and 
commercial potential can be viewed as an ultra-enhanced abstract o f the entire 
NFL season. Every televised NFL game generates an enormous amount of profits 
for all parties involved. This success is due, in large part, to the networks’ focus 
on marketing and transmitting the game as a form of entertainment, to increase its 
appeal amongst viewers. The Super Bowl is no exception. In fact, it multiplies the 
commercial value of the regular season broadcasts by incomprehensible numbers.
In a close relation to the commercial success o f the game is the 
entertainment significance o f the Super Bowl, because as an entertainment 
spectacle only few events are able to rival. The pressure for the producers and 
directors o f Super Bowls to create an exceptionally entertaining show is also 
multiplied. In the a noteworthy study about the mediation o f Super Bowl 
broadcasts, Mullen and Mazzocco (2000) examined how various Super Bowl 
broadcasts were able to implement drama surrounding the head coaches through 
the use o f visual manipulation tools. The study analyzed how each broadcast used
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the close-up shot, different camera-angles, camera zooming, videotape technology 
(instant replay and slow motion replay), and graphics. As a result o f a thorough 
analysis o f the broadcasts the study discovered that as the years progressed, the 
more broadcasts focused on manufactured storylines and the romanticizing of the 
game.
The study used a content analysis o f the production techniques o f each 
sample- with its main focus being of the coach to find its results. What is the most 
valuable attribute o f the study is that it highlights emphasis o f storylines and plot 
development in the broadcasts of televised football games. Therefore, it was 
concluded that the producers and directors did not portray the games in a realistic 
manner. In actuality they consciously created something that was altogether 
different from reality (p. 358).
Furthemiore, strong links were found between the increase in the 
mediation o f the Super Bowl and the increase in technological use. As the years 
progressed the broadcasts used the close-up shot more progressively. This 
suggested that the producers and directors increasingly emphasized the emotional 
elements o f the game, which as for today has become more important than the 
athletic competition itself. Moreover, the study found that the more compelling 
the storylines were in the Super Bowl, the more substantial increase the game had 
in popularity with the public consciousness and its import (p. 348). In summary, 
the study was able to conclude that there was in fact a relationship between the 
increase in mediation o f the game and an increase viewership over time (p. 357).
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What this present study aims to provide is a close analysis o f how 
storylines, surrounding the individuals that are introduced during the pregame 
show on Monday Night Football, are conveyed and manipulated, through the use 
of narration and the close-up shot. Previously, only one significant study was 
found to analyze the content o f Monday Night Football (Trujillo, 1995). The 
study in question looked specifically at how the male body was portrayed 
throughout an entire season of Monday Night Football. It established the fact that 
the program produced three sets o f paradoxes involving the images o f the male 
body and football, they include; (1) the body as tool, football as work; (2) the 
body as weapon, football as war; and (3) the body as object o f gaze: (watching) 
football as pleasure (p. 403). The evidence here demonstrates that there are indeed 
dramatic themes, or motifs, which are stylized to entertain the audience. The 
objective o f this present study is not to observe just one general dramatic theme, 
but every dramatic theme that is trying to be communicated to the viewer in the 
broadcast and examine how it is communicated to the viewer.
The history o f the studies previously discussed helped established this 
study with its focus o f manufactured storylines in Monday Night Football. 
Through the research conducted, one can conclude that the primary goal of 
televised football games is to attract viewers, and through these studies one can 
hypothesize that viewers are most often attracted to broadcasts that: (1) are more 
centered on individual performances rather than team effort; (2) exploit the drama 
of winning and losing, and the conflict in competition and violence; and (3) hype-
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up potential conflicts surrounding the games- in order to maintain a level of 
entertainment for the viewers.
Narrative
A narrative refers to the means by which television tells a story, usually in 
a predictable fashion using stock plots and characters (Duncan & Brummet, 1987). 
The central focus o f this study is the concept that the production o f Monday Night 
Football uses storytelling, or scripting, to establish potential conflicts, or elements 
of drama between players, coaches, players and coaches, and also, conflict within 
a specific player or coach. A script refers to a written document that tells what a 
program is about, who is in it, what is supposed to happen, and how the audience 
shall see and hear the event (Zettl, 2000, p. 548). In reference to the present, 
although the viewer does not hold a tangible script o f Monday Night Football, the 
pregame segment conveys to the audience what “actors” (players and coaches) 
each program is going to focus on, what the central theme(s) surrounding each 
“actor” is going to be, what the announcers think is going to happen in the game 
in regards to those “actors,” and what the audience is probably going to observe 
throughout the course o f the game.
Scripts for television are best thought as blueprints or plans of 
communication that others will further interpret and present to the audience (Hyde, 
2003). The producers and directors o f sporting events must have preconceived 
storylines that they want to communicate to the audience through the mediation of
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the announcers and the cameras. The producers and directors must decide on what 
players and / or coaches they want to focus before the game is even played. In 
deciding what “actors” to focus on the producers and directors must choose whose 
story, or stories, are the most salient to the viewer. The intention here is to place a 
spotlight on those “actors” who are deemed worthy o f having pre-established 
storylines so that the announcers and production crew can focus on those 
particulars throughout the game. Also, more importantly it allows the audience to 
be entertained with storylines even if  the competition is not interesting. Evidence 
of this is the interviews they conduct well in advance before the game and the 
teasers they create to air at the very beginning o f the broadcast.
In similarity to a regular television show, televised professional football 
programs can be observed as following a script. For example, just like television 
shows (Zaza, 1993), football programs have dialogue (between the announcers), 
perspective (the point o f view o f the announcers) characters (the announcers, and 
the players, and coaches they focus on), and acting (the presentation o f human 
emotion through the players). The dialogue refers to the use of words between 
characters to convey meaning, emotion, or atmosphere, this is established, the 
majority o f the time, between the announcers o f the game. Perspective is 
established in every shot because each vision seen from a particular point of view, 
“Perspective determines level o f audience empathy, participation, and attention” 
(p. 9). A character is built-up through the characterization o f a player or coach by 
the announcers. Finally, acting can be viewed as the relationship between the 
human emotions displayed by the “actors” (players and coaches) and the
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capturing o f those emotions by the cameras. The combination of all these 
elements signifies that sports television programs in general are in the form of the 
epic narrative, because it appears to be more appropriate for television, while the 
dramatic narrative is more in line with the traditions o f motion pictures (p. 12).
In a participant observation study of the production of a televised skiing 
competition on Canadian television (Gruneau, 1989), it was discovered that 
directors and reporters o f sport television programs constructed storylines in order 
to heighten the entertainment value o f their events. The findings in that study can 
be correlated to the structure of live televised football games. The préfabrication 
of storylines can be viewed in accordance to what Zaza (1993) calls a prose script, 
which is essentially a focus on a story. The structure is a strategy o f action in time 
and space. Its purpose is to set the stage, establish the scene, and deal with 
specifics, this is created through the commentary o f the announcers and the 
camera shots in the pregame spots o f the program. Moreover, “after the characters 
are introduced and the dramatic action is developed” it is the objective o f all of 
those who help create the program (producer, director, announcers, camera crew, 
graphic people . .  . etc.) to “invent transitions from shot to shot, scene to scene, 
motion to gesture, action to reaction” (p. 18). What the program of Monday Night 
Football does that is characteristically related to the prose script is establish the 
mood, attitude, and rhythm of action for the viewers at the beginning o f the 
broadcast.
The idea o f intently affecting the viewers’ perception of the game was 
established by Monday Night Football’s creator Roone Arledge. Arledge invented
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the process o f making televised professional football into a spectacle of 
entertainment. Through the choosing o f specific shots, the focus on specific 
themes or individuals, Arledge decided what he thought the viewer would like, 
and he presented it to them in the most entertaining fashion as possible. As 
Gunther (1994) mentioned that Arledge thought that the old way o f producing 
sports was hopelessly outmoded. As a result he came up with a new, radical 
approach. Arledge’s viewed the game as raw material, unformed stuff, like clay in 
the hands o f a sculptor, that had to be re-formed and shaped into art—or at least 
into exciting viewing. He felt that the game was just the starting point. It was the 
show that counted. His simple ideas began a revolution that produced the instant 
replay, stop action, slow motion, and isolated cameras. It also led to intimate 
shots and reaction shots o f players and coaches, “honey shots” o f the cheerleaders, 
and ultimately to the cementing o f prime-time football on Monday nights (p. 17).
Arledge created a game that was not actually taking place. He selected 
certain aspects o f the game and through the power of television he was able to 
manipulate and mold camera shots and commentary into a coherent storyline in 
which the viewers could hopefully follow. Although, his approach produced a 
football game that in all actuality could not be considered the genuine article, 
Arledge turned Monday Night Football into a primetime success.
The root o f the camera manipulation and embellished commentary is to 
produce salient drama. To evaluate drama, Burke (1969) created five specific 
questions that must be answered in order to establish the presence o f drama: what 
was done {act), when or where it was done (scene), who did it (agent), how did he
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do it (agency), and why (purpose). Through these questions lies the basis for the 
present study, because in order to question the structure of any live televised sport 
event one must be aware o f who is in charge o f the program (agent), what image 
was captured (act), what type o f shot was used (agency), what time or sequence of 
the game was the shot used (scene), and overall, why was the shot used (purpose).
Through the use o f exploiting conflict and hyping drama in a live event, 
that may or may not exist, a sense o f reality may possibly be lost on the audience 
watching on television. This concept can best be explained through Baudrillard’s 
Third-order simulation (Lane, 2000), which is described as a detachment from 
reality and representation, rather than a blurring o f the two (p. 86). The viewer of 
live televised sporting events is not capable o f comprehending what is real and 
what may be a representation of reality. The viewer does not have the means to 
decipher the two. However, this does not mean that they blend into one. The 
central meaning is that when observing a live televised sports event the viewer is 
removed from his ability to understand what reality is and what is a representation 
of reality is. As a result Baudrillard defines this as “hyper-reality" because the 
model precedes the real “(e.g. the map precedes the territory)” (p. 86). Hence, the 
viewer observes the representation o f the game through the mediation of 
television and not the live game.
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Visual Manipulation 
The power and effect that television has on mainstream popular culture is 
immeasurable. Television most certainly dictates the emotion, perceptions, the 
likes and dislikes within society. The images that it distributes have a significantly 
influential effect on the consciousness o f its viewers. The world that television 
transmits is a conception of a reality that does not actually exist. However, 
through the practice o f implementing storylines, producers and directors o f 
television programs are able to manipulate the viewers’ perceptions and emotions 
through the repetition o f shots. Television is able to dictate the public’s perception 
of society, in relation to certain issues, by focusing on particular aspects and not 
focusing on others.
Images on television are able to manipulate the viewers’ conceptions of 
social reality. One study in particular (Gerbner, Gross, Signorielli, & Morgan,
1980) found that as a result o f gross under-representations in television, the 
majority o f viewers felt that there were fewer old people in society, that men aged 
slower than women, and that men enjoyed life longer than women. This is an 
example o f how television is able to manipulate viewers into thinking in a 
particular manner. Over a period o f time the researchers found that older people 
were grossly under-represented on television, that there were fewer older men 
portrayed on television than woman, and that woman with a positive disposition 
on life in general were also under-represented. As a result, the viewers assumed 
that what was either represented or not represented on television was an exact 
reflection of society.
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One significant study in particular studied the effect television has on 
viewers through commentary and specific camera shots. Lang and Lang (1977) 
found that television viewers are able to be manipulated into perceiving an event 
as it is portrayed through television rather than how it is in reality. Lang and Lang 
conducted a mass observation o f the events surrounding General MacArthur 
arrival in Chicago. It was found that there were already certain expectations that 
the public had in how the celebrations would unfold. It was widely assumed that 
there would be “mobs o f people” and “wild crowds” permeating throughout the 
downtown area. In addition to the assumption that the event would be a unique 
and extraordinary spectacle, many felt that witnessing the celebration would 
almost become a larger-than-life experience. Conversely, though, the exact 
opposite sentiment was felt according to those participants who observed the 
event in person. The expectations that they previously had for the celebration fell 
massively short.
However, although the people at the event witnessed the anticlimactic 
temperament toward General MacArthur’s celebration, those viewers watching on 
television thought that occasion met all o f the preceding expectations. 
Additionally, the television viewers assumed, as a result o f what was being 
captured on camera, that there were large crowds o f people and that an all out 
celebration was taking place downtown. Their perceptions were in fact far from 
the truth. Those in attendance reported that there were only scarce groups of 
people and that any cheering from the crowds only occurred when the cameras 
were pointed towards the people. The little enthusiasm that the crowds displayed
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was a direct result o f the knowledge that the camera was being pointed at them 
and therefore, they cheered because they wanted to be recognized on television by 
their friends and family. Yet, the television viewers were unsuspecting of this and 
they fell under the assumption that everyone was cheering continuously for 
General MacArthur.
The defining significance o f the study by Lang and Lang was that they 
provided factual evidence in regards to the producers and directors in charge of 
televising General MacArthur’s celebration, already had a predetermination as to 
how the event would be portrayed. Instead of letting the event play out for the 
viewers, just as it was happening for those people at the event, the production of 
the celebration manipulated the events through the utilization o f careful shot 
selections and supporting commentary. As a result the televised celebration filled 
the expectations o f the viewers while the people who experienced the celebrations 
live felt it to be anticlimactic.
Other studies have examined the ways in which television news programs 
can manipulate viewer’s feelings on political issues (Grabe, 1996), the reliability 
of images in newscasts in relation to the narrative (Brosius, Donsbach, & Birk, 
1996), and the effect advertisements have on people (Messaris, 1997). The issue 
here is the way in which images have the ability to communicate, and more 
importantly manipulate, viewer’s thoughts and perceptions. Also, the symbolic 
meanings behind images and how they are transmitted can elicit a specific 
emotional reaction from the audience, which are anticipated by those in charge o f 
transmitting the images.
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The key component in television’s ability to control and manipulate 
viewer thought patterns is the camera. The camera provides the viewer with a 
specific perspective that they are not able to control. This perspective lies in the 
hands o f a program’s decision-makers, the producers and directors. Those 
individuals who are in charge o f a program have the ultimate freedom to choose 
what he or she wants to convey to the viewers. Furthermore, he or she has a 
variety of tools at their disposal to elicit particular desired responses from the 
audience. The first of these visual manipulation tools is camera distance. 
Meyrowitz (1982), an expert in the concept o f “para-proxemics,” discovered a 
relationship between television shots (close-up, medium, and wide shots) and 
camera locations (behind the head, over the shoulder) with the way in which 
viewers perceive and react to interpersonal distance (p. 221).
Through his study, Meyrowitz (1982) found that television, apart from the 
content o f a program, works to involve viewers with the image it is capturing in 
order to elicit the emotional characteristics of an interpersonal encounter. It was 
found that the way in which a person is framed may suggest an interpersonal 
distance between the person and the viewer (p. 225). Meyrowitz tried to express 
the idea that although minimal visual cues can be derived from a camera shot, 
every single shot that frames a person suggests its own particular interpersonal 
relationship between the subject and the viewer, which is based on camera 
distance. Additional literature (Fiske & Hartley, 1978; Fiske, 1987) has been 
written in support o f this specific theory.
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Viewer perception and close identification with characters on television 
is established through the close-up shot. This is in accordance with the purpose of 
the close-up shot, which is to use a subject’s emotion to communicate a story, 
which in return is supposed to invoke emotions within the viewer. As the film 
scholar Jacobs (1970) notes, “The close-up focuses attention on what is important 
through magnification o f relevant details and exclusion o f unwanted portions o f a 
subject” (p.25), in essence the close-up is a director’s highlighter, which he uses 
to suggest a character’s importance to the viewers. The close-up shot is often 
considered the foundation for the success and wide-spread appeal o f television, 
because it brought viewers closer to the subjects than no one could previously 
fathom.
Due to the fact that the close-up was initially the only type of shot 
television provided successftilly; the television shot became virtually synonymous 
with the close up (Barker, 1991, p. 308). The primary success for television in 
relation to the close-up shot was due in large part, to its ability to impact viewers 
with the emotions o f intimacy, its capacity to address viewers directly, and its 
exploitation o f the dramatic potential o f the human face (Barker, p. 309). A study 
conducted by Mascelli (1965), explored the power in the effectiveness of close-up 
shot. In his research, Mascelli concluded that the close-up shot is among the most 
powerful storytelling devices available to the filmmaker (p. 173), because it 
communicates so strongly to the audience that little room is left for interpretation. 
He recommends that the close-up shot should only be reserved for the most vital 
spots in a story, so that its intended visual impact upon the audience is assured.
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Conversely, Mascelli mentions that if  “improperly used, the close-up can confuse 
the audience and detract attention—thus neutralizing its cinematic effectiveness” 
(p. 173).
Moreover, Meyrowitz observed that, “The very language of television and 
film shots suggests that distance is a factor in choosing them—-c/o5e-up and long 
shot” (Meyrowitz, 1982, p. 225). With that in mind it becomes apparent that when 
a director uses a close-up shot, his or hers intentions are to manipulate the viewer 
into forming a connection with the subject in the shot. The ability to make this 
connection lies directly in the hands o f the creator. The viewer is forced to 
observe the subject at an exaggerated close distance, which is intended to elicit a 
specific response through personal identification. The viewer has the ability to 
interpret what is on the screen in anyway that they want (Porter, Moeder, & 
Deering, 1990, p. 5), however, the close-up shot is limiting. Film scholar Jacobs 
notes that, “The size o f the object affects our feelings as well as our recognition 
and understanding o f i t . . .  The close-up focuses attention on what is important 
through magnification of relevant details and exclusion of unwanted portions o f a 
subject” (Meyrowitz, 1982, p. 225). Therefore, although the viewer is free to 
interpret the subject matter that is portrayed within the close-up, in reality the 
viewer is manipulated into responding in a specific manner, because they are 
forced to give notice to a subject’s emotions at an extreme and highly 
distinguishable distance.
The close-up shot leaves little room for argument due to the clarity o f the 
shot. Therefore, the viewer is hardly open to their own individual interpretation.
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because the director already knows what type o f response the majority o f viewers 
will have towards a specific close-up shot. Thompson (1998) characterizes the 
close-up shot as when the lower frame cuts the torso o f the subject in the area 
firom above the arm joint to below the chin, so that the subject’s shoulder is shown. 
The upper frame may cut the head or may not, depending upon the gender and 
hairstyle o f the subject (p. 80). The idea of the close-up shot is to frame a 
subject’s face with the top part o f their shoulders barely showing.
What is most essential about the close-up shot is its composition. The 
viewer’s attention is drawn to the foreground, while focusing on the subject’s 
eyes and mouth. The texture and color o f the skin are clearly visible. The eyes at 
this stage are either light or dark. With a male it is possible to tell skin condition, 
and if they have shaved or not, while the texture o f a female’s hair is noticeable 
(p.80). The intention o f the close-up shot is to connect the viewer’s eyes with the 
subject’s facial features, primarily the eyes, in order to elicit a particular response. 
The more the viewer can identify with the subject, the more the connection 
becomes personal to the viewer. From the origins of this simple shot come 
numerous variations, all o f which are intended to elicit a particular reaction.
The close-up shot has had a long historical relationship with the medium 
of television. In fact television is known as the “close-up” medium (Barker, 1991, 
p. 308). The most valued attribute o f the close-up shot is that it creates a 
pronounced degree o f intimacy. This in turn suggests two historical points. First, 
since its inception, the technique of the close-up and its ability to create intimacy 
between the viewer and the subject is the initial source of television’s commercial
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appeal, which has been exploited ever since. Secondly, the close-up shot on 
television is able to create drama through the capturing o f facial nuances, because 
human beings have inherent predisposition to react emphatically to emotional 
displays in other people’s faces (Messaris, 1997, p. 47).
A director is able to use the capturing o f a subject’s facial expressions, 
through the use o f the close-up shot, to manipulate the viewers’ emotions. What 
makes visual images that are captured by the close-up shot so effective is their 
ability to simulate certain aspects o f interactions (facial expressions, gestures, 
postures, personal appearance, physical surroundings) through the means of 
controlling the viewer’s perspective: degree proximity, angle o f view, presence or 
absence o f subjective shots, and so on. (Messaris, 1997, p. 34)
The camera’s ability to capture facial expressions, which then translates 
into drama, helps give support to the idea that the viewer at home is receiving a 
better value o f entertainment than those fans who attend the game, live. For 
instance, spectators at a game are not empowered to connect with the wealth of 
primary material that directors and producers routinely use. Spectators at a game 
are never able to call up close-up shots o f players or fan’s faces (unless they 
happened to be sitting nearby) to intensify the feelings o f their individual 
experiences; nor could they restructure the flow o f action as it occurs. (Morris & 
Nydahl, 1983, p. 201)
The purpose o f the close-up is to create a greater intensity, and to give the 
image a greater importance by directing the viewer’s attention to the eventful 
visual detail (Tiemens, 1991, p. 5). In other words, close-up shots augment the
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dramatic features o f a story’s plot. Due, in large part, to its poor resolution and 
frame dimensions (which compose the human head in an aesthetically good 
manner), the close-up is perhaps the most important camera shot out of the 
countless number o f images that one can assess (Mullen & Mazzocco, 2000). The 
personalizing or humanizing o f the game for the benefit o f the fans has become a 
standard production objective. The director aspires to create a closer relationship 
between the viewers at home and the participants o f the game. The close-up shot’s 
ability to enhance the importance of the subject has become an essential element 
to the narrative aptitude o f a program. The audience will more easily identify with 
on-screen characters seen in close-ups since they can “feel” their pain, joy, and 
other emotions (p. 352)
Camera Angles
The angle at which an image is captured is another important and 
significant characteristic o f affecting viewer perception. This is referred to as the 
principle o f dominance (Bretz, 1962), if  a person is looking up at an object, then 
the object takes on a greater importance than the viewer. We feel we are 
figuratively as well as actually “looking up” to it. Conversely, if  the camera 
shoots down on someone, then it felt as though the subject is less important than 
we are (p. 32). This convention, within the structure o f film and television, alludes 
to the well-known principle o f using a low camera angle (shooting from below) to 
make the person(s) in the shot appear more powerful, menacing, threatening, and
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so on, depending on the exact context; and, conversely, using a high camera angle 
(shooting from above) to make the person(s) in the shot appear weaker (Messaris, 
1994, p. 7).
Through the variance o f camera angles the director is able to further 
manipulate the emotions o f the audience. Just like the close-up shot is limiting, as 
previously mentioned, the angle at which the camera is used makes the shot even 
more limiting. It is noted that by controlling the angle of the camera the director is 
able to influence the subject’s credibility in the eyes o f the viewer (Tiemens,
1970). Hence, if  the vertical angle o f a shot is able to influence the perceived 
dominance or superiority o f a person being photographed, then it can be 
hypothesized that the camera angle also affects the credibility o f the 
communicator in a situation where the communication is televised to an audience. 
Communicator credibility is defined as the perceived characteristics o f the 
communicator which influences the acceptance o f his message (p. 484). Therefore, 
the angle at which a shot is taken can have an additional limiting effect when used 
within the context o f a close-up shot.
Shot Duration
The length of a shot (in terms o f time) can also play a significant role in 
whether or not a message is accurately received, or rather received at all. The 
duration o f a shot, expressed in seconds and frames, is the only cinematic 
parameter that can be quite easily reducible to its mathematical equivalent (Burch,
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1981, p. 52). A previous study (Becker, 1978) iterated that one might hypothesize 
that a longer close-up will lead to a more “accurate” perception o f a facial 
expression. However, it appears not to be the case, because the differences 
resulting from lengthening of the close-up are not the same when the contextual 
cues are different. That is, as the close-up shot is lengthened, the perceptions o f it 
evoked by the different versions o f the film do not converge (pp. 57-58).
Producers and directors use every means possible to enhance the drama 
within their program. To ensure that drama occurs, especially for sports 
programming, the producers and directors make sure that they keep the camera 
focused on those “actors” who they can build and hype storylines around. In 
reference to a live, televised sports event the value o f the length o f an actor’s shot 
in is twofold: first the longer the shot the more chances the producer and director 
gets in capturing the facial expressions and emotions they are seeking out; 
secondly, the longer the shot the more the viewer understand the actor’s 
importance to the program. Moreover, since the producers and directors are 
focused on a particular actor for lengthy amount o f time then it becomes apparent 
to the viewer that this is done for a specific reason.
Visual Imagery / Visual Literacy 
The foundation o f this study is based on the ability to extract the meaning 
out o f visual images, and in this case, close-up shots used within the broadcasts of 
Monday Night Football. The communication theory that focuses on extracting
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meaning from visual images is visual (or media) literacy. Media literacy is 
characterized as the knowledge about how the mass media function in society 
(Messaris, 1998, p.70). The central idea regarding the evaluation o f imagery is 
that it is not about what the purpose is that the originator intended but rather how 
the action o f the image is communicated to the viewers, and how they interpret it.
The groundwork for visual literacy was established by Dondis (1973) in 
her book A Primer o f  Visual Literacy. Dondis established the concept that there is 
a basic, perceptual visual system that all human beings have in common (p. 12). 
However, the complexity o f visual literacy is far greater than any form of 
language. Dondis concluded that visual literacy can never be a clear-cut logical 
system similar to language. Languages are made-up systems constructed by 
humans to encode, store, and decode information. As a result language has a 
logistical structure that visual literacy is unable to match (p. 12).
In concurrence with Dondis’ initial venture into the study of visual literacy, 
Becker (1978) explored if  there was a relationship between how an individual 
receives a message from a visual image and the type o f setting in which they are 
receiving the message. More specifically, the analysis was focused on the way in 
which an individual interprets meaning from an image in a laboratory setting and 
in everyday life. Becker found that the structuring that the perceiver does is far 
more important than the structuring that the source intends. Becker felt that all 
previous research on communication was too concerned with the purposes o f the 
source and insufficiently concerned with the sets and / or motivations o f the 
receiver, (p. 47)
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The approach toward finding messages in a visual text and interpreting 
them is referred to as “decoding” (Fiske & Hartley, 1978). Additionally, along 
with the process o f “decoding” is the process o f “encoding” (Hall, 1980), which is 
an equally determinate moment in television discourse. “Encoding” suggests,
“The ‘message form’ is the necessary ‘form of appearance’ of the event in its 
passage from source to receiver. Thus, the transposition into and out o f the 
‘message form’ is a determinate moment” (p. 129). What is being presented here 
is the idea that it is not just important to identify the significance o f the visual 
message, but it is also essentially important for one to be able to identify how that 
visual message is being presented to the viewer. In order to evaluate a message in 
a clear and coherent manner one must be able to “decode” and “encode” the 
visual text (Barker, 1985).
A noteworthy study pertaining to the field of visual literacy was conducted 
by Foss and Kanengieter (1992). The study’s significance lies in the fact that it 
established a three-step procedure for extracting meaning from specific images. 
They include: (1) identifying presented elements; (2) processing the presented 
elements; and (3) formulating the message. The first step, identification of 
presented elements, involves the naming and sorting o f physical features of the 
visual. In the context o f this present study, the identification o f the presented 
elements is the locating o f every shot that includes the characteristics of a close- 
up shot- a shot that includes the head and shoulders o f a subject, and is focused 
directly on the subject’s facial nuances, in every sample. The second step, 
processing the presented elements, refers to “the means through which the viewer
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moves from the presented elements o f the image to the formulation o f its 
message” (p. 315). Lastly, the third and final step, formulating the message, 
focuses on what type o f message the viewer receives from the image. This three- 
step procedure describes the process for which any individual obtains meaning 
through a given image, which is the course o f action for this study in particular. It 
must be noted that Foss did a follow-up study (1994), which went into further 
detail o f how a message is derived from visual imagery.
For this paper, the most essential meaning to comprehend in terms of 
extracting meaning out o f visual imagery is the rationale behind the close-up shot. 
The purpose o f the close-up shot is to use a subject’s emotion to communicate a 
story, which in return is supposed to invoke emotions within the viewer. The 
appeal o f the close-up is due in large-part to its unique trait o f invading personal 
space, which a person in real-life cannot experience without making another feel 
uncomfortable (at least in Western society). The most valued attribute o f the 
close-up shot is that it creates a pronounced degree o f intimacy. This in turn 
suggests two historical points. First, since its inception, the technique of the close- 
up and its ability to create intimacy between the viewer and the subject is the 
initial source o f television’s commercial appeal, which in return has been 
exploited ever since. Secondly, the close-up shot on television is able to create 
drama through the capturing o f facial nuances (Barker, 1991).
The camera’s ability to capture facial expressions, which translates into 
drama, helps give support to the idea that the viewer at home is receiving a better 
value of entertainment than those fans who attend the game, live. In other words.
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close-ups augment the dramatic features o f a story’s plot. Though simplistic in 
definition, the close-up shot has a number of special characteristics. Mascelli 
(1965) cites that the close-up shot contains several different shots. The first of 
which is the over-the-shoulder close-up, where a close-up o f a person is seen 
over-the-shoulder o f another person in the foreground. Other close-up shots 
include: medium close-up: from approximately midway between the waist and 
shoulders to ahove the head; head and shoulder close-up: from below the 
shoulders to above the head; head close-up: head only; choker close-up: below the 
lips to above the eyes; and lastly, extreme close-up: portion’s of a person’s head 
such as ear, nose, lips, or eyes, may he featured for ultra-dramatic significance.
One study in particular (Hallin, 1992) examined sound bites in televised 
coverage o f elections, which clarifies the ways in which one is supposed to 
translate commentary into meaning. A second assistance that the study in question 
provided is the definition of mediation. Hallin characterizes mediation as the 
treatment o f raw material o f a broadcast in such a way that it is taken apart, 
combined with other sounds and images, and reintegrated into a new narrative 
(Mullen & Mazzocco, 2000).
Lastly, because the broadcast of Monday Night Football is unique, due to 
the characteristic o f it being a live broadcast, it is important for this study to look 
at specific studies that focused solely on live broadcasts. Live broadcasts are 
unique for the simple reason that anything can happen, and that those people who 
work on live programs must be ready for anything. Morris and Nydahl (1983) 
explored how viewers react differently towards live broadcasts, “when programs
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are live, we as viewers, tend to accept such messages as real rather than mediated” 
(p. 195). In the context o f this study, it would seem that the broadcast o f Monday 
Night Football would be more apt to embellish story lines and to create drama, 
because the viewer would be more accepting as it being true since it is live 
television. All the director has to do to exploit the power o f the live event is to 
make sure that images that are broadcast on television are able to coherently 
formulate a cohesive storyline that captures the viewer’s attention.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY 
As previously stated, the purpose of this study is to conduct a qualitative 
content-analysis of storylines prescribed to the viewer on Monday Night Football. 
The analysis o f this study is centered on the actual broadcasts from Monday Night 
Football, recorded on standard, consumer-brand VHS videotape. The study will 
be performed through a single coder. However the methodology will attempt to 
explain the study in extraneous detail in order for possible replication. The initial 
analysis will be o f the pregame show—  from the time the broadcast begins till the 
time the game-clock starts with opening kick-off— and the individual storylines it 
attempts to establish through the use o f teasers, commentary, specific camera 
shots, and interviews. The sample size that will be used is that o f five, live, 
televised broadcasts from the 2002 NFL Season of Monday Night Football. It 
must be noted that each game was analyzed at least three separate times, in order 
to provide documentation of each game in precise detail.
The analysis will focus on the prevalence o f those storylines throughout 
the broadcast. This will be accomplished through the identification o f dramatic 
motifs (set-forth by Bryant, Comisky, & Zillmann, 1977) surrounding the “actors” 
that are established in the pregame show, and will be documented each time those 
references were used during the program. The point o f emphasis will be on the
61
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references to the selected individuals that are outside the context of the live play 
itself. Any references to the “actors” extrinsic to the play at hand will be 
documented for game time (categorized by quarter), the actor, the commentary 
regarding the storyline, the type of close-up shot used, the angle o f the camera, 
and the duration o f the shot (in terms of seconds) were coded. It must be noted 
that some commentary may not have a close-up shot accompanying it, and that 
some close-up shots may be in context o f certain storylines without supplemental 
commentary. Both o f these instances will also be documented as a source o f data.
The intended result o f this methodology is to create a study which: (1) is 
able to identify the prescribed storylines involving carefully selected “actors” set- 
forth during the pregame show which are created and built-up by the program’s 
producer, director, and announcers; (2) tracks every reference to those storylines 
throughout the program through several units o f analysis, which include: (a) 
documenting the narrative verbatim that refers to the actors in their prescribed 
motifs; (b) types o f close-up shots used to capture each actor; (c) camera angles 
used with each close-up shot; and (d) duration o f the close-up shot; (3) through 
the collection o f data will be able to evaluate if  the program consistently promotes 
the prescribed storylines throughout the broadcast, or if  it introduces several 
storylines during the pregame, what types o f storylines are consistently used and 
what types are abandoned; and (4) identifies specific tendencies and patterns 
between those storylines that are carried throughout the program and what 
storylines are dropped.
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Sample
The sample size will consist o f five complete broadcasts o f Monday Night 
Football, which is characterized as the moment the broadcast comes on the air to 
the instance that it goes off the air. To determine the proper sample size for this 
study, two previous studies were examined. Both o f which specifically analyzed 
the content of televised football games. The first study was conducted by Mullen 
and Mazzocco (2000), which looked at the mediation of Super Bowl broadcasts 
from 1969 to 1997. The study used a sample size o f four Super Bowl broadcasts 
to provide a representation of all the games that fell within that twenty-eight year 
span. The second study examined was by Williams (1977) which studied the 
structure o f six National Football League telecasts, covering a span o f six weeks.
Ideally, the relatively small sample size o f four televised games would 
seem to suffice a study like this. However, an important objective o f this study is 
to analyze a sample size that best represents the entire season of Monday Night 
Football. Therefore, a compromise o f the two previous studies was made to create 
a sample size o f a proper representation o f the seventeen games televised during 
the 2002 season o f Monday Night Football. It is the contention o f this study that 
five games taken from the 2002 season o f Monday Night Football would 
constitute a proper sample size for the given study.
The five games chosen as the sample for this study are;
Pittsburgh Steelers v. New England Patriots September 9, 2002
St. Louis Rams v. Tampa Bay Buccaneers September 23, 2002
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Denver Broncos v. Baltimore Ravens September 30, 2002
Chicago Bears v. St. Louis Rams November 18, 2002
Pittsburgh Steelers v. Tampa Bay Buccaneers December 23, 2002
The sample taken was grouped for various reasons, the Steelers v. Patriots 
was included because it was the first game o f the season. Subsequently, it was the 
objective of this study to observe if  repeated trends in storylines were used for the 
same team during a different game. Therefore, another game with the Steelers was 
chosen—  Steelers v. Buccaneers. Next, another game with the Buccaneers was 
chosen—  Rams v. Buccaneers. Then, another game with the Rams was chosen— 
Bears v. Rams. Lastly, the game between the Broncos and Ravens was chosen for 
the specific reason that it is predominately assumed that each broadcast would 
only focus on those players who are most frequently in contact with the ball 
(Williams, 1977). Hence, the last game chosen for this study is due, in large part, 
to the central “actor” o f the broadcast being a defensive player, the purpose of 
which is to provide an example that live televised football games do not have to 
necessarily focus on those players on offense.
Pregame
A previous study (Williams, 1977) found that major characteristic in the 
structure o f televised football was the presentation o f themes. The largest of these 
themes tended to be introduced in the pregame shows and were then often
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periodically referred to during the coverage of the game (p. 138). Therefore, the 
unit of analysis in the pregame show of Monday Night Football will be the 
storylines that are introduced to the viewers. The analysis begins at the moment 
the broadcast starts and concludes with the opening kick-off, when the clock starts 
the first quarter. Some games open up with what is called a teaser, which is a 
short, theme-oriented promotion o f selected individuals, which is often set to 
music and interspersed with highlight footage. The pregame portion of the 
program will be analyzed for the individual storylines that it attempts to establish 
well-before the competition starts.
Within the broadcast, the content of the show was analyzed for two 
particular aspects—  commentary and camera shots. The commentary is what 
establishes the motifs, the announcers in the pregame show explain to you what 
“actors” they are going to focus on, why they are focusing on them, and what to 
expect from them. It becomes apparent that since the program, and more 
specifically the announcers, choose who they are going to focus on then the 
members o f the audience are forced to focus on those “actors” without choice. In 
essence the announcers are the “directors” o f the storylines for which the “actors” 
(players and coaches) carry them out through the embellishments in their dialogue 
and the visual manipulation created through specific camera shots.
The instrument used for coding the storylines will be derived from Bryant, 
Comisky, and Zillmann’s (1977) Categorization o f  Dramatic Motifs. Its intended 
function is to categorize dramatic motifs commonly employed in sportscasting. 
This is accomplished through the use o f guidelines and descriptions of each
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category set-forth by Bryant, Comisky, and Zillmann. Analyzing the comments 
made by the sportscasters helps determine exactly what type o f storyline each 
“actor” falls into. In summary, the objective o f this section in the methodology for 
this study is to analyze the storylines prescribed through the commentary o f the 
sportscasters about the “actors”, and categorize them accordingly.
The categories created by Bryant, Comisky, and Zillmann (1977) are:
1. The competition motif includes orientations toward retaliation or revenge, 
direct challenges, struggle for the same job or position, contests between 
rookies and veterans, and conflicts between age and youth.
2. The glory motif incorporates elements o f fame, recognition, reputation, 
and achievement of records.
3. Sentences coded under the gamesmanship motif involve questions of 
strategy, management ability, leadership, and ability to implement 
innovations.
4. The human interest motif included items relating to personality, family, 
school or regional affiliation.
5. Sentences dealing with strength, physical prowess, size, speed, or stamina 
are classified as fitting the physical competence motif.
6. The history motif includes items related to nostalgia, tradition, or general 
statistics.
7. The performance competence motif included elements of ability, 
proficiency, versatility, consistency, opportunism, and precision.
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8. Sentences relating to professionalism or draft or trade status are defined by 
the personnel motif.
9. The spirit m otif circumscribes orientations toward desire, determination, 
enthusiasm, unity, or momentum.
10. The pity  motif involves sentences relating to loss of advantage, under-dog 
status, or injury.
11. Dramatic elements such as compensation for prior shortcomings, 
comeback, rebuilding, general improvement, overcoming adversity, 
exceeding or falling short of expectation, or expressions of intense 
emotions related to achievement are collected under the category of the 
old-college-try motif.
12. The comparison motif includes comparisons with one’s prior 
achievements, with others, and with established norms and standards.
13. The urgency m otif encompasses notions o f importance o f wiiming, 
implications o f a win or loss, importance to the team, pressure, a “must” 
situation, and necessity o f holding onto the lead.
14. Items focusing onto “still having a chance” o f winning or losing comprise 
the miracle motif.
15. The external forces motif is reserved for sentences relating to the effects 
of the environment, time, officiating, fan support, and luck.
The purpose o f this coding instrument set forth by Bryant, Comisky, and 
Zillmann (1977) was to identify the dramatic embellishments supplied by the
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sports announcers. Through extensive research o f sports announcers, Bryant, 
Comisky, and Zillmann developed those fifteen categories in which any 
announcer’s commentary can fall into, with such comments being able to fall into 
several categories. Specifically, once a commentary is made about a particular 
individual, those comments can be categorized.
In this present study the comments made by the announcers, the sideline 
reporter, or the individual themselves, will be placed into the categories 
established by Bryant, Comisky, and Zillmann. Hence, once the game begins any 
comments that cover any particular motif established in the pregame will be 
documented verbatim. Conversely, any reference to an actor that involves a motif 
that is not established during the pregame show will not be documented. Basically, 
the motifs are used as a type of coding tool to identify a storyline that is 
established in the pregame and referred to during the game.
To summarize, during the pregame portion o f Monday Night Football the 
sportscasters, through their commentary, and with the help o f the opening teasers, 
carefully selected camera shots, and pregame interviews, will identify specific 
players and / or coaches, while introducing designated themes or motifs adjoining 
those “actors,” which may or may not be carried out through the remainder o f the 
broadcast. To clarify, only those themes that are centered on individual players 
will be recorded. This is for two reasons. First, it has been well-documented 
through the years (Williams, 1977; Bryant, Comisky, & Zillmann, 1977; Morris 
& Nydahl, 1983; Rada, 1996; Mullen & Mazzocco, 2000) that sports broadcasts 
rely on the focus o f individuals, although a sport such as football is a team game.
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Secondly, an objective for this study is to observe the ways in which close-up 
shots are used to convey and hype the storyline. Therefore, since the purpose o f a 
close-up shot is to capture the facial expressions of an individual, rather than a 
group or team, the unit of analysis will solely be those references towards 
individuals in the pregame show. It must be noted that each actor introduced may 
fall into a number of motifs, o f which every one must be documented. The coding 
sheet for the pregame storylines (see Figure 1):
CONTENT-ANALYSIS 
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME:
DATE:
PREGAME STORYLINES
ACTOR COMMENTARY MOTIFS
(Figure 1)
Game Time
Once the game begin—with the opening kick-off— each time the 
sportscasters make a reference to any o f the “actors” introduced in the pregame 
portion o f the broadcast, in respect to their prescribed motifs, will be documented. 
The references will be documented according to (1) the time in the game (by 
quarter) that the references are made; (2) the “actor” who the announcers and the 
camera are identifying to the audience; (3) the dialogue that draws the attention to 
specific motifs; (4) the type of close-up shot used; (5) the angle at which the
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actor’s face is captured (high-angle (H.A.)-looking down on an actor; low-angle 
(L. A.)- looking up at an actor; forward(either front or back) (F), or from the side 
(S); and (6) the duration o f the close-up shot, which will be measured in terms of 
seconds (time of the shot is recorded with the timer built into the V.C.R.).
The data recorded in reference to the camera shots will include every type 
of close-up shot used in orientation with those “actors” in the storylines. The basic 
concept of the close-up shot according to Thompson (1998) is when the lower 
frame of the camera cuts the subject’s torso in the area from above the arm joint 
to below the chin, so that the subject’s shoulder is shown, while, the upper frame 
may or may not cut the head o f the subject (p. 80). Also, within the context o f the 
close-up shot come different types o f close-up shots. The variations o f close-up 
shots that were recorded for the purposes o f this study, as defined by Thompson 
(1998), are: the medium close-up (MCU) - Normal headroom with the lower 
frame cutting the subject below the arm joint (armpit) or below the breast pocket 
(p. 78); the close-up (CU) -  previously stated above; the big close-up (ECU) -  
The upper frame cuts the subject’s brow. The lower frame edge cuts usually 
above the chin (p. 82); and the extreme close-up (XCU)- The framing o f this shot 
concentrates on one or sometimes two features; eyes or eyes and nose, nose and 
mouth or mouth alone (p. 84). The section of this methodology was taken form 
Morris and Nydahl (1983), which analyzed the live broadcasts o f NCAA men’s 
college basketball. This section follows the previous because as mentioned by the 
authors themselves. The analysis o f the televised text of any live game poses a 
special problem, because the competition itself is spontaneous and unscripted.
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However, Morris and Nydahl crafted a methodology that was able to reveal that 
through the mediation o f television, commentary, camera shots, and other forms 
of technology, they were able to identify that specific stories were constructed 
around the game that only the viewer watching on television was able to observe. 
Therefore, with slight modulations, the methodology set-forth by Morris and 
Nydahl was used for this portion of the study. The game coding sheet for 
recording storylines (see Figure 2):
CONTENT-ANALYSIS 
OF STORYLINE IN MNF
GAME
QUARTER:
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
(Figure 2)
With each new quarter a new coding sheet will be used for the purpose of 
maintaining organization and order. As a result, once a quarter ends the same 
coding sheet will be used until the program breaks for commercials. Additionally, 
each broadcast contains halftime features. However this aspect will not be a 
portion o f analysis because a significant portion o f the halftime segment usually 
deals with people, issues, or themes that are in no relation to the specific game 
within the broadcast. Hence, the halftime features will not be considered for 
analysis.
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Conclusion o f the Game 
At the conclusion of the broadcast, a final analysis o f the two coding 
sheets will be conducted in order to evaluate what storylines were carried out 
through the broadcasts(consistent), what were initially used but lost momentum 
and were abandoned (ineffective), and what storylines were introduced but were 
never hyped or built-up (inconsistent). The objective of the final analysis is to 
locate any patterns and tendencies that the production of Monday Night Football 
may have in attempting to convey particular storylines to the audience, in the 
hope o f maintaining viewer interest. The final analysis sheet (see Figure 3):
COMPARATIVE-ANALYSIS 
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME:
DATE:
ACTOR MOTIFS EVALUATION TENDENCIES/PATTERNS
(Figure 3)
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS 
Game 1
Game 1, which aired on September 9, 2002, was between the Pittsburgh 
Steelers and the New England Patriots. The announcers for the game were A1 
Michaels and John Madden along with Melissa Stark as the sideline reporter 
(Michaels, Madden, and Stark worked in all five o f the games used in the sample). 
The broadcast began with an opening teaser that featured New England 
quarterback Tom Brady. The focus o f the teaser was of his heroics during the 
previous year’s playoffs, in which he led the Patriots to their first ever Super 
Bowl victory.
The pregame segment of the broadcast (p. 125) highlighted five 
individuals. New England’s Tom Brady, Pittsburgh’s quarterback Kordell Stewart 
and running back Jerome Bettis, New England Patriots’ owner Robert Kraft, and 
Pittsburgh Steelers’ head coach Bill Cowher. After the opening teaser the 
announcers during the pregame segment mentioned that Tom Brady was out to 
prove that last year was not luck. In terms of Stewart, Madden said that “he had to 
be comfortable during the game in order to perform well.” Bettis was highlighted 
in reference to him overcoming a severe groin injury from the previous season
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and that he was the Steelers’ team leader. Robert Kraft was featured for building 
the new Gillette Stadium where game was being played. Lastly, before the start of 
the game Melissa Stark interviewed Cowher, asking him questions regarding the 
previous year’s upset loss to the Patriots in the AFC (American Football 
Conference) Championship game. The questions asked to Cowher mainly dealt 
with him seeking to avenge the loss and the state o f irritation, or frustration, that 
he may be in due the previous year’s loss.
The first quarter (pp. 126-128) mostly focused on Cowher and Stewart, 
while splicing in some references to Bettis, Kraft, and Brady. At the beginning of 
the second quarter the featuring o f storylines was starting to be distributed evenly. 
Early on in the second quarter (pp. 129-131) the program focused on Kraft, Bettis, 
Cowher, and Brady. However, soon after, the program’s focus shifted entirely 
onto Cowher, while Brady got a few quick mentions and a close-up shot at the 
end o f the first half. Opening up the third quarter (pp. 132-133) the program 
focused on Brady. Yet as soon as Stewart got intercepted for the third time in the 
game the program went right back to maintaining their focus entirely on Cowher. 
In the fourth quarter (pp. 134-135) the focus began with Brady again, but that was 
short-lived as the narration and commentary shifted back to Cowher and Stewart.
Game 2
Game 2 aired on September 23, 2002, and the competition was between 
the St. Louis Rams and the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. The opening teaser of the
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program featured St. Louis’ head coach Mike Martz, out of which Michaels 
referred to Martz as the “NFL’s resident genius.” Also, it was emphasized after 
the opening teaser that the Rams are winless and that Martz was “feeling the heat. 
They also showed Rams quarterback Kurt Warner mentioning that he loves 
playing for Martz.
Besides featuring Martz and Warner, the pregame segment (pp. 137-138) 
also featured Rams’ running back Marshall Faulk, the Buccaneers’ new head 
coach John Gruden, defensive lineman Warren Sapp, and safety John Lynch.
Faulk was introduced by Madden by saying that Faulk “could be the best player in 
all of football.” An emphasis was placed on Gruden for being Tampa Bay’s new 
head coach and along with that came extremely high expectations. Sapp was 
highlighted as the leader o f the Buccaneers’ defense, which Michaels mentioned 
that “Tampa Bay is still about defense.” Finally, Melissa Stark interviewed Lynch 
before the start o f the game, and drew attention to the fact that the Buccaneers’ 
last two wins over the Rams were sealed by interceptions both by Lynch, thus he 
was referred to in terms of being the key to his team’s defense.
The first quarter (pp. 139-140) was mainly about Gruden and Warner, 
while Sapp and Faulk were highlighted once each. Again Gruden and Warner 
held the majority o f the time regarding the second quarter (pp. 141-143). The 
program opened with the focus on Warner then it slowly shifted to Gruden, then 
back to Warner, and then finished primarily with Gruden. However, Faulk did 
receive a substantial amount o f time during the quarter, which could cause one to 
consider him as a subplot to the emphasis on Warner and Gruden. Also, a focus
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on Sapp was placed at the end of the first half. Martz was captured in a close-up 
twice and was only commented on once, despite the fact that he was the subject o f 
the opening teaser.
The third quarter (pp. 144-146) was the most balanced out of all the other 
quarters in the game. There was an even distribution o f a focus o f storylines 
between Faulk, Warner, Sapp, Gruden, and Martz. The fourth quarter (pp. 147- 
150) mainly featured Warner, which focused on his recent poor performances. 
Besides featuring Warner extensively, the rest o f the time was used evenly 
amongst Gruden, Faulk, Martz, and Sapp. Lynch was never featured and was only 
captured on camera once, towards the end o f the game.
Game 3
Game 3, between the Denver Broncos and the Baltimore Ravens, aired on 
September 30, 2002. The opening teaser featured Bronco’s tight-end Shannon 
Sharpe and the fact that he was back with his old team the Denver Broncos, but 
that he was playing against his last team the Baltimore Ravens. Michaels refers to 
Sharpe as “the most prolific pass catching tight-end in NFL history.” However, 
Michaels also mentions that due to Baltimore’s cost cutting measures Sharpe was 
“sent packing back to Denver.” The announcers also highlight the fact that Sharpe 
was shutout in the previous week’s game and he had not yet scored a touchdown 
during the season.
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The pregame (pp. 152-153) also focused on the Ravens middle linebacker 
Ray Lewis, running back Jamal Lewis, offensive tackle Jonathon Ogden, 
quarterback Chris Redman, and head coach Brian Billick. In addition a focus was 
placed on the Bronco’s starting quarterback Brian Griese and the back-up 
quarterback Steve Beurlein. Lewis was introduced by Michaels when he 
mentioned that “on defense it is always Ray Lewis.” Also, the program 
emphasized that R. Lewis and Sharpe are friends, but that R. Lewis wanted to 
keep Sharpe’s mouth shut. Griese was featured for having injured his ankle, 
earlier in the week, at home by his golden retriever. Beurlein was highlighted in 
case he needed to replace Griese. Meanwhile, Madden made reference to Jamal 
Lewis as being “a heck of a back.” The camera captured Ogden during pregame 
warm-ups as the announcers just mentioned his name. Madden said that the 
Ravens’ young and inexperienced quarterback, Chris Redman, was “gonna have 
to make some plays.” Lastly, Melissa Stark interviewed Ravens’ head coach 
Brian Billick. Through the interview the two o f them discussed the fact that the 
Ravens’ offense had not scored a single point in their last twenty possessions, and 
that the Ravens had only scored one touchdown in their first two games of the 
seasons.
The first quarter (p. 154) opened with the focus on Griese, but the rest of 
the quarter overwhelmingly favored Ray Lewis and Billick. However, the quarter 
was interspersed with mentions o f Griese, Redman, and Jamal Lewis. The second 
quarter (pp. 155-156) as well focused mainly on Lewis and Billick while 
maintaining an even focus on the rest o f the other individuals, including Sharpe
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and Ogden this time. The third quarter (pp. 157-159) heavily favored Ray Lewis, 
but it also featured Griese, Billick, and Jamal Lewis for a substantial amount of 
time. The fourth quarter (pp. 160-161) maintained a focus on Ray Lewis while 
inserting commentary and close-up shots o f Sharpe and Billick. The game ended 
with an on-field interview between Melissa Stark and Ray Lewis.
Game 4
Game 4, which aired on November 18, 2002, was between the Chicago 
Bears and the St. Louis Rams, the program did not open with a teaser. In the 
pregame show (pp. 164-165) Rams quarterback Kurt Warner was introduced as 
having his broken finger healed, which caused him to miss the previous four 
weeks. However, Michaels and Madden pointed out that when Warner was 
playing the Rams had no wins and five losses. Yet despite the team’s initial 
struggles the Rams were coming into the Monday night game with four wins in a 
row and being led by “anonymous” back-up quarterback Marc Bulger. Which, 
Madden referred to him as “the real-deal” and that he “has the hot hand.” These 
differences in comparisons led to the development of a quarterback controversy 
throughout the duration o f the program.
Michaels and Madden initiated the storyline regarding Rams head coach 
Mike Martz by stating that Martz will not risk starting Warner, but that he was 
naming Warner as the starting quarterback for the following week’s game against 
the Washington Redskins, no matter what. Michaels reported that Martz said in
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reference to any quarterback controversy, “no questions asked, case closed.” 
Additionally, Rams injured running back Marshall Faulk was highlighted along 
with his rookie replacement Lamar Gordon. Also, wide receiver Isaac Bruce was 
mentioned for having scored three touchdowns in the Rams previous game. For 
the Chicago Bears, the pregame featured the starting quarterback Chris Chandler, 
who was coming off o f an injury. Subsequently, the team’s middle linebacker, 
Brian Urlacher was mentioned in terms o f being the team’s leader on defense 
when Michaels says, “can Brian Urlacher and the Bears stop them [the Rams]?” 
And lastly, the pregame focused on Chicago’s head coach Dick Jauron, in which 
Michaels and Madden talk about how Jauron led the Bears to the playoffs during 
the previous season with a 13-3 record, and that they opened the season with two 
wins. However, since then, the Bears had lost their last seven games and needed 
to try and avoid losing their eighth game in a row.
There was little disparity between the focus o f storylines in the first 
quarter (pp. 166-168). The program made references to Faulk, Bulger, Warner, 
Gordon, Urlacher, Martz, Chandler, and Jauron. What began to stand out though 
was that both shots o f Warner were sandwiched in between shots o f Bulger. The 
second quarter (pp. 169-172) began with a focus on the “actors” form the Bears, 
Chandler, Jauron, and Urlacher. Following that, the rest o f the quarter only 
featured Bulger and Warner, along with a quick reference to the injured Faulk. 
The third quarter (pp. 173-174) was less obvious in the program’s preference for 
Warner and Bulger. In the third quarter the program occasionally drew attention 
to Jauron, Chandler, Faulk, and Gordon. However, the most amount o f time was
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devoted to Bulger and Warner. The final quarter (pp. 175-176) was more even 
between the focus of storylines. Bulger, Faulk, Chandler, Martz, Warner, and 
Jauron were all given attention. However, the defining emphasis of the broadcast 
was delivered by Madden at the end of the game when he said, “The Rams like it 
or not have a quarterback controversy.”
Game 5
Game 5 was broadcast on December 23, 2002, and was between the 
Pittsburgh Steelers and the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. The opening teaser featured a 
war of words between the Buccaneers’ defensive lineman Warren Sapp and the 
Steelers’ running back Jerome Bettis. Sapp begins by stating “that’s my house, 
you’re in my house.” Meanwhile, Bettis retorts that he would like nothing more 
than to give the Buccaneers “a great big fat loss.” The pregame also opens up by 
showing a clip o f Sapp skipping through the Steelers’ pregame warm-ups while 
Bettis comes up to him and shoves him.
Michaels and Madden began the pregame (pp. 179-180) by saying that the 
Buccaneers’ starting quarterback Brad Johnson had injured his back in the 
previous week’s game with the Detroit Lions, and was presumed to be unable to 
play. As a result o f Johnson’s injury the Buccaneers were forced to start Shaun 
King at quarterback, who had not played in two years. Moreover, Michaels and 
Madden mention the fact that the new Buccaneers’ head coach John Gruden had 
never even seen King play in a game before, and could only say that King “has
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been good in practice.” Additionally, Melissa Stark interviewed Buccaneers’ wide 
receiver Keyshawn Johnson. Stark asks Johnson about another pregame scuffle 
between the two teams that he had to break-up, and why there was so much 
animosity between the two teams. Also, Stark asks Johnson about the efficiency 
of the offense with King in at quarterback, rather than Brad Johnson. Keyshawn 
Johnson says that he expects King to have a good game. Also, right before the 
game begins the camera captures Steelers’ quarterback Tommy Maddox, while 
Michaels states, “Tommy Maddox leading the Steelers against the great Tampa 
B ayD .”
The first quarter (pp. 181-182) evenly distributed the air-time between 
several storylines. The quarter focused on Sapp, Maddox, King, Johnson, Gruden, 
and Bettis. However, it must be noted that after there was a shot of King there was 
usually a follow-up shot o f Brad Johnson. As for the second quarter (p. 183) the 
majority o f the focus was of Maddox playing well and King playing poorly. This 
dichotomy continued on into the third quarter (pp. 184-185) until King was 
replaced by the Buccaneers second back-up quarterback Rob Johnson. As soon as 
King was removed from the game a focus was then placed on Brad Johnson. The 
fourth quarter (p. 186) mostly featured Gruden and Maddox and ended with a 
question o f whether or not Brad Johnson would play in the following week’s 
game against the Chicago Bears.
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION
Through this qualitative content-analysis study o f the five games from 
Monday Night Football a prevailing theme was discovered. The essence o f drama 
is created through human conflict. This is achieved either through conflicts 
between individuals, or a conflict within an individual. What makes this study 
unique is the concept that Monday Night Football is a live television sporting 
event. Which the game cannot be directly manipulated, but for the sake of ratings 
must be transmitted in an entertaining fashion. Therefore, in order to maintain 
viewer interest the program of Monday Night Football must manipulate and 
manage any element that the production has control of, which leads to the attempt 
of developing storylines.
Although the game itself is live and unaltered, all the elements 
surrounding Monday Night Football are produced in a pre-constructed manner. 
The manipulation o f the event is ubiquitous throughout the program- from the 
pregame show all the way to the postgame interviews- each moment that is being 
transmitted to the viewers is supported by numerous decisions. All the elements 
extrinsic to the competition on the field are manipulated through narration, the 
focus of specific individuals rather than groups or whole teams, the exploitation
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of the camera’s ability to create intimacy between the viewer and individuals, the 
ability o f the producer to alter the positions o f the viewers through different 
angles, the length at which the producer wants the viewer to focus on a particular 
individual, and the power o f the producer to implement, maintain, or abandon 
prescribed storylines in order to, for what the producers believe will, keep the 
majority of viewers entertained. This study found certain patterns in which it may 
or may not be considered beneficial to the entertainment value, and therefore 
success, o f Monday Night Football.
Storylines
As previously discussed, the unit o f analysis for the pregame portion of 
the show- from the time the broadcast started to the opening kickoff- was the 
storylines introduced through the opening teasers, the announcers, interviews, and 
camera shots. The reason for this focus is that the pregame show is the segment of 
the program in which the producers, directors, announcers, and production crew 
have absolute control, and therefore are able to dictate in what direction they want 
the broadcast to go. The people in charge decide and select who they want to 
focus on and how they want to introduce that particular individual to the audience. 
During the pregame the producers are not tied to the structure o f the game, like 
they are when the game has begun, so they are able to calculate each choice well 
in advance o f the game.
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Within each pregame several individuals were introduced, by means o f the 
opening teaser, commentary, interview, or by simply being captured by the 
camera. Sometimes all four elements were used on certain individuals, which 
emphasized their importance in the broadcast. But, usually, however, the 
individuals were introduced through the combination of the narrative commentary 
and the intimacy o f the close-up shot. As a result o f the production techniques 
implemented by the crew, the announcers established specific storylines 
surrounding each selected individual in an effort to create a reference point for the 
announcers to go back to during the game itself. These storylines, or motifs 
(Bryant, Comisky, & Zillmann, 1977), tried to focus on particular conflicts 
encompassing each individual.
Every conflict that was introduced with each “actor” held definite truths to 
it such as injuries, performance struggles, comebacks and so on. However, it was 
the role o f the producers to focus on what conflicts or potential conflicts they 
want to highlight, and then it became the job o f the announcers and camera crew 
to embellish and distort such conflicts to make and maintain a salience for the 
audience. Resulting from the present study it is concluded that the storylines that 
were used throughout the course o f the programs were in direct correlation to the 
announcers’ and production crews’ ability to hype, embellish and distort such 
conflicts. On the other hand, those storylines that were either never implemented 
after their introduction in the pregame show, or were abandoned during the game 
were a result of the announcers’ and / or production crew’s inability to sustain 
momentum or salience for certain conflicts. Certain storylines were found to have
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maintained salience, while other storylines were found to either have never gained 
or lost their entertainment value altogether.
A glaring inconsistent pattern in the production o f Monday Night Football 
was the program’s inability to maintain the storylines set-forth in the opening 
teasers throughout the duration o f the program. It would seem initially that since 
the program has complete control over the creation, production, and broadcasting 
of each opening teaser they would be able to carry it out through the rest of the 
broadcast. However, this was surprisingly not the case. The closest to any form of 
consistency in using the opening teaser as a catalyst for focusing on a particular 
storyline throughout the rest o f a program was in Game 1 (Steelers v. Patriots).
The opening teaser focused on Tom Brady and his heroics in the previous 
year’s Super Bowl, which had a human interest motif by focusing on a previous 
performance. The production o f the opening teaser was able to create a certain 
salience surrounding Tom Brady, by attempting to center the program on his 
“under-dog” status from the previous season. However, as the game commenced 
the program decided to focus on a different storyline, and only reverted back to 
Brady as a subplot. The storyline that Game 1 decided to focus its attention on for 
the majority o f time was the conflict between the Steelers head coach Bill Cowher 
and his struggling quarterback Kordell Stewart. It is concluded that the people in 
charge o f Monday Night Football felt that they could embellish and exploit the 
frustrations that they believed was permeating through this conflicted relationship.
Despite the fact that the Brady storyline was pushed down from the 
primary storyline, as a result of being the focus of the opening teaser, the
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production still used the storyline as a subplot for the program. In relation to the 
other storylines that were derived from an opening teaser, the Brady storyline can 
be considered a success. The opening teasers in Games 2, 3, and 5 (Game 4 did 
not open with a teaser) introduced specific individuals and explicit storylines in a 
well-crafted manner, however, each program failed to focus these well-developed 
conflicts through the rest o f their programs. A failure to utilize such sound 
storylines from such an economically and time exhausting production would seem 
to be a complete waste o f effort.
Game 2 (Rams v. Buccaneers) opened the show with the Rams head coach 
Mike Martz as the subject o f the teaser. They created a scene in which the 
cameras were back in time when Mike Martz was a child back in San Diego. The 
cameras followed his “mother” around the house while she was walking to his 
room. The images were shot in a graining rustic fashioned, which gave the 
impression o f the film being dated. When his “mother” opened the door o f his 
room the viewer was able to see massive amounts o f paper all over the floor and 
walls. Each piece of paper had football plays written on them supposedly by a 
young Martz. This led to the narration that Martz was “the NFL’s resident 
genius.” Nonetheless, the production created this extensive and intricate teaser 
just to get the point across that Mike Martz was the most creative and intelligent 
man in football. However, it was found through the data collected that the 
program did nothing to further this storyline, which in essence made the opening 
teaser pointless.
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Additional opening teasers that could also be considered meaningless were 
in Game 3 (Broncos v. Ravens) when Denver Broncos’ tight-end Shannon Sharpe 
was coming back to play against his former team the Baltimore Ravens, and 
Game 5 (Steelers v. Buccaneers) when Buccaneers’ defensive lineman Warren 
Sapp and Steelers’ running back Jerome Bettis were used in the teaser to talk trash 
to each other. Both broadcasts failed to implement and embellish upon the 
prescribed storylines, despite the fact that each program went to great lengths to 
establish such storylines.
During each pregame portion of the broadcast several individuals, or 
“actors” were introduced along with supplemental storylines, some stronger and 
more elaborate than others. The perception here, in regards to the number of 
actors each program introduced, is the idea that not all storylines are implemented. 
However, in case a couple o f the storylines lose their salience and a particular one 
that was previously introduced happens to gain some momentum as result o f the 
competition then the announcers and production crew can revert back to its 
introduction in the pregame. In summary, the multitude o f actors and potential 
storylines that are introduced in the pregame shows are a form of insurance, 
which in case certain storylines fail previously established storylines can be 
installed.
A very good example o f the insurance of additionally established 
storylines is from Game 3 (Broncos v. Ravens). Broncos’ quarterback Brian 
Griese had come into the game with a severely sprained ankle, on which the 
announcers during the pregame focused. With Griese’s injury in mind it became
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apparent that he might be replaced during the game, hence, the announcers made 
reference to Broncos’ back-up quarterback Steve Beurlein while the camera crew 
captured him in a close-up shot. Several, concepts originate from this example:
(1) Beurlein was a rarely used quarterback and therefore had little salience 
encompassing him; (2) it would be deemed meaningless for the program to 
highlight someone who is probably not going to be a participant in the game and 
who has had little importance to his respective team; and (3) the announcers 
mention in the pregame that although Griese was hurt he seemed fine. Altogether, 
these concepts point towards the idea that highlighting Beurlein for even a split- 
second would seem frivolous. However, as a result o f drawing attention to 
Beurlein the program was able to establish a potential conflict between Beurlein 
and Griese.
When the cameras captured Beurlein the announcers made the reference 
that he is “a capable back-up quarterback.” This vague statement establishes an 
open-ended storyline, because if  Beurlein does enter the game then that would 
mean that Griese is hurt. This allows the announcers to revert back to the 
statement that Beurlein is “a capable back-up quarterback.” So, if  Beurlein plays 
well the announcers can focus on how they mentioned that he was capable in 
reference to him being good, and along with that they can produce the conflict 
that the team is doing well without Griese. Conversely, if  Beurlein enters the 
game and does not perform well the announcers are able to say that they 
mentioned that he was “capable” in reference to him being able to play at only a 
certain skill level, and additionally the announcers could create the conflict that
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the team is not doing as well since Beurlein came into the game and Griese left. In 
essence this “insurance approach” in the pregame show allows the production to 
set aside storylines that may have a respectable chance of being put into action. It 
takes the foresight o f the producer to make these types o f choices.
From the analysis of the five games a consistency was found in the 
preference o f storylines which the programs were able to maintain with 
substantial entertainment value. The prevailing storyline tended to favor 
struggling quarterbacks and / or frustrated head coaches. The evidence for this is 
in Game 1 (Steelers v. Patriots) the key storyline was initially the Steelers’ head 
coach Bill Cowher and his frustration from losing to the Patriots in the previous 
year’s AFC (American Football Conference) championship game. Moreover, the 
announcers and production crew were able to elaborate upon Cowher’s frustration 
by incorporating the struggles o f his quarterback, Kordell Stewart. The program 
was able to consistently maintain the storyline surrounding Cowher by relating his 
frustration from the previous season to the frustration of watching his quarterback 
perform poorly.
Game 2 (Rams v. Buccaneers) established in the pregame that Rams’ 
quarterback Kurt Warner was having difficulties since the beginning o f the season. 
And to the luck o f the producers of that night’s game Warner continued with his 
struggles. The program used Warner’s performance problems to their advantage 
and made it the central focus o f the broadcast. The storyline focused on the 
conflict between how successful Warner had performed in the past and how 
unsuccessful he had been during the present season, and more importantly in the
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game. However, although the program established the storyline that the Rams’ 
head coach Mike Martz was winless and he was “feeling the heat” the production 
did not correlate the two storylines, like in Game 1. The storylines concerning 
Martz being the “NFL’s resident genius” and also his team being winless were 
never used. While the storyline in regards to Kurt Warner and his difficulties in 
the new season were highlighted, analyzed, and embellished for the entertainment 
of viewer. As a result, out o f the five games analyzed in this study. Game 3 can be 
considered the most successful. Evidence o f this is that the program created a 
conflict between two players even though their coach inferred was nonexistent 
and was able to sustain the conflict all through to the end of the broadcast.
In Game 3 (Broncos v. Ravens) the program focused on the Ravens’ head 
coach Brian Billick and his struggles with coaching an ineffective offense. The 
announcers emphasized the irony in the fact that Billick was hired by Baltimore 
for his offensive expertise and yet Baltimore is known for their defense and their 
offense is considered to be unproductive. Sensing that the Ravens’ inexperienced 
quarterback Chris Redman might have a rough time during the game the pregame 
quickly highlighted that he is “gonna have to make some plays.” This was 
probably in anticipation that Redman would perform poorly and that the program 
would be able to reference the storyline back to the pregame comments. However, 
the complete opposite occurred, Redman had a strong performance and the 
offense played exceptionally well. Still, despite the Ravens’ success the program 
still focused on Billick’s frustration even though, logically speaking, he had
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nothing to be frustrated about due to the fact that his team was winning, and 
winning convincingly.
The support for this can be observed in the way the production focused on 
Billick in the second-half o f the game. With his team winning by twenty-eight 
points going into the third quarter sideline reporter Melissa Stark reported that, 
even though the Ravens offense before the game had not scored a point in their 
last twenty possessions, and then scored twenty-four points in the first half o f the 
game, Billick said that “everything we do is a learning experience.” By choosing 
to report that particular comment the program was able to use the storyline that 
Billick was still frustrated, and will be frustrated no matter how well his team is 
doing he will still not be satisfied. Therefore, for the majority of the second half 
of the game Billick was referred to and captured in terms of frustration and anger. 
Despite the fact that he was winning by a large margin and his team was playing 
well.
The strongest and most consistent storyline was in Game 4 (Bears v. 
Rams), which consisted o f the conflict between injured quarterback Kurt Warner, 
back-up quarterback Marc Bulger, and head coach Mike Martz. Leading into the 
game Warner had been injured for five weeks. Before the injury Warner had 
performed so poorly that the Rams had no wins and five losses. So, when Warner 
was out o f commission Martz inserted unknown quarterback Marc Bulger as the 
replacement. As a result, entering the Monday night game the Rams were 
undefeated with Bulger (4-0) and were back into playoff contention.
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At the beginning of the broadcast the producers, announcers, and the rest 
of the production crew were given what many would consider a gift. Martz 
declared before the broadcast that Warner was going to start the following week’s 
game regardless o f how well Bulger had played up until then and regardless of 
how well he plays during the Monday Night game. Martz made such an 
announcement in hopes to preempt any questions or revelations that the Rams had 
a quarterback controversy. It was reported that Martz exclaimed in reference to a 
quarterback controversy, “No questions asked, case closed.”
Through Martz’s statement one might hypothesize that he was successful
\
in his attempt to prevent such a drama o f having a quarterback controversy, 
however, the production o f Monday Night Football used the comments made by 
Martz and manufactured a storyline that was heavy on salience. The announcers 
ran with the idea that there was in fact a quarterback controversy regardless of 
Martz’s efforts. Bulger was praised for his recent play, and he was able to 
continue his success during that particular Monday night game. The announcer 
drew several analyses o f Warner in regards to his ineffectiveness throughout the 
season and his winless record. Furthermore the production used the storyline 
surrounding Martz as the connecting piece between the two quarterbacks to create 
the premonition of a quarterback controversy.
What is o f interest here is that Martz referred to the fact that despite how 
well Bulger played Warner was going to start for the Rams on the following 
Sunday against the Washington Redskins. Therefore, in reality a quarterback 
controversy was averted because everyone knew that Bulger was starting the
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Monday night game and Warner was starting the game on the following Sunday. 
However, the production crew o f Monday Night Football took Martz’s attempt to 
avert controversy and reversed it into a highly salient conflict. The program 
interwove the storylines o f Marc Bulger’s recent success, Kurt Warner’s recent 
failures, and Martz’s attempt at avoiding a dispute, into a larger storyline that was 
predominately used throughout the broadcast. Even in the final moment of the 
broadcast the storylines o f Bulger and Warner were being discussed when 
announcer John Madden said, “The Rams like it or not have a quarterback 
controversy.”
Lastly, in Game 5 (Steelers v. Buccaneers) the focal point of the broadcast 
was another combination o f storylines between a frustrated coach and a struggling, 
inexperienced quarterback. Entering their Monday night game Buccaneers new 
head coach John Gruden was faced with the setback that his starting quarterback 
Brad Johnson was injured and could not play in the Monday night game.
Therefore, Gruden was forced to replace him with back-up quarterback Shaun 
King. However, the conflict at hand was the fact that King had not played in a 
game in over two seasons, and moreover, Gruden had never seen King play. The 
only factual element that announcers could report on was that Gruden could only 
say that King “has been good in practice.”
As a result o f Johnson’s injury two correlating storylines were placed into 
the hands o f the production crew. First, Gruden did not have his starting 
quarterback readily available for the game, and in addition to that he had never 
seen his back-up quarterback play in a real-game situation before. The second
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storyline was that King, himself, had not played in two years and that the 
inexperience and lack o f play could easily result in him having a difficult time 
against the Steelers. Consequently the storyline fell right into place and King had 
a horrendous performance, which the production crew was able to concentrate on, 
as well as the growing frustration emanating fi-om Gruden’s facial expressions. 
This storyline was able to be carried through the entirety o f the game despite the 
fact that King was taken out o f the game early in the second half.
Although it seems evident that each program would focus on those players 
on offense, its prevalence is not always the case, at least at first. Initially, each 
broadcast tried to develop storylines around actors other than coaches and 
quarterbacks. However, the majority o f these storylines were dropped due to a 
lack o f conflict. In the two games that contained the Tampa Bay Buccaneers 
(Games 2 & 5) both pregame shows tried to establish specific storylines 
surrounding defensive lineman Warren Sapp. In the Game 2 pregame show it was 
established that Sapp was the leader o f the Buccaneers’ defense. Moreover, in 
Game 5 pregame show the focus was primarily on Sapp’s attitude toward 
protecting his home turf and his cockiness, along with a side note that he was still 
the leader o f his team’s defense.
In spite o f the production crew’s effort to establish a focus on Sapp, both 
games failed to carry through with their respective storylines. In Game 2 Sapp 
played a very strong game against the Rams, which is in accordance with him 
being the leader o f his team’s defense. And yet very little was mentioned o f his 
performance, especially in relation to his team’s success. As for Game 5, Sapp
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had a sub-par game and was never referred to until the end, which only consisted 
o f a comment from the announcers that he was not a productive asset in that 
night’s game. The programs that attempted to create storylines surrounding Sapp 
had every opportunity to place them into action, however the producers most 
likely felt that it lacked the entertainment value to those storylines that centered 
on coaches and / or quarterbacks, thus they abandoned both storylines.
Nevertheless, along with every rule or pattern there usually is an exception, 
and in the case o f this study there is one. In Game 3 (Broncos v. Ravens), the 
prevailing storyline in the broadcast was that o f the Ravens’ Ray Lewis, who 
happened to be the team’s middle linebacker and not an offensive player. The 
storyline that encompassed Lewis was initiated by the pregame comments of 
announcer A1 Michaels who said when the camera focused on Ray Lewis, “On 
defense it is always Ray Lewis.” This comment signified that Lewis was the 
Ravens’ leader on defense and that he is their best player on the field. Anything 
that relates to the Ravens’ defense revolves around Lewis.
Even though the introduction o f Lewis and storyline reflects a similar 
approach to that o f the Buccaneers’ Warren Sapp, the production crew o f Game 3 
did not treat the storyline o f Lewis in the same manner they treated Sapp. The 
entire program of Game 3 focused on Lewis by analyzing his play and previous 
performances as much as possible. The program used the storyline o f Lewis’ 
dominance so much that during a lull in the game in the third quarter they aired a 
short human interest piece about his mother and what she meant to his style of
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play on the field. The piece consisted o f a previously taped interview of Lewis 
that was interwoven with live images o f his mother.
The attention that Lewis received from the program and the lack of 
attention that Sapp received in both o f his games, displays that the producers have 
a choice as to what individuals and storylines they want to focus on and that they 
have the production and technological means to carry out any storyline they want 
to. However, the producers choose in the end what storylines would produce the 
most entertainment, which for the majority of the time they favor those 
individuals that are related to the offense. Nonetheless, through the 
implementation and consistency o f the Lewis storyline in Game 3, that program 
proves that live broadcasts o f football games to day can focus on players on 
defense also. A unique situation would be to observe a broadcast such as Monday 
Night Football that decided to focuses more on defensive players, than offensive 
players. It would be fascinating to learn what the level of interest of the viewer 
would be like. To be able to observe if  a new perspective such as that would 
possibly heighten the audience’s attention due to it being a refreshing and less 
predictable approach.
Actors
Each broadcast attempted to use several different individuals in order to 
create a sense o f variety in their focus, this included people as coaches, 
quarterbacks, running backs, defensive lineman, linebacker, and even owners.
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However, once each game began many storylines were abandoned. Each program 
attempted to maintain a solid focus on two or three particular storylines, with a 
single storyline being the dominant. Additionally, each program habitually used at 
least one o f the storylines in each game to focus on a struggling quarterback and / 
or frustrated coach. Consequently, this left little room for other storylines that 
were introduced during the pregame show. The people, or actors, that were 
entrusted with the spotlight were o f the producer’s choosing, and yet one can 
observe in the data that although each game introduces a defensive player or two, 
the production crew decided to focus on the offensive players instead, even if they 
were not playing in the game.
An example o f this preference for offense o f players over defensive 
players is the Monday Night Football production crew’s favoritism towards Rams 
running back Marshall Faulk. The Rams were in two of the five games analyzed 
for this studied, and Marshall Faulk only played in one quarter o f the combined 
two games. He was injured in the first quarter o f Game 2 and was not able to play 
for the rest o f the game, and he was unable to play in all o f Game 4 due to another 
injury. Nevertheless, Faulk was a prevailing subplot for each o f the Rams’ games. 
Both broadcasts focused on Faulk continuously with the announcers commenting 
on the type o f player he is, the kind o f person he is, and how much he means to 
the Rams. A good portion o f the program was related to Faulk even though he 
became a non-participant in one game and was a not able to play in another game.
What is most curious here is that in both o f those games the Rams were 
playing against two teams with superstar defensive players, Sapp in Game 2 and
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the Bears’ Pro Bowl middle linebacker Brian Urlacher in Game 4. However, 
despite their presence the production focused on the injured Faulk rather than two 
defensive superstars that were on the field playing. Both pregame shows 
introduced each defensive player with a motif. Both players were referenced as 
the leaders o f their respective teams’ defenses, and both played exceptionally well 
during the game and yet the programs maintained their focus on the actors within 
the struggling quarterback and / or fimstrated head coach storyline and on the 
injuries to Marshall Faulk.
The production’s preference to highlight a player such as Faulk, who is 
injured and is unable to play, as opposed to placing a focus on those athletes who 
are actually involved in the game only displays further how mediated a televised 
football game can be. When a person is watching a game inside o f the stadium he 
or she is unable to focus on one particular athlete due to the lack o f proximity. Yet, 
the viewer at home is well aware o f particular problems, difficulties, or 
achievements that a single individual might have during the game. Marshall Faulk, 
especially in Game 4, was not able to play and therefore was unable to have a 
direct effect on the outcome o f the game. Now a person in the stands can figure 
out that he is injured and will not be able to play.
However, as for the viewer at home the announcers, with the support of 
close-up shots, can discuss and create drama by discussing how much a player 
like Faulk is important to his team. Additionally, the announcers are able to 
embellish such a storyline by hypothesizing what the outcome o f the game would 
be like if  he was playing, and theorize through the presentation o f his career
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statistics and recollection o f past performances, exactly what his team is missing. 
This particular focus on the individual is a distinct characteristic that sets the 
audience watching on television apart from the people who are sitting inside the 
stadium.
There is little doubt o f the importance o f the individual player or coach, as 
opposed to a collected team as a whole, to a live television football program like 
Monday Night Football. Many studies have previously established the strong 
relationship between televised sport and the emphasis on the individual (Williams, 
1977, Bryant, Comisky, & Zillmann, 1977; Zillmann, Bryant, & Sapolsky, 1979; 
Morris & Nydahl, 1983). What is concluded through this study is exactly how 
driven the emphasis on the individual is in a sports program. The most conflicting 
aspect o f this relationship is the fact that a sport such as football is a team- 
oriented sport that cannot be played with only a couple individuals. However, the 
medium of television does not enable the viewer to focus on a team as a whole. 
Broadcasts such as Monday Night Football are centered on selected individuals in 
order to maintain interest throughout the program.
Overall, although the structure o f television may perhaps disallow a sports 
program to place an emphasis on a whole team, or a group of players, rather than 
individuals establishes another clear distinction that the game being transmitted 
through television is an interpretation of the game from a small group of people 
and not the actual game itself. The producers decide which individuals that they 
want to focus on and continue on from there. However the fans in the stadium are 
not susceptible to this form of manipulation. They are not forced to focus on any
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specific part o f a game within the stadium. They have a freedom that the audience 
watching on television does not. The television viewers have no choice in the 
matter in how they want to view the game. They forced to accept the production’s 
interpretation o f the game.
Therefore, as a result o f the sports programs focusing on individuals rather 
than teams as a whole certain choices must be made. The producer must make a 
choice as to whom they want to focus on for the opening teaser, the announcers 
must decide on what individuals they want to talk about throughout the broadcast, 
and the camera crew must decide how and when those individuals should be 
captured. All o f these questions must be formed in the context o f who has the 
most entertaining storylines, or whose storylines can be most easily embellished 
to create further entertainment value. Above all, the idea here is that those people 
in charge of the program decide in advance who they want the audience to focus 
on. Like it or not, for the audience there is no alternative.
Moreover, to create entertainment, one must create drama, and to create 
drama one must create or embellish conflict. Hence, the producers decide what 
individuals they can exploit or create conflict around. And if  a particular 
individual may lack a certain conflict through his role in a particular game then 
the individual goes unnoticed. An example o f this is from Game 2 (Rams v. 
Buccaneers) in which Warren Sapp played an outstanding game. Yet although 
Sapp was established in the pregame show that he was his team’s leader on 
defense the production was unable to create a conflict that would raise interest. 
Instead, the program focused on Kurt Warner’s troubles. This is in spite of the
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fact that it was cited by the announcers towards the end o f the game that Sapp was 
the main person responsible for Warner’s problems in the game.
The producers and announcers decided to embellish on Warner’s struggles 
because it provided a conflict, instead o f highlighting the play o f  Warren Sapp. 
One might hypothesize that the reason for the preference o f Warner over Sapp 
was due to Warner being an offensive player and Sapp being a defensive player. 
Despite the overt opinion that it is necessary for a sport program to focus on those 
individuals on offense, this study provides the facts through the analysis o f Game 
3 (Broncos v. Ravens) that a show is able to focus its entire program’s attention 
on a defensive individual. Ravens’ middle linebacker Ray Lewis was without a 
doubt the main actor o f the program. The conflict that was established in the 
pregame show was derived from announcer A1 Michaels stating, “On defense it is 
always Ray Lewis.” The conflict created here is the dominance of Ray Lewis on 
defense verses anyone who tries and challenges him.
Gruneau (1989) pointed out that the definition of good sporting 
entertainment is centered upon the individual performers and the personalities of 
athletes (p. 137). This theory is only partially true. Yes, televised sporting events 
do focus on individual performers. However, choosing to focus on a particular 
individual is not a result o f their personality. The attention accumulated around a 
particular individual is directly related to the presence of conflict, or potential 
conflict that may encompass an individual. It is conflict that creates drama and 
therefore entertainment, not a player’s personality. A player can have an 
outlandish persona, like Sapp, but i f  he is without conflict, whether it is with
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another individual or within himself then any attempt at creating a consistent and 
salient storyline will fail, because the storyline will be without drama.
An example o f this line o f thought is, like Ray Lewis, Warren Sapp played 
a strong game that was the contributing factor to his team’s victory. Nonetheless, 
the producers o f Monday Night Football were unable to create a feeling of 
conflict with Sapp as they were with Lewis. What can be hypothesized here is that 
if  Ray Lewis played the same dominating way he did in Game 3, but the 
producers were unable to establish some sort o f conflict, then he would have been 
disregarded just like Sapp was in Game 2. Through this current observation, one 
can conclude with certain clarity that it is not the importance o f the individual to 
the game itself that causes the producers to select them. But, it is the presence o f a 
conflict, or potential conflict, surrounding a particular individual, regardless o f 
whether or not they have a direct effect on the competition, which gets them 
chosen to be a part o f the center o f attention in a live televised sports program.
Narrative
Arguably the most important role in creating entertainment within the 
structure o f sports programming is that of the announcers. Comisky, Bryant, and 
Zillmann (1977) stated that, “It is commonly assumed that sports commentary 
serves to compensate for imperfections o f the visual modality o f the medium in 
creating the live game; much sports commentary indeed serves this function” (p. 
150). Through a close contextual analysis o f the narrative provided in the five
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games studied, one can surmise that the role o f the announcers is not simply to 
report on the competition on the field, but to create and embellish stories around 
participants o f the game. Also, the announcers must be able to link and connect 
certain ideas and themes that the camera is unable to capture, and transform those 
ideas into a fluid and entertaining storyline.
What makes the narrative aspect o f  sports programming so effective is the 
vulnerable state that the audience is in when receiving information. A couple of 
concepts have developed out o f the awareness o f audience vulnerability. First, as 
result of a program such as Monday Night Football being broadcasted live, 
viewers tend to accept messages as real rather than mediated (Morris & Nydahl, 
1983), which for the announcers in complete control o f the audiences’ suspension 
of belief. Second, the narrative construction o f televised sport provides a 
convergence for two dominant “models” o f coverage—  “news actuality and 
dramatic entertainment” (Critcher, 1987). Hence, even if the viewer is aware of 
the vulnerable state that he or she might be in due to the live coverage of an event, 
the viewer is still unable to distinguish commentary that is actual information and 
commentary that is embellished for dramatic entertainment.
The most vivid example o f the blending of these two “models” in the 
narrative o f the games analyzed, as previously discussed, was in Game 4 (Bears v. 
Rams). Rams head coach Mike Martz declared before the game that there was not 
going to be a controversy between his two quarterbacks (Warner and Bulger), 
concerning who was going to play in the following week’s game. Martz declared 
“case closed,” therefore, in reality, any doubt o f a quarterback controversy on the
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Rams was extinguished. However, throughout the broadcast the announcers 
hyped and embellished the idea that there was indeed a quarterback controversy. 
The announcers inflated this conflict by hyping the play o f the young quarterback 
Marc Bulger and commenting on the health and the poor performances o f Kurt 
Warner earlier in the season.
This led to the premonition that Bulger and Warner were in a fierce 
competitive battle for the job o f starting quarterback, yet the decision was already 
made. The announcers questioned his injuries and supplanted the authority of 
Martz with the idea that his decision-making was in doubt and in question. For 
example, such comments made by John Madden, like, “Even though Warner said 
I’m fine that thumb was still bothering him,” emphasizes to the viewer that 
despite what Martz says, and despite what Warner says, the viewer is forced with 
the perspective that Warner is not ready to play in the following game. The 
audience is obligated to watch the game through the perspective o f John Madden 
and A1 Michaels, in which they lead the viewer into thinking what they believe, 
even though their perspective is based out of an assumption and not out o f facts.
As a result o f the need to create and maintain salient storylines. Madden 
and Michaels, throughout the entire program of Game 4, exaggerated the idea that 
there was a conflict between the two quarterbacks. Even an in-studio interview 
with Bulger made an attempt to deflect any such controversy. The interview, 
which aired towards the end o f the third quarter, mentioned that there was not a 
quarterback controversy. Bulger acknowledged that Warner was healthy and that 
in their next game Warner would be starting. Despite the fact that all three
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individuals in this so-called quarterback controversy emphasized that no such 
conflict existed. Madden and Michaels maintained the perspective that a 
controversy existed all the way up until the broadcast went off-air.
During the second-half the announcers made such comments as, “How do 
you take a kid that’s playing like this and not play him?”, “Do they keep going 
with him (Warner) or do they bring in Bulger?”, “I would play Marc Bulger,” and 
at the end o f the game Madden, as the camera captures Bulger, says, “There he 
(Bulger) is on the ‘horse trailer’ (player o f the game) on Monday, on the bench on 
Sunday,” which he follows with, “The Rams like it or not have a quarterback 
controversy.” By the time Game 4 ended the viewer is left with the premonition 
that the Rams, and especially Martz, were making the wrong decision. The 
television audience was forced to view the game through this biased perspective 
and was unable to remove themselves from this viewpoint. Therefore, the 
audience was left with a predisposed and highly subjective stance in regards to a 
controversy that the Rams contended did not exist.
Another contrived storyline that can be viewed as being constructed 
through the embellishment o f narration is from Game 1 (Steelers v. Patriots). The 
program opened with a teaser that highlighted the heroics o f Patriots quarterback 
Tom Brady in the previous year’s Super Bowl, which provided the audience with 
the assumption that Tom Brady was going to be the key “actor” in the broadcast. 
Conversely, though, the storyline surrounding Tom Brady, about his 
determination to prove to everyone that what he did in the prior season “was not 
luck,” lost some o f its salience. The story o f Brady coming out of nowhere to win
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the Super Bowl had been pretty much well known and oversold by the time the 
2002 NFL season had started. Therefore, since it was the first game o f the season 
and everyone knew how well Brady could play, the producer may have had the 
foresight to observe that the viewers would soon grow tired o f that particular 
storyline.
To compensate for this the production turned its focus from Brady onto 
the surly and easily irritated Steelers’ head coach Bill Cowher. The storyline 
(which was developed out o f a pregame interview between Melissa Stark and 
Cowher) o f Cowher’s intent o f wanting to beat the Patriots due to their loss to the 
Patriots in the prior season’s AFC championship game, and his frustration of 
losing such a big game despite the fact that they were heavily favored to win and 
playing at home in Pittsburgh. John Madden and A1 Michaels took the storyline 
and exploited it at every opportunity made possible.
To make use o f the storyline the announcers made references to a 
supposed growing frustration through his mannerisms, facial expressions, actions 
during the off-season, actions on the field, and the reporting o f his vocal 
displeasure o f his team’s performance. For instance. Madden made such 
comments as, “The season is 3 minutes and 59 seconds old and the Steelers have 
had 2 interceptions and 3 penalties. Bill Cowher wants to go back to the hotel, 
back on the bus.” Here Madden makes an exaggerated assumption, or 
interpretation, of what Bill Cowher may be thinking, which in return forces the 
viewer to feel the same way. Furthermore, Melissa Stark during the third quarter, 
“Al, after the Patriots scored that last touchdown Bill Cowher gathered his entire
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defense and said “you guys are pathetic on that last drive,” which was also 
followed with two acknowledgements by Michaels towards Cowher, in reference 
to him lecturing his team.
Resulting from the disappointing performance o f his team, and especially 
from his quarterback Kordell Stewart, one can not help but justify the attention 
the production may give towards Cowher. However, what gets lost in the focus of 
Cowher’s displeasure is the fact that how well the Patriots were playing. The 
announcers decided to report and discuss the problems that Cowher was having 
with his team and resulting emotions and actions. The only other consistent 
commentaries that Michaels and Madden gave were little bits o f human interest 
stories regarding Brady. Such discussions consisted o f his being from the same 
high school as Major League Baseball star Barry Bonds, his meteoric rise to 
stardom, and his growing-up in the San Francisco Bay Area where he idolized Joe 
Montana. In summary, because the production was unable to achieve a fresh and 
salient storyline with Tom Brady, the announcers created one by focusing on 
Cowher’s demonstrative behavior and combined it with his team’s, and 
quarterback’s, poor performance. Additionally, as a way to fill in the gaps 
between the references to Cowher, Madden and Michaels used the human interest 
pieces o f Brady in attempt to maintain some diversity within the broadcast.
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Intimacy
Though the announcers play a very powerful role in controlling the 
perspective o f the audience, they cannot accomplish such manipulation without 
the assistance of the camera crew. Take for example the narrative surrounding 
Bill Cowher in Game 1. The announcers were able to establish and exaggerate the 
extent to which Cowher was frustrated with his team. However, this consistency 
and the salience of the storyline would not have been as dominantly successful as 
being the main focus o f the broadcast if  it weren’t for the close-up shots that 
accompanied the dialogue, and the occasional times that the shots were used 
without dialogue. The purpose o f the close-up shot is to create a sense o f intimacy 
between the viewer and the actor being captured by the camera. The function of 
the close-up is to transport the viewer into the scene; to eliminate all non- 
essentials for the moment; and isolate whatever significant incident that should 
receive narrative emphasis (Mascelli, 1965, p. 173).
The close-up shot exists as a means to focus the audience’s attention on 
the emotional response to the events of a particular scene (Porter, Moeder, & 
Deering, 1990, p. 4). To help establish such storylines as Bill Cowher’s frustration 
with the performance o f his team the camera crew made sure that each time 
Steelers’ had a turnover or had a negative play a close-up shot was taken of 
Cowher, from various angles and distances. This created a heightened sensation 
of Cowher’s emotions. For the majority o f the time that Cowher was captured on 
camera he was acting out in some expressive or discontent manner. For the 
television viewer this gives the appearance that Cowher was hysterical throughout
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the entire game, because the camera only showed him when he was displeased. 
Whereas, if  one were to watch the same exact game live, inside the stadium, he or 
she may not noticed Cowher’s disgruntlement at all.
The close-up shot enables the enhancement o f prescribed storylines, set- 
forth in the pregame segment o f the program, by capturing the facial expressions 
of each actor when the announcers begin a running commentary pertaining to 
them. For instance, the production in Game 5 (Steelers v. Buccaneers) was able to 
establish correlating storylines through the repeated use of specific close-up shots. 
The Buccaneers’ starting quarterback Brad Johnson was unable to play due to 
injury, which forced the new Buccaneers’ head coach John Gruden to start 
inexperienced quarterback Shaun King, who had not played in two season, and 
who Gruden had never seen play before. As a result o f King’s poor performance 
at the beginning o f the game, and continued on until he was replaced in the third 
quarter, the camera crew was able to heighten each storyline through the 
combination o f successive close-up shots.
One can observe in the data analysis sheets the frequency in which 
subsequent shots o f King, Gruden, or Johnson were followed with shots o f one or 
the other two actors, or both. For example, when the announcers would discuss 
the storyline o f the need for King to play well, the camera crew would follow a 
clo se -u p  shot o f King w ith  o n e  of Johnson . N o n -v erb a l cu es  such  as th is transm it 
to the audience a comparison between King and Johnson. Thus, an apparent 
causal relationship is formed through the camera.
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To explain in greater detail, the Buccaneers were playing well with 
Johnson as their starting quarterback, however because Johnson was hurt and 
unable to play the Buccaneers had to replace him with King. Thus, both the team 
and King had to overcome King’s inexperience. This storyline was heightened 
through the supplemental shots o f Johnson after King when he played poorly. By 
adding shots o f Johnson after, or even before. King an emphasis was non-verbally 
communicated that if  Johnson was able to play the team would be more 
successful. Moreover, each time that King had a turnover or a poor play the 
camera crew would also follow the close-up shot o f King with one of Gruden, 
whose facial expressions would show signs o f disapproval. By incorporating 
Gruden into the sequence o f shots the audience was given the premonition that 
Gruden was well aware o f the fact that his team was suffering as a result of 
Johnson’s injury.
This process o f embellishing conflict through subsequent close-up shots of 
actors was also used in creating the quarterback controversy in Game 4 (Bears v. 
Rams) between the Rams’ Kurt Warner and Marc Bulger. The collected data 
inferred some type o f close relationship between the two quarterbacks through the 
repeated use o f successive close-up shots. Every time that Warner or Bulger was 
captured on camera a shot o f the other actor was usually inserted. Hence, if  one 
were to observe the data sheets without looking at the dialogue, one can surmise 
that there is an apparent relationship between the two actors. Furthermore, to add 
more salience to the storylines, one can see the random additions o f close-up shots 
of Rams head coach Mike Martz, which brings another storyline into the mix.
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Similar to the importance o f the close-up shot to the narrative, is the 
relationship between the close-up shot and camera angle. With the narrative, there 
must be a variety o f close-up shots, not just one stagnant shot. Otherwise, viewer 
boredom can set in. For example, when the camera was focused on a specific 
player walking off the field the camera would use multiple variations of close-up 
shots in order to prevent monotony. This is what makes the variation in camera 
angle so important, because with each new angle the perspective o f the audience 
changes. Therefore, when a player is walking off the field, the camera might 
begin with a forward close-up shot o f the player’s face, which will be for a few 
seconds. Then the producers might switch to a medium-close-up shot o f the 
player from the perspective o f a high-angle. After that, the producer might call in 
for a big-close-up shot o f the player’s face from the side. By using different shots 
and different angles at various lengths the producer is able to keep the audience’s 
mind active while the aimouncers are using extensive dialogue regarding one 
particular individual.
A brief example from the study is during the fourth quarter o f Game 5 
(Steelers v. Buccaneers) the announcers, Al Michaels and John Madden began a 
lengthy commentary regarding the Buccaneers’ head coach John Gruden. As the 
narration began John Gruden was captured with a big-close-up shot from a 
forward perspective, for nine-seconds. Meanwhile, as the commentary continued, 
the camera pulled out and switched to capturing Gruden with a regular close-up 
shot from the same perspective, for four-seconds. Finally as Michaels and 
Madden finished up their little discussion o f Gruden the camera maintained the
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close-up shot but caught Gruden from a different angle, which was in between the 
perspective o f seeing him from the front and seeing him from the side. The last 
shot was held for ten-seconds. So, as the commentary remained focused on 
Gruden, the camera crew had to remain active in their effort to off-set viewer 
boredom.
Despite the negative connotation that the television viewer is forced to 
watch a game from a biased perspective, a positive quality can be observed in the 
fact that the audience is able to watch the game with exceptional clarity. Through 
the meditation o f television and the close-up shot accessibility to the game is 
produced, which a fan in the stadium is unable to experience. The close-up shot 
produces the feeling o f intimacy because it allows the audience to be able to 
easily identify with on-screen characters since they can observe their pain, joy, 
and other emotions (Mullen & Mazzocco, 2000, p. 352). Although the structure o f 
television allows the producer to become the editor o f the game by focusing on 
specific individuals without the viewer’s control or input, the upside to programs 
such as Monday Night Football is that the television audience is able to see 
players in ways that a fan inside the stadium is unable to. Consequently, the 
storylines are forced upon the viewers, but they benefit from the fact that the 
production crew is able to make the prescribed storylines more interesting through 
the successful and creative use o f narration and close-up shots.
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION
The objectives of this study was first to be able to identify the storylines 
that are introduced to the audience during the pregame show of Monday Night 
Football, and second, to follow and document the storylines throughout the 
remainder o f the program. What is fascinating about this study is that through a 
simple inquiry regarding a particular television program, so much can be learned. 
The communication theories and practices that are involved in the making of 
Monday Night Football are endless. People from all different perspectives can 
approach the data provided by a study such as this one and apply different 
communicative theories to them. The overall ambition of this examination was to 
create a study that would generate new ideas and perspectives towards how a 
person watches television programming, and more specifically, how one watches 
a live sporting event.
Conclusions
Overall, the five programs of Monday Night Football that were used as the 
study sample displayed various consistencies and inconsistencies in their
113
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production. It should be clear that what is presented to the audience is not the 
actual game, but an interpretation of the game from the perspective of the 
producer, director, announcers, and camera crew. What the audience might come 
to learn as a result o f watching a particular game may be something entirely 
different than what a person sitting in the stadium might see. What is at odds here 
is the difference between freedom of choice and the need for entertainment. A 
person who is inside a stadium has the ultimate freedom of deciding upon what 
aspects o f the game he or she wants to focus, however, the entertainment value of 
seeing the game live may not be as dynamic or fluid. On the other hand, the 
viewer watching on television may be highly entertained through the production 
of the game. However, he or she is watching a game that is in an altered, 
manipulated, and manufactured form. The audience is removed from making a 
choice and is forced into seeing the game from someone else’s perspective.
Several consistencies were found in the production o f Monday Night 
Football. First, the program’s focus on the individual performer rather than the 
team was visibly evident. Also, the program’s reaching to establish or create 
conflict in order to drive storylines was apparent. As stated before, previous 
studies have considered that good sporting entertainment is centered upon the 
individual performers and the personalities o f the athletes (Gruneau, 1989). It is 
concluded from this study that it is not the personality of the individual that is 
important for the entertainment value o f sports programming, but it is the types of 
conflicts surrounding individuals. It is the salience of a player having to overcome
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an injury, or who is struggling to perform well, or who is at odds with his coach 
that translates into good entertainment.
The assumption here is that an individual’s personality is not the deciding 
factor as to whether or not the production continues with a particular storyline, or 
decides to abandon it. The main factor that causes the production to keep a 
storyline is the presence of conflict surrounding a specific individual. And if 
conflict is not present then the production must focus on creating conflict around 
a given individual through production techniques. It is very noticeable that sports 
programs like Monday Night Football focus mainly on those individuals who are 
related to the offensive side o f the game. However, through a close analysis o f the 
data it is determined that the preference to highlight offensive players over 
defensive players is not because they touch the ball more. It is due to the fact that 
offensive players are more specialized and therefore more easily singled out. The 
offense creates an accessible conflict for the production crew because only one 
player on offensive is being able to maintain possession o f the ball at a given time. 
As a result individualism is created through the structure of a team game because 
the focus on offense will generally be on the player who has the ball.
Conversely, all the players on defense have only one primary task, which 
can be achieved as a team- tackling the offensive player with the ball. The role of 
the defensive player, on the surface, leaves little room for individual conflict 
because they are mostly viewed as an entire unit. However, to say that the 
structure o f a sports program like Monday Night Football disallows the producers 
from focusing the audiences’ attention on a defensive player is false. This is
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supported through the analysis o f Game 3 (Broncos v. Ravens) and its use of the 
Ravens’ middle linebacker Ray Lewis as the central actor. Some might say that 
the use o f Lewis is an exception to the rule, but this study takes the position that it 
is not. The producers have the choice and the ultimate control to use and 
manipulate storylines, whether the actors are on offense or defense. However, the 
perspective o f this study is that the producers, announcers, and camera crew can 
focus on any given individual if  they so desire, and that through the use of 
storytelling and visual manipulation those in charge can transform any storyline 
into the main center o f attention.
The finding here is that it is easier for the production o f a live sport event 
to focus on the players on offense in terms of the narrative and the visual. On the 
surface, the players on offense have more potential conflict due to their 
specialization o f skills. Any conflict that surrounds an offensive player is more 
accessible for the production crew to manipulate, because the main emphasis on 
offensive for an individual player to cross the goal line with the ball and not the 
entire team. Therefore, the offensive players stand out more easily due to their 
positions and responsibilities on the field. The players on defensive can move 
around with the exception of the defensive lineman. However, all the offensive 
players once in position must remain stationary, with the exception o f when the 
running back or wide receiver goes into motion.
It would seem obvious that the production crew would prefer to focus on 
those players on offense because they must remain stationary, which becomes 
predictable for the camera crew. Whereas, the majority o f the defensive players
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can move around and reposition themselves, which causes a sense of 
unpredictability in their position on the field and therefore the camera crew is not 
able to account with as great a certainty as to where a player might be on the field 
at a given time. Furthermore, the offensive side can be categorized as being active, 
whereas, on the other hand the defensive side would therefore be considered 
reactive. This study can only make the assumption that it is deemed more salient 
for the audience to follow characters that are active instead of reactive.
The production crew of Monday Night Football focused primarily on 
those individuals on offense because it was easier to produce. However, it is the 
contention o f this study that the production crew is just as capable o f using 
defensive players in entertaining storylines, like Ray Lewis in Game 3, but 
chooses not to do so because they would have to exert more creativity and effort. 
Therefore, as a result o f these findings it would be very unique to observe a live 
televised sports program that takes the primary focus away from the offensive 
players and gives it to defensive player. The interest would be to see how 
audiences might view this approach and how entertaining the storylines can be. At 
least the position here is that it would give audiences of live televised sports 
programming a fresh new perspective towards watching a game.
On the whole, this study has found that the majority o f the storylines 
introduced in the highly produced pregame show fail to make it through to the end 
of the program. Although it has been previously stated that it is very difficult for 
the production o f a live sporting to create salient drama, it cannot be said that it is 
impossible to establish and maintain a consistent storyline through a program like
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Monday Night Football. An example of such a program’s capability to create 
storylines out o f nothing is from Game 3 when the announcers developed the 
conflict of an apparent quarterback controversy even though the head coach 
emphasized there was not one. Subsequently, the program consistently focused on 
the storylines that supported the conflict and was able to sustain it all the way 
through to the end of the broadcast.
Limitations
The most significant limitation that is apparent in this study is the fact that 
the data was collected by only a single coder. However, proper measures were 
taken to try and minimize any deficiencies that might occur due to the lack o f an 
additional coder. A great deal of effort was placed into explaining the necessary 
decisions and procedural steps that made this study possible. The aim of the 
methodology was to anticipate that one could replicate this particular study 
without much difficulty, and in effect produce similar results. Subsequently, it 
must be stated that the study was conducted with only the utmost integrity in mind 
by staying true to the methodology and documenting every detail that may or may 
not support a particular outcome. Optimistically this study aimed to lay the 
groundwork for similar studies in the future. Additionally, other such limitations 
that could be considered by critics may be sample size, sample selection, and unit 
of analysis.
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Recommendations 
Out o f this examination of Monday Night Football two different types of 
studies are recommended- a participant observation study and a quantitative 
content analysis. A recommended participant observation study would consist o f a 
researcher heing granted full access to the production process o f Monday Night 
Football and would therefore be able to interview and observe all the time, effort, 
and decision-making that is involved in order to produce the program. In essence 
this study would mirror a similar study that was conducted by Gruneau (1989) in 
which he conducted a participant observation study o f how a skiing competition 
was produced on Canadian television. This same process would be very 
interesting in regards to Monday Night Football. In the study the researcher could 
interview the producers, directors, announcers, and camera crew in order to find 
out their thought processes and why they choose to broadcast certain individuals 
and not others. It would be fascinating to explore all the steps and managerial 
decisions that go into crafting a television spectacle out o f a live sports event.
A study such as a participant observation o f the production process o f 
Monday Night Football would be most valuable to this present study. Many issues 
could be clarified with regard to how manipulated and mediated the game is by 
the time the audience receives it through the television. Moreover, one could 
observe how those in charge of production approach and decide storylines, 
especially those at the last minute. It should be important to the audience to be 
aware that what they are seeing is only a representation o f the game and that the 
representation could be either as close to the real thing as possible, or on the other
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hand it could be a complete misrepresentation o f the event. It is very important to 
uncover the discrepancies between a sporting event that is seen live to the same 
event that is seen through the television.
Another recommended study would be that of a researcher who observes a 
game on television while inside the stadium of that exact game. This 
recommended study could be considered a likeness to a particular incident that 
occurred during study by Lang and Lang (1977). In there pilot study o f television 
and its effects, Lang and Lang used the public event surrounding the celebration 
and festivities o f General Douglas Mac Arthur’s visit to Chicago to study the 
differences in how an event is transmitted through television when compared to 
the actual event seen in person.
What is most significant here is Lang and Lang were fortunate enough to 
gather some direct evidence regarding the way in which television coverage 
imposed its own particular view on the event. One observer from their study was 
chosen to watch the parade going into Chicago’s Soldiers Field live. Remarkably 
though, the observer was sitting right next to a television camera so he was able to 
watch the event live and observe how the camera captured the same event he was 
witnessing. The observer discovered several noticeable differences between the 
two perspectives. He reported that the camera followed the General’s car and 
caught that part o f the crowd immediately opposite the car and about 15 rows 
above it. Thus, it caught the part o f the crowd that was cheering, giving the 
impression o f a solid mass o f wildly cheering people. However, the camera did
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not show the large sections of empty stands, nor did it show that people stopped 
cheering as soon as the car passed them (p. 184).
A similar situation in terms o f viewing a professional football game would 
provide the frame work for an excellent study. If one were to observe a game live 
and also be able to watch it simultaneously on television then a complete analysis 
could be obtained by documenting the discrepancies between what is broadcasted 
to the viewer and what a person in the stadium witnesses. The results of that study 
would be a valid measurement as to how manufactured and contrived live 
television sports programs are when compared to the experience at the live event. 
Hopefully, this present study has shed some light as to how a live televised 
football program is presented to an audience and that the game that is transmitted 
to them is more o f entertainment program then a broadcast o f a competition.
A reeommended quantitative study would be to analyze an entire season 
of Monday Night Football for the storylines introduced in each pregame show. 
Then document which games have consistent storylines through their broadcast 
and what games abandon their storylines. Subsequently, further research will be 
conducted to find the ratings for each game and for each quarter. After which a 
comparative analysis can be conducted to see if  there is a correlation between the 
effectiveness o f storylines and the program’s ratings.
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Cultural Implications 
A few cultural implications can be derived from the data collected. First is 
the heightened emphasis o f individuals rather than teams. Unlike most sports the 
game of football is a very team oriented sport in which no single player can win 
entirely for his team. It takes the participation and precision o f many players 
working as a cohesive unit to win a football game, especially a professional 
football game. Yet, through the reported data one can observe that the focus of 
Monday Night Football is to highlight specific individuals rather than a specific 
team. In retrospect this idea can be derived from two concepts. Either, the 
mediation o f television through close-up shots has transformed Western culture 
into focusing on the individual. Or, conversely. Western culture emphasizes 
individualism and therefore the production of Monday Night Football is only 
giving the viewers what they desire.
Another cultural implication is the over-hyping o f the pregame show in 
Monday Night Football. The data collected accurately displays that each pregame 
show introduces several storylines and yet hardly any of them make it through the 
entire program. This shows that the program overemphasizes storylines in the 
beginning of the broadcast and is unable sustain them as time goes on in the game. 
This could possible be a link towards the consistent decline in ratings for Monday 
Night Football throughout the recent years. It may be due to either the viewers’ 
being distracted by the over-emphasis o f storylines in the beginning o f the 
broadcast when in effect they want to concentrate on the game. Or, on the other
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hand, the viewers’ may be enthralled with the storylines, but lose interest in the 
program as soon as the production abandons its storylines.
Communicative Significance 
The communication theory that is the foundation for this study is media 
literacy. Media literacy refers to the knowledge about how the mass media 
function in society (Messaris, 1998, p. 70). As stated my Messaris (1998), “a 
central component o f media literacy should he an understanding of the 
representational conventions through which the users of media create and share 
meanings” (p. 70). This study is grounded by the concept o f being media literate. 
This study dissected five Monday Night Football broadcasts in an effort to 
analyze what approaches and techniques the production carried out in order to 
maintain the highest number of audience members possible. By examining the 
broadcasts in great detail this study was able to uncover the fact that the program 
of Monday Night Football is merely an interpretation, or representation o f the live 
game. Choices are made by a small group of people as to whom or what millions 
of viewers are going to watch. Hence, the audience is watching the production 
crew’s interpretation o f what they feel is the important aspects o f the game that 
should he televised.
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APPENDIX
KEY
Time- Game time in each quarter
Actor- featured individual
Motif- motifs set-forth by Bryant, Comisky, and Zillmann (1977) (for detail see 
Chapter 3; Methodology pp. 65-66)
CU- close-up: MCU- medium close-up shot; CU- close-up shot; BCU- big close- 
up shot; XCU- extreme close-up shot; ex. CU-BCU= a zoom from of CU 
to a BCU
ANG- angle o f the camera: HA- high angle, looking down on an actor; LA- low 
angle, looking up at an actor; F- forward, actor is perfectly framed from 
the front or the back; S- side, actor is captured from the side. ex. F / S= 
actor is captured on an angle that is not quite on the side nor in the front o 
him
DU- duration: length o f time in terms of second that the shot is taken
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GAME 1 : Pittsburgh Steelers v. New England Patriots
DATE: September 9, 2002
PREGAME STORYLINES
ACTOR COMMENTARY MOTIFS
Tom
Brady
(T.B.)
Patriots: QB- (Subject o f opening teaser) last 
year’s Super Bowl MVP, wants to prove it was 
not luck, leader o f his team
Competition, 
Glory, Human 
interest.
Gamesmanship,
History,
Performance
competence
Kordell
Stewart
p e s o
Steelers: QB- Has to be comfortable during the 
game in order to perform well
Competition,
Gamesmanship,
Physical
competence.
History,
Performance
competence
Jerome
Bettis
(J.B.)
Steelers: RB- Overcoming a severe groin injury 
from previous season, team leader
Physical 
competence. 
Performance 
competence. 
Spirit, Pity
Robert
Kraft
(R.K.)
Patriots: Owner- Opening o f the new Gillette 
Stadium he built himself, he appreciates the fans, 
the fans appreciate him
Human interest. 
Personnel, 
Spirit, External 
forces
Bill
Cowher
O & cj
Steelers: Head Coach- Seeking to avenge the 
previous year’s loss to the Patriots in the AFC 
Championship game, a sense of frustration
Competition,
Glory,
Gamesmanship, 
Human interest. 
Personnel,
Spirit
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CONTENT-ANALYSIS
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME 1 : Steelers v. Patriots
QUARTER; 1
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
13:52 Stewart K.S. isn’t getting off to a comfortable 
start
CU HA 2
12:51 Stewart K.S. had his last pass intercepted, and 
has this one picked off
BCU F 2
Cowher The look on B.C.’s face said it all CU F 1
Cowher BCU S 3
Stewart 1 don’t know what K.S. is reading 
there . . .  He throws it right to him . . .  
he is a little nervous 1 think
CU HA 3
12:34 Stewart K.S. last year was great (graphic: K.S. 
stats from previous year)
Stewart Was intercepted by New England on 
his last two possessions and his first 
two tonight
CU F 10
12:03 Cowher CU F 2
11:07 Cowher CU F 1
Cowher BCU F 4
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11:01 Cowher The season is 3 min. and 59 sec. Old 
and the Steelers have had 2 
interceptions and 3 penalties, B.C. 
wants to go back to the hotel, back on 
the bus
10:36 Bettis Talked with J.B. yesterday . . .  last 
time we played the Patriots, they 
stopped me before I could get going 
(graphic: J.B. previous years stats 
with *missed last 4 regular season 
games due to injury
BCU
MCU
CU
F
S
HA
2
4
7
&24 Stewart You talk about Steeler running backs, 
in addition to that they have a QB and 
he’s always dangerous
CU F 8
7:50 Bettis John, we were talking to Jerome last 
night and we were both surprised that 
it took him almost 6 months to fully 
recover from the groin injury after the 
championship game they told him not 
to do anything for 8 weeks (graphic: 
J.B. Bio.)
CU
CU-
BCU-
MCU-
CU
S
F
F
F
F
8
3
4 
1 
9
7:06 Bettis Not only was Bettis hurt last year 
(graphic: Most carries before the age 
o f 3 0 ) . . .  and there is Bettis (3f^), that 
is an amazing list o f players,. . .  He is 
also battling asthma
CU F 8
6:01 Stewart You get the feeling, body language 
wise that K.S. is calming down 
(graphic: K.S. game stats)
CU F 16
5:04 Stewart . . .  made a big difference for Kordell 
last year, Pro Bowl season for Stewart
CU F 4
4:28 Stewart We said that K.S. had to get 
comfortable . . .  you could see him 
calm down
2:43 Brady The thing that really impressed me 
about T.B. is what he did just there 
(graphic: T.B. game stats)
CU
CU-
BCU
F
S
S
3
3
2
0:56 Kraft [After commercial (A.C.)] Very proud 
man in the middle right there, R.K. 
owner o f the Patriots, with George 
Bush, 41^ President and the P.M. of
MCU F 17
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Japan, . . .  a look at brand new Gillette 
Stadium
0:48 Stewart We were talking about how K.S. is 
starting to look comfortable now 
(graphic: K.S. replay of 2 
intereeptions and 1 touchdown)
CU F 2
End of the 1st Quarter: Steelers 7 Patriots 7
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CONTENT-ANALYSIS
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME 1 : Steelers v. Patriots
QUARTER: 2
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
14:48 Kraft When R.K. got the go ahead to build 
the stadium, he said 1 am going to put 
in all the twists . .  .make it fan friendly 
as 1 can, “beautiful, beautiful facility
CU F 11
13:21 Bettis 1 don’t think that J.B. is a 100% in a 
lot o f ways, they are probably trying 
to get as much out o f him in this game 
as they can . . .  maybe save some o f it 
for the 3"̂  ̂and 4* quarters
MCU HA 5
12:51 Bettis . . .  even when the Bus (J.B.) was in 
the backfield by getting penetration, 
that’s what he was talking about in the 
AFC championship game, that there 
was always a Patriot in the backfield 
when they tried to run the ball
BCU F 6
12:07 Cowher It looks like B.C. is gonna go for it CU F 3
11:45 Cowher B.C. says he wants to go for it, he 
wants to draw New England off sides
MCU-
BCU
F 6
11:22 Brady Good year for Serra High School 
located just south o f San Franeisco, 
Class o f ‘82 alum Barry Bonds 
shattered the home run record and 
then the class o f ‘95 alum (graphic: 
T.B. high school yearbook photo) T.B. 
went from back-up to Super Bowl 
MVP
CU S 4
10:15 Brady Brady, last year on the bench when the 
season started. Drew Bledsoe got hurt 
(graphic: youngest QB’s to win a 
Super Bowl) and then they say the rest 
is history, the youngest QB to win a 
Super Bowl
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6:51 Cowher B.C. says what, or who . . .  that’s a 
bad call if  that’s on Gandy the 
“bearded one” has a right to yell at 
that
CU
CU
S/F
S
8
4
6:27 Cowher I don’t think that was a penalty BCU F 2
6:09 Cowher Out o f bounds was Plexico Burress, he 
couldn’t get down with possession
CU F 2
Stewart . . .  if  he gets out o f the pocket he can 
still run the ball or throw it
CU F 4
6:00 Cowher And a flag goes down at the end o f the 
play, you were wondering what the 
Steelers were going to do if  there was 
no penalty here
BCU S/F 2
Cowher Now they will definitely kick a field 
goal but it will be a lot longer
BCU F 5
5:51 Cowher Referee: “False start on the 
offense” . . .  They go from first and 
goal at the lyard line to a 39 yard field 
goal attempt by a journeyman place 
kicker
BCU F 8
5:34 Cowher And the kick is no good BCU F 2
Cowher Penalties will kill you . .  .Steelers have 
been flagged 6 times for 41 yards, and 
it eost them three, and the game is still 
tied
CU F 7
2:23 Cowher Speaking of shaving, John, we were 
talking about this last night, can you 
remember a head coach. . . Cowher 
has a beard. Yeah a full time beard. In 
the history of the NFL 1 don’t 
remember a head coach with a beard
BCU-
CU
MCU
S
S/F
7
5
Cowher Melissa Stark (M.S.) reports about a 
letter B.C. sent to his team saying that 
although they are predicted to win the 
AFC Championship, “there are no 
guarantees, there are no shortcuts”
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2H3 Cowher B.C. still a young man (split screen 
with Patriots coach Bill Belichick) and 
yet he is the dean, B.C. in his 11* 
season
CU F 16
1:44 Cowher (Stewart gets sacked) 1 don’t think 
they saw Ty Law
CU S 3
0:19 Brady John, referring to the Super Bowl last 
year when Brady led them down in the 
final minute (highlights o f T.B. in the 
previous year’s Super Bowl)
CU S 3
0:13 Brady 1 just think that the odds were against 
them
End o f the First Half; Steelers 7 Patriots 10 
(M.S. interviews B.C. about K.S’s play)
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CONTENT-ANALYSIS
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME 1 : Steelers v. Patriots
QUARTER: 3
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
13:27 Brady Isn’t it something, you know the job 
T.B. did last year and then coming and 
doing it this year
CU F 6
13:18 Brady Reserved for T.B., that figures to be a 
spot reserved for T.B. for a number of 
years . . .  is he a one year wonder, or is 
he going to be something for real, 1 
feel that he is going to be for real
CU F 10
11:27 Brady 1 remember T.B. saying that there was 
a number o f games that he was the 
fourth QB, 1 think two years ago that 
he did not even suit up for half the 
game
BCU F 4
8:34 Brady (Graphic: 2001 Patriot leaders) Brady 
last year, you look at what they did in 
the draft, he was a 6‘̂  round pick 
(199* overall)
8:05 Brady T.B. and his calmness reminds me of 
Joe Montana, I’m not saying T.B. is 
Joe Montana, but I’m saying that the 
way he gets back there and make 
everything look so effortlessly 
reminds me o f him
BCU F 7
7:40 Brady We talked about T.B. being from 
Serra High School, so that’s right in 
the 49ers area. He was a big fan o f Joe 
Montana
7:03 Brady That’s what we are talking about . . .  
he’s just so calm doing that
MCU S 2
6:47 Cowher So B.C. down by 17 goes to the back 
of the play book. What he is trying to 
do is to get some momentum
CU F 5
6:05 Bettis For J.B. it has bee a very difficult 
week, he was accused o f sexual 
misconduct by a . . .  Pennsylvania
MCU
CU
CU
F
HA
F
3
15
5
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woman. . . Jerome very frustrated
4:58 Stewart (K.S. is intercepted for a third time) CU HA 7
4 3 8 Cowher You know B.C. does that, 1 mean B.C. 
comes out and warms up his arm . . .  
because when they would push that 
button and it didn’t work that you’d 
get so frustrated
CU HA 7
3 36 Cowher M.S.: Al, after the Patriots scored that 
last touchdown B.C. gathered his 
entire defense and said “you guys are 
pathetic on that last drive” . . .  there’s 
Cowher lecturing Townsend
CU F 10
2:08 Cowher Cowher continues to do his lecturing 
and his team is down by 20
CU-
BCU
S 7
End of the 3’̂‘* Quarter: Steelers 7 Patriots 27
(Closes with three different replays o f B.C. expressing his anger)
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CONTENT-ANALYSIS
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME 1 : Steelers v. Patriots
QUARTER: 4
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
11:46 Brady Here the calmness o f Brady again . . .  
again a lot o f this is T.B. again
CU
CU
S
s
8
5
11:31 Brady Talking about Brady, we can’t anoint 
him after that one year, but you’re 
right he has the look
BCU
BCU-
CU
F
F/S
7
17
9:24 Cowher You know John, if  you are B.C. now 
you go back and think okay, this is an 
aberration, its like last year 1 have a 
better team then this (graphic: most 
seasons in the playoffs when losing 
opening game)
BCU-
CU
F-
S
25
638 Stewart (after a fumble) That’s the way K.S. 
started out, he started out rattled, and 
he’s going to end up rattled, he had 
something there in the middle
CU S 2
Cowher CU F/S 3
Stewart BCU-
CU
HA 9
5:04 Cowher (after a Patriots touchdown off o f a 
K.S. fumble) B.C. is saying 1 want to 
get the heck out of here
CU F 2
Cowher Look at Cowher he’s out in the field. 
Oh! T h ey  ju st threw  the fla g  on  
Cowher, because Bill is all the way 
out to the hash mark on the 20 yard 
line
MCU-
out-
c u
F 18
Cowher So, Cowher is going to get an 
unsportsmanlike conduct, regardless
cu -
BCU
F 11
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Cowher Bill maybe saying I just went out there 
to pick up the flag
CU S 6
4:42 Brady T.B. is the man . . .  i f  you had to take a 
guy and say the way he played, the 
way he is, and what he represents, and 
what he’s done, that’s not a bad start
CU-
BCU
F 10
3:51 Brady . . .  and now it’s T.B.’s team BCU-
c u
F/S 26
039 Cowher 1 think that the only thing B.C. is 
going to be happy about is the division 
that he is in and the results o f the 
division he is in
CU HA 8
Cowher If you look at the Steelers and B.C. 
teams . . .  they’re always good tacklers
CU F 15
0:21 Cowher That was a play that B.C was telling 
you about before the game
CU S 8
End of the Game: Steelers 14 Patriots 30
(Postgame: M.S. interviews T.B.)
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COMPARATIVE-ANALYSIS
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME 1 : Pittsburgh Steelers v. New England Patriots 
DATE: September 9, 2002
ACTOR EVALUATION TENDENCIES / PATTERNS
Bill
Cowher
Central actor, pregame interview 
established a sense o f frustration 
with his team as a result o f the 
previous year’s playoff loss to the 
Patriots
Program embellished his 
frustration through the 
inconsistencies o f K.S., 
multiple shots o f B.C. were 
usually grouped with a shot 
o f K.S. to enhance conflict
Tom
Brady
Subject of the opening teaser, 
however became a subplot to B.C.’s 
storyline. The focus on T.B. lacked 
any specific conflict, therefore 
became less salient and less 
important
The program focused on T.B. 
more in terms o f Human 
interest, his rise to stardom 
from obscurity, his victory in 
the previous year’s Super 
Bowl, and his personality 
and leadership qualities, 
when K.S. played well, the 
focus was put on T.B.
Kordell
Stewart
Commentary highlighted is need to 
feel “comfortable” in order to play 
well, which the commentary focused 
on throughout the game, This 
approached allowed the commentary 
to revert back to the comments no 
mater if  K.S. played well or not
Used K.S. ineffective and 
poor performance to create 
conflict between himself and 
B.C., the small amount of 
time in which K.S. played 
well the focus was shifted to 
alternate storylines
Jerome
Bettis
Kept focus on previous year’s injury 
and J.B.’s comments on last season 
loss to the Patriots
Despite the fact that J.B. was 
over his injury the 
commentary tried to 
establish that conflict (J.B. 
overcoming an injury) in the 
first half, however the 
storyline lost momentum and 
was altogether dropped by 
the second half
Robert
Kraft
Was the reference point and 
identification when the new Gillette 
Stadium was introduced and 
discussed, commentary was able to 
link the team, the fans, and the new 
stadium through the identification o f 
R.K.
Was only used during the 
first half, once in the first 
quarter and once in the 
second quarter, was not used 
in the second half, provided 
segues from discussion o f the 
stadium to the action on the 
field
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CONTENT-ANALYSIS
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME 2: St. Louis Rams v. Tampa Bay Buccaneers 
DATE: September 23, 2002
PREGAME STORYLINES
ACTOR COMMENTARY MOTIFS
Mike
Martz
(M.M.)
Rams: Head Coach- (Subject o f opening teaser) 
“NFL’s resident genius,” the Rams are winless 
and he is “feeling the heat”
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
History,
Performance
competence.
Personnel,
Comparison,
Urgency
Kurt
Warner
(K.W.)
Rams: QB- struggling this season, has a sense of 
urgency, “is still a great QB,” loves playing for 
Martz, leader “There’s nothing wrong with his 
thumb”- thumb injury?
Competition,
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
Physical
Competence,
History,
Performance
competence.
Personnel,
Spirit, Pity,
Comparison,
Urgency
Marshall
Faulk
(M.F.)
Rams RB- “could be the best player in all of 
football”
Glory, Physical
competence.
History,
Performance
competence.
Comparison
John
Gruden
(J.G.)
Buccaneers: Head coach- new head coach, 
expectations are high, expected to get team 
through the playoffs, offense not ready yet
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
History,
Personnel,
Spirit
Warren
Sapp
(W.S.)
Buccaneers: DL- Star player, head of the defense 
(leader), “Tampa Bay is still about defense”
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
Human interest.
Physical
competence.
Performance
competence.
Spirit
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Buccaneers: S- key to the team’s defense Glory,
John (interview with Melissa Stark (M.S.)), last two Gamesmanship,
Lynch games between the teams he had sealed the Physical
(J.L.) team’s victories with interceptions competence,
History,
Performance
competence
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CONTENT-ANALYSIS
OF STORYLINE IN MNF
GAME 2: Rams v. Buccaneers
QUARTER: 1
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
14:28 Gruden In fact J.G. was talking about it last 
night, one o f the advantages o f no 
huddle is when the head coach is 
calling the plays he can talk to his QB 
(graphic: J.G. U‘ year record)
CU F/S 12
12:32 Gruden J.G. is getting into an offensive 
rhythm
CU F 2
11:55 Gruden 1 was talking to J.G. last night, he said 
two groups have to step up . . .  our 
offensive line and our tight ends . .  .if 
he has something on his mind he’s 
gonna get it off his mind and get it on 
ours
BCU S 12
93 8 Gruden (Buccaneers offense do not make a 
first down)
CU F 3
935 Gruden [After commercial (AC)] The Bay 
Area, J.G. trading one bay area for 
another bay area, for a lot o f mullah
93 6 Sapp I’ll tell you the Rams better block the 
W.S. guy they’re talking about, old 99 
right there, that’s really the strength of 
the Buc’s defense
BCU-
CU-
MCU
F 8
7:09 Warner . . .  and 1,000 career completions in 
K.W.’s career is for a first down and 
he gets to a thousand faster than any 
QB in history
BCU-
CU
S 6
635 Warner And there it is (graphic: K.W. career 
1,000* completion on 1,487* 
pass) . . .  he’s one of the most 
accurate passers I’ve ever seen
CU S 20
4:59 Faulk M.F. is the best check down back in 
all of football
BCU s 3
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3 3 6 Warner . . .  and K.W. on that drive made two 
or three great throws (graphic: K.W. 
game stats)
CU HA 10
2 3 9 Warner (graphic: Active NFL QB’s- best win- 
loss record as a starter, K.W is #1) 
Warner 35 and 10
BCU S 3
2:06 Gruden J.G. calling the plays, the thing that he 
likes is he can talk all the way up until 
15 second. So, he is not only 
calling . . .  the first thing he gives is 
the formation, the second thing he 
gives is the play, and the third thing he 
gives is coaching points
CU F 15
039 Gruden You know all those things that J.G. 
told us last night are happening
c u -
BCU
F 7
End o f the 1st Quarter: Rams 7 Buccaneers 3
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CONTENT-ANALYSIS
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME 2: Rams v. Buccaneers
QUARTER: 2
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
14:49 Warner Here comes Warner and the Rams CU F 5
9:49 Warner (almost has a pass intercepted) CU F/S 3
Gruden (Defense almost intercepted a pass) CU S 2
9:30 Faulk Lets check on M.F. BCU F/S 3
835 Gruden (RB dropped a ball near their own 
end-zone—  having trouble getting a 
first down)
BCU F/S 11
Gruden (graphic: Tampa Bay Buccaneers 
penalties- first two games-18 and 
tonight-2)
BCU-
CU
F 10
8:44 Gruden 1 look at J.G. and he may not be 
wearing the silver and black, but he 
brought all the facial expressions, all 
those contortions to Tampa
CU-
BCU
F 12
8:14 Faulk [AC] a scene just a minute ago M.F. 
on his way back to the locker room . . .  
(M.S. “you just saw the NFL MVP 
from 2 seasons ago . . . ”)
MCU F 13
7:41 Faulk (graphic; NFL History-most yards 
from scrimmage in a 46 game 
span)(graphic: NFL History- most 
touchdowns over a 46 game span). . .  
all those numbers are impressive, most 
of all M.F. is unselfish
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7:18 Martz Even M.M. looks a little perplexed 
about the call
BCU F/S 8
Sapp M.F. how valuable is he? Who better 
to go to then number 99
MCU F 5
Faulk (Studio interview with W.S. 
discussing how M.F. has no flaws, a 
“complete back”)
Sapp CU HA 3
5:54 Warner And that one was almost intercepted CU S 4
5:41 Warner A lot o f folks think that Warner, 
especially after two losses, is still 
bothered by the thumb injury
MCU HA 10
5:05 Warner I do remember when his thumb was 
bad as I say he always had a protective 
thing on it (graphic: Rams red zone 
completion percentage)
CU S 17
4:32 Warner (K.W. intercepted by the Buc’s 
Simeon Rice)
CU
MCU
HA
S
2
3
Martz CU s 9
3 ^# Warner . . .  second interception in Simeon 
Rice’s career
CU F-
S
5
2:45 Gruden . . .  and there’s a flag down, and its 
against Tampa Bay (offense), a trip
BCU S 13
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1:05 Gruden . . .  and J.G. was waiting for him to 
unleash some o f that (RB Michael 
Pittman making a long run)
BCU S 2
0:57 Gruden (Buccaneers score a touchdown) 
Gruden not happy with his tight-end, 
got Dudley last week
CU F 2
Gruden I think in the first two games . . .  this 
J.G. offense was really a work in 
progress, he wasn’t satisfied with it
MCU-
CU-
BCU
s 19
0:45 Sapp W.S. is probably the most dominating 
defensive lineman in the NFL
BCU-
CU
F 13
0:37 Sapp W.S. is going to have K.W. o f course 
now he needs some oxygen
CU F 2
End of the First Half: Rams 7 Buccaneers 13
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GAME 2: Rams v. Buccaneers
QUARTER: 3
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
15:00 Faulk And M.F. with a neck strain . . .  is 
back on the sidelines ready to come in
CU HA 7
14:52 Faulk It looks like Marshall wants to get 
back into the game (graphic: M.F. 
game stats)
BCU F 10
13:34 Warner They’re trying to throw K.W.’s timing 
off because he is a rhythm guy
BCU S 7
12:48 Sapp (W.S. sacks K.W.) and he moves to 
the very bottom of W.S.’s list
CU S 2
Warner CU S 2
Sapp MCU S 3
Sapp CU-
BCU
S-
F
5
12:10 Sapp 11 yard sack for W.S. (graphic: W.S. 
2000 & 2001 stats)
(graphic: Buccaneers: 47 consecutive 
games with a sack)
CU S 15
11:17 Warner I’ll tell you at the end of the first half 
K.W. really took some shots
CU HA 2
11:09 Gruden M.S. reports that J.G. says he really 
wants to commit to the run
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10:27 Gruden Melissa talking about how Gruden 
wants to establish the run
CU F 17
9:57 Gruden None of those plays worked too well CU F 5
9:44 Faulk [AC] M.F. I think is resigned to the 
fact that Martz is not going to put him 
in
MCU HA 9
9:32 Martz Under Martz (graphic: Rams offense) 
thus far 18.5 points a game and 80 
fewer yards per game, still trying to 
really get on track
CU F 22
Warner Now they have M.F. out o f the game 
and this whole thing goes on K.W.’s 
shoulders
CU S 5
5:49 Martz M.M.’s team needs a play CU
CU
F
F
4
5
5:21 Warner We were talking about K.W. in the 
first two games taking too many hits 
(graphic: K.W. game stats of number 
o f hits and sacks). . .  they have been 
all over K.W. tonight
CU S 9
4:44 Gruden That’s what drives coaches crazy . . .  
J.G. had two on one play
BCU F 11
4:16 Faulk M.S. reporting that M.F. will have a 
MRI tomorrow
CU HA 6
2:42 Warner There’s K.W. who lost M.F. now its 
all on his shoulders
CU HA 6
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1:00 Warner (almost intercepted) CU S 5
Faulk This is a totally different offense 
without M.F.
MCU HA 3
0:55 Warner (almost intercepted again) I ’ll tell you 
K.W. is a heck o f a QB and is very 
accurate but he has to be in a rhythm
CU S 4
End o f the Quarter: Rams 7 Buccaneers 13
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GAME 2: Rams v. Buccaneers
QUARTER: 4
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
14:51 Warner The Rams believe it or not a good 
come from behind team you’d think 
but 19 straight losses when trailing in 
the 4* quarter the longest streak in the 
league (graphic)
CU s 18
14:33 Faulk . . .  but it is something with M.F. on 
the sideline
CU HA 6
12:22 Sapp Sapp and the Bucs up by six CU S 3
Faulk [AC] Well, Faulk done for the night MCU F 3
11:27 Warner (K.W. intercepted by Buccaneers 
Brian Kelly)
CU S 2
Warner CU HA 3
Warner I mentioned that he (Brian Kelly) very 
rarely picks one off, only the fourth 
interception in 67 career games
CU F 3
11:10 Warner Even K.W.’s body language doesn’t 
look the same
cu -
MCU
HA/S 17
10:32 Warner I was talking about K.W., AL, about 
not being himself (highlights o f K.W. 
troubles during the game)
10:25 Warner (graphic: K.W. career against the 
Buccaneers). .  .those numbers are 
unheard of
CU S 24
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9:31 Sapp W.S. started out this game with 
getting penetration
MCU HA 4
9:15 Sapp That’s what W.S. did tonight to K.W. CU F 6
8^3 Sapp I notice that Sapp is faster with a bald 
head
CU S 12
7:47 Martz Rams failing to take advantage of field 
position, especially here in the second 
half (graphic: Rams drives at the 50 or 
better-no points scored)
CU F 17
7:17 Martz M.M. is thinking he needs two 
touchdown drives
CU HA 17
6:08 Warner K.W. I don’t think there’s anything 
wrong with his thumb, I really don’t 
but he sure is having a hard time 
throwing a spiral
4:51 Faulk This is tough here because you do not 
have your best running back
CU F 6
4:21 Martz Well, M.M. last week, if  he was going 
to second guess h im self. . .  he 
should’ve had Warner sneak
CU F 3
3 ^ # Sapp W.S. is very upset letting the Rams 
have the last touchdown
CU S 8
2:47 Warner CU F 16
2 3 4 Sapp You know we were talking about W.S. 
and the havoc he was raising here 
tonight (game highlights o f W.S.)
CU HA 9
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2:16 Martz M.M. I think is a heck of a play caller CU F 6
1:53 Gruden J.G. said even last night that he 
wanted to establish Keyshawn 
Johnson
BCU S 7
1:26 Warner BCU S 3
Gruden CU-
BCU
F 3
Martz CU F 8
Sapp CU F 3
Lynch CU HA 3
1:09 Warner Look at this we were talking about 
how K.W. was hit (graphic: K.W. hit 
17 times; knocked down 5; sacked 3)
CU F 14
0:59 Warner (K.W. is intercepted) CU S 3
Warner I’ll tell you K.W. had Isaac Bruce 
wide open and he didn’t see him
CU F 2
Martz CU F 1
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Warner CU S 3
Warner Warner’s fourth interception o f the 
game
CU S 3
Gruden BCU F 10
End of the Game: Rams 14 Buccaneers 26
(Postgame: John Madden: “K.W. took a beating”)
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COMPARATIVE-ANALYSIS
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME 2: St. Louis Rams v. Tampa Bay Buccaneers 
DATE; September 23, 2002
ACTOR EVALUATION TENDENCIES / PATTERNS
Kurt
Warner
Central actor, pregame established 
his struggles in the present season, 
highlighted by his thumb injury, 
which even though the commentary 
believed the injury was not affecting 
K.W., they still referred to it.
The initial focus o f K.W. 
was in reference to his past 
achievements and successes, 
however as the game 
progressed the focus grew 
more on his troubles on the 
field, but were often refereed 
to as an uncommon 
performance by K.W.
John
Gruden
Storyline centered on the conflict of 
J.G. being the new Buccaneers head 
coach and the high expectations that 
cam along with his hiring
Broadcast focused on J.G. 
when his offense was 
ineffective, used the conflict, 
was only referred to in terms 
of his offense
Marshall
Faulk
Introduced in the pregame as 
possibly being the best player in all 
o f football, which provided little 
salience due to the absence of 
conflict, however M.F. was injured 
during the game and provided the 
broadcast with a conflict in relation 
to M.F.
Broadcast did not focus on 
M.F. until he became injured 
then storyline grew, the 
commentary highlighted 
M.F. importance by 
consistently checking-up an 
discussing him despite the 
fact the he was out of the 
game
Mike
Martz
Subject o f the opening teaser, 
production failed to follow up on 
M.M. throughout the game, 
inconsistent storyline
M.M. was only mentioned or 
captured in terms of K.W. 
poor play or M.F. injury
Warren
Sapp
Established in the pregame as the 
Buccaneers’ leader on defense, 
however storyline was not carried 
out, inconsistent and sporadic
Used mostly as a sub­
reference to K.W. poor play
John
Lynch
Pregame interview with M.S., 
deemed a key to the Buccaneers’ 
success on defense over the Rams, 
however, storyline was never used, 
or attempted
none
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GAME 3: Denver Broncos v. Baltimore Ravens
DATE: September 30,2002
PREGAME STORYLINES
ACTOR COMMENTARY MOTIFS
Shannon
Sharpe
(S.S.)
Broncos: TE- (Subject o f opening teaser) “the 
most prolific pass catching tight-end in NFL 
history,” Spent 2 seasons with the Ravens, was 
deemed too expensive-“sent packing back to 
Denver”- now back in Baltimore and back in a 
Broncos uniform. Was shutout last week, has not 
scored a touchdown this season
Competition,
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
Human interest.
Physical
competence.
History,
Performance
competence.
Personnel,
Comparison
Ray
Lewis
(R.L.)
Ravens: MLB- “On defense it is always R.L.,” 
S.S.’s friend- says he must try and keep S.S.’s 
mouth shut
Competition,
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
Human interest.
Physical
competence.
History,
Performance
competence.
Spirit,
Comparison
Brian
Griese
(B.G.)
Broncos: QB- Hurt his ankle at home when he 
tripped over his dog, will play, seems fine
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
Human interest.
Physical
competence.
Performance
competence.
Pity
Steve
Beurlein
(S.B.)
Broncos: QB- A capable back-up QB Physical
competence.
Performance
competence
Jamal
Lewis
(J.L.)
Ravens: RB- “A heck of a back,” The Ravens 
need to establish the running game
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
Physical
competence.
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Performance
competence
Jonathon
Ogden
(JO .)
Ravens: LT- One o f the best offensive lineman in 
the game
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
Physical
competence.
Performance
competence
Chris
Redman
(C.R.)
Ravens: QB- “gonna have to make some plays” Gamesmanship,
Physical
competence.
Performance
competence,
Old-college-try
Brian
Billick
(B.B.)
Ravens: Head Coach- Offense has not scored a 
point in their last 20 possessions. Ravens have 
only scored one touchdown in two games
Competition,
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
History,
Performance
competence.
Pity, Old-
college-try,
Comparison,
Urgency
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CONTENT-ANALYSIS
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME 3: Broncos v. Ravens
QUARTER: 1
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
13:38 Griese You know if  you watch B.G., he looks 
pretty good . . .  he has 3 tape jobs over 
his ankle
MCU F 2
11:32 R.
Lewis
R.L. just introduced Lelie (Bronco’s 
Rookie WR) to the National Football 
League
MCU F 5
R.
Lewis
If you are gonna go in there, you 
might as well catch it (graphic: R.L. 5- 
time Pro Bowl selection). . .  and R.L. 
brought the whole load on Lelie
CU HA 10
11:02 R.
Lewis
He is always under control and a very 
good tackier
CU F 2
9:31 Billick B.B was saying that they wanted to 
get Todd Heap (Ravens’ TE) more 
involved in the passing game
CU S 5
3:26 Griese M.S. (Melissa Stark) reporting- talked 
to B.G.’s wife about his ankle
CU S 2
1:55 R.
Lewis
Because your linebacker runs faster 
than your QB . . .  this guy can flat out 
run
CU F 5
1:07 Billick Brian got the job for his offensive 
prowess . . .  he goes and wins a Super 
Bowl with a great defense
CU F 2
0:08 Redma
n
C.R. is looking pretty good . . .  for a 
young QB everything has to 
slowdown
MCU HA 13
End of the U‘ Quarter: Broncos 3 Ravens 0
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CONTENT-ANALYSIS
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME 3: Broncos v. Ravens
QUARTER: 2
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
14:15 Billick Billick watches it payoff for the 
Ravens, second touchdown and the 
Ravens take the lead
CU F 3
13:33 R.
Lewis
M.S. reporting- 7 new starters on 
R.L’s side o f the field, his leadership 
abilities is put to the test, got advice 
from Michael Jordan
CU F 3
10:59 Billick B.B. was so good as the offensive 
coordinator at Minnesota that got him 
the job here, but over the four years 
that Billick has been here they have 
been very poor in the red zone 
(graphic: Ravens’ stats in the red 
zone)
CU F 10
4:06 J. Lewis J.L. is a heck of a back, though, I 
mean he had that knee surgery a year 
ago and he looks like he’s back, he’s 
a big, strong, tough guy
2:57 Billick . . .  even B.B. says this is not going to 
be our year
CU F 4
2:23 Billick B.B. is upset because he know with 
Denver, 14 to 3 is not enough
CU F 8
1:51 R.
Lewis
So, now Lewis and the defense will 
take over
CU F 3
Griese G.G. who’s now been the starter, this 
is his 4*'’ season as the starter 
(graphic: B.G. game stats). . .  the 
first time he’s won 3 games in a row
CU S 12
1:41 R.
Lewis
R.L. just kind of hangs in there and 
says this area is my area, so don’t 
come in
MCU F 4
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1:28 R.
Lewis
You’d think at some point you’d get 
away from that area because . . .  R.L. 
is going to make a play
MCU S 6
R.
Lewis
R.L. will usually win that fight CU s 3
1:17 Redman C.R. is getting a new confidence now 
when you throw the ball like that
CU F 6
Sharpe He (Todd Heap) said all the good 
things and all the nuisances that S.S. 
did he learned firom S.S., he put them 
into his game
CU HA 9
Sharpe There’s Todd Heap and S.S. talking 
before the game
CU F 8
0:22 Ogden J.G. right now could be the best 
offensive tackle in all o f football
MCU
CU
F
S
4
13
End of the First Half: Broncos 3 Ravens 31 
(“Look at B.B., you don’t think he’s in the game?”)
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CONTENT-ANALYSIS
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME 3: Broncos v. Ravens
QUARTER: 3
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
R.
Lewis
R.L. I think played as good of a first 
half o f defensive football as I can ever 
remember since Lawrence Taylor
14:50 Billick M.S. reporting- Ravens offense had 
not scored a point in 20 possessions, 
scored 24 in the first half, B.B. said 
everything we do is a learning 
experience
CU-
BCU
F 12
13:17 Griese Unless Griese’s ankle is bothering 
him, or unless something is wrong 
with Griese, that’s the only way Mike 
Shanahan (Bronco’s Head Coach) 
would do that
MCU s 4
Beurle
in
It’s not about S.B. coming in CU F /S 10
12:59 R.
Lewis
If we just look at some o f the things 
that R.L. did Al, I don’t remember a 
defensive player being this dominant 
in a first half of football (game 
highlights o f R.L.)
12:39 R.
Lewis
(graphic: R.L. game stats)
11:53 R.
Lewis
R.L. is just everywhere, he’s where 
the ball is
CU S 6
10:07 R.
Lewis
And that’s knocked down . . . take a 
guess
CU s 4
8:48 Billick Billick clearly not happy with the 
personnel on the field
CU-
BCU
F 8
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8:27 J.
Lewis
J.L. is a tough guy (graphic: J.L. game 
stats). . .  I remember I was really 
impressed
CU F 7
7:55 Redma
n
C.R. looks like a guy whose father 
was a coach, and there’s something to 
that, C.R.’s dad is a high school coach
CU HA 8
Redma
n
He said he’s his greatest motivator, he 
talks to him everyday
CU S 8
6:56 Billick B.B. doesn’t even like that CU S-
F
6
5:15 Griese The week started with Griese’s 
dog . . .  he has a 10 month-old female 
golden retriever named Bella . .  . and 
hadn’t run her yet
CU HA 12
4:52 Griese Here is Brian’s shaggy dog story 
(Studio interview with B.G.)
CU F 4
4:42 Griese Most famous dog in Denver CU F 5
4:15 Billick Billick is exorcised here that he did 
report and that shouldn’t have been a 
penalty
CU S 11
3:38 R.
Lewis
I was talking to R.L. the other day and 
he said that his motivation was his 
mom
BCU F 7
3:02 R.
Lewis
Her son’s having a heck o f a game CU HA 5
2:45 R.
Lewis
Lewis talks about his mom (Studio 
interview with R.L.)
CU F 3
2:06 R.
Lewis
There is no way that mom or son 
could see this coming
CU F 2
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1:24 Griese (graphic: B.G. hits during the game) 
look at this, B.G. has been hit 7 times, 
knocked down 6, sacked twice, and he 
comes in with a bad ankle
CU-
BCU
s-
F
30
Griese Griese has now thrown a touchdown 
pass in 19 straight games, that’s the 
longest current streak in the NFL, the 
record is 47 by Johnny Unitas
CU HA 5
1:12 J.
Lewis
One of the things that J.L was saying 
the other day was that he wanted to 
run the ball like 25 times (graphic: J.L. 
game stats)
MCU-
CU-
MCU
F-
S
20
0:36 J.
Lewis
(graphic: NFL History: Rookies over 
1,000 yards rushing on a Super Bowl 
winner- Tony Dorsett and J.L.)
CU S 2
End of the Quarter: Broncos 16 Ravens 34
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GAME 3: Broncos v. Ravens
QUARTER: 4
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
15:00 Billick B.B.’s team trying to win its first 
game of the season, before heading to 
Cleveland on Sunday
CU F 7
13:12 Redma
n
He had an ugly start Al, I was 
watching him in the pregame warm­
up (pregame highlight o f B.G.)
CU-
MCU
F-
HA
6
10:46 Sharpe Broncos keep plugging away, they are 
doing it basically without S.S.
MCU HA 14
10:32 Sharpe No impact plays, last week, he didn’t 
even catch a ball, he hasn’t made a 
touchdown yet
BCU F 2
6:45 Billick And you know what Billick thinks of 
that
CU F 5
5:17 Billick B.B. is going nuts CU F 5
2:58 R.
Lewis
With Lewis in the picture, everybody 
pays the price
CU HA 11
2:00 R.
Lewis
That man has been making great plays 
all night
CU-
MCU
F 3
1:45 Sharpe So Sharpe comes back to Baltimore, 
but the Ravens are going to win this 
one
BCU-
CU
S 7
1:15 R.
Lewis
How about the horse trailer player of 
the game, I think it has to go to the 
one guy who played the greatest 
defensive first half sin Lawrence 
Taylor
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0:59 R. For R .L . . . .  we have to give the horse CU- F 15
Lewis trailer player o f the game to that man MCU-
CU
End of the Game: Broncos 23 Ravens 34
(Postgame: M.S. interview with R.L.)
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COMPARATIVE-ANALYSIS
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME 3: Denver Broncos v. Baltimore Ravens 
DATE; September 30, 2002
ACTOR EVALUATION TENDENCIES / PATTERNS
Ray
Lewis
Central actor, R.L. became the 
centerpiece for the broadcast, was 
first led into the program as a former 
teammate and friend of S.S. but as a 
result o f his play and personality, the 
focus o f the program intensified 
with him
Used as a storyline in focus 
with the Ravens’ defense, 
however has the game 
progressed in the second half 
and his play leveled off the 
focus settle on the human 
interest qualities surrounding 
R.L. the sub-plot in reference 
to his fiiendship S.S. never 
materialized
Brian
Griese
A strong alternate storyline in which 
the primary focus was on his injury 
and the vulnerability he may 
experience has a result o f the injury
Only discussed in terms of 
the injury, and the unique 
cause o f it (his dog) and prior 
performance history
Brian
Billick
Another minor storyline the held 
throughout the game, was 
interviewed by M.S. at the 
beginning game, established the fact 
that his team lacked the offense that 
in was usually known for in 
Minnesota
Was referenced with prior 
achievements (2000 Super 
Bowl Champions and former 
offensive coordinator of 
Minnesota) and was related 
back to his present day 
frustration, even despite the 
fact that his offense 
performed well, still 
discussed with negative 
connotations
Chris
Redman
Minor storyline that had small 
momentum was somewhat 
inconsistent, lacked a true conflict as 
a result o f his good performance
Referred in terms o f human 
interest, due to the program’s 
inability to embellish upon 
his inexperience because of 
his successful performance
Jamal
Lewis
Storyline was not developed enough, 
had potential with conflict o f J.L. 
trying to overcoming a damaging 
knee injury, was not carried out
Storyline was only 
implemented during the 2"*̂  
and 3'̂ '̂  quarters, can be 
viewed as filler when R.L. 
was out of the game
Shannon
Sharpe
Subject o f the opening teaser, but 
was not followed through had lots of 
potential- coming back to his old 
team with his original team, was 
friend with players on the Ravens,
Only used in reference to 
helping Ravens TE Todd 
Heap, and then at the end of 
the game to highlight his 
ineffective performance
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won a Super Bowl with them, very 
entertaining personality, program 
exploited this in the teaser, but failed 
completely to use the storyline in the 
entire broadcast
Steve
Beurlein
Introduced as a potential storyline in 
case B.G. was unable to play due to 
his injury, however he was never 
needed and therefore the storyline 
was never needed
None
Jonathon
Ogden
Introduced without any additional 
commentary, lacked conflict- 
therefore lacked salience, was never 
implemented
None
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GAME 4: Chicago Bears v. St. Louis Rams
DATE: November 18, 2002
PREGAME STORYLINES
ACTOR COMMENTARY MOTIFS
Kurt
Warner
(K.W.)
Rams: QB- starting QB, out with a broken finger. 
Rams were 0-5 when he started, he is “ready to 
go,” but M.M. is holding him back, is the #2 QB 
for the first time since 1998
Competition,
Glory, Physical
competence,
History,
Performance
competence.
Spirit, Pity,
Comparison,
Urgency
Marc
Bulger
(M.B.)
Rams: QB- “Anonymous” back-up QB who has a 
4-0 record since replacing K.W., a major figure in 
the Ram’s turnaround, “has the hot hand,” is “the 
real-deal”
Competition,
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
Human interest.
Physical
competence.
Performance
competence.
Spirit, Pity,
Comparison,
Old-college-try
Mike
Martz
(M.M.)
Rams: Head Coach- won’t risk starting K.W., to 
preempt any QB controversy named K.W. 
starting QB for the following week-“no questions 
asked, case closed,” took the Rams to the Super 
Bowl the previous year
Competition,
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
Human interest.
History,
Performance
competence.
Spirit,
Comparison
Marshall
Faulk
(M.F.)
Rams: RB- starting RB, suffered sprained ankle 
in the previous week, will not play
Glory, Physical
competence.
History,
Performance
competence.
Pity,
Comparison
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Lamar
Gordon
(L.G.)
Rams; RB- Rookie RB, is replacing M.F. Competition,
Physical
competence.
Performance
competence,
Old-college-try
Isaac
Bruce
(LB.)
Rams: WR- had 3 touchdowns last game Glory,
Gamesmanship,
Physical
competence.
History,
Performance
competence
Chris
Chandler
(C.C.)
Bears: QB- was previously injured, the Bears 
“have to get C.C. through the quarter,” “C.C. 
must take responsibility in getting rid o f the ball 
earlier”
Gamesmanship,
Physical
competence.
Performance
competence.
Pity, Old-
college-try,
Urgency
Brian
Urlacher
(B.U.)
Bears: MLB- Bears’ team leader, “can B.U. and 
the Bears stop them (the Rams)?”
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
Physical
competence.
Performance
competence.
Spirit
Dick
Jauron
(D.J.)
Bears: Head Coach- Led the Bears to a 13-3 
record in the previous year, made the playoffs, 
began the season 2-0, now have lost 7 straight 
games
Competition,
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
History,
Performance
competence.
Pity, Old-
college-try,
Comparison,
Urgency
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GAME 4: Bears v. Rams
QUARTER: 1
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
14:21 Faulk There is M.F., who figures to play 
next week (graphic: M.F. season 
stats)
CU F 5
14:06 Bulger There goima test M.B. right away CU F /S 3
Bulger CU S 2
Warner MCU F 2
Bulger CU S 2
13:38 Bulger Its amazing he didn’t throw a pass in 
a NFL game until a month ago, looks 
like a 10-year veteran
13:22 Gordon Gordon, out o f little North Dakota 
State, a kid out of Milwaukee 
(graphic: L.G. season stats)
CU-
BCU-
MCU
S 20
12:14 Bulger This kid I swear he’s something 
special (graphic: M.B. season stats)
CU s 8
11:58 Warner You saw Warner on the headset, he 
calls the play after Martz calls the 
play
CU F 1
11:08 Bulger He has really mixed up his defense 
and coverage, and M.B. has really 
taken advantage o f it (graphic: M.B. 
game stats)
BCU S 8
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10:46 Urlacher Urlacher 54, he’ll be in the middle of 
everything tonight, he’s all over the 
field
MCU S 10
10:26 Urlacher If they can hold the blockers off of 
him, B.U. is going to get to the play 
(graphic: B.U. 2 time Pro Bowl 
selection)
MCU HA 8
10:05 Martz When Martz became the head coach 
in 2000, Conwell started carrying the 
ball
CU F 8
&24 Bulger (graphic: NFL history- 450 yard 
passing game with no interceptions 
and no sacks, M.B. achieved the feat 
in only his 4̂  ̂game) That’s amazing, 
and the thing that this kid does is 
amazing
CU s 3
7:37 Bulger The thing that impressed me about 
M.B. is that he can make all the 
throws
CU s 3
6 ^2 Martz So, Tory Holt taking the hand-off 
and M.M. is at it again
CU F 3
6:46 Martz CU F 2
6:15 Bulger What amazes me John, is, is that you 
go with a kid QB . . .  a rookie RB 
and M.M . . .  doesn’t change 
anything (graphic: St. Louis Rams 
2002- 13 touchdowns out o f 18 
drives in the Red Zone with Bulger 
at QB (72%))
CU S 15
Martz M.M. has a hundred and twenty four 
formations
cu-
BCU
F 10
3:59 Chandler That’s the last thing Chandler needs 
is to get neck tied . . .  when we 
talked to him last night he said his 
neck was still stiff (graphic: C.C. 
season stats)
MCU-
CU
F-
S
20
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2:05 Jauron (graphic: D.J. 4“’ year as Bears head CU S 12
coach, regular season record 26-31)
D.J. figuring out why not, 2-7, 7
straight defeats
End o f the 1®̂ Quarter: Bears 0 Rams 7
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GAME 4: Bears v. Rams
QUARTER: 2
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
15:00 Chandler (graphic: C.C.- QB hits 7, 
knockdowns 5, batted balls 0, 
sacked 3) They have been coming to 
Chandler often
CU s 6
14:10 Jauron So, Jauron’s team gets the fumble 
marches down the field and shaves 
the lead to four
CU F 2
Urlacher [After commercial (AC)] MCU LA 4
Bulger M.S. (Melissa Stark) reporting- 
Bulger sprained his finger. Rams 
have K.W. as a back-up
Urlacher There’s Urlacher looking at the 
Ram’s offense
c u -
BCU
F 3
14:00 Bulger I was asking him where he got that 
quick release, you know because, he 
went to the same high school as 
Marino (graphic: M.B. game 
stats). . .  he said from his dad
CU S 8
13:32 Bulger Interesting road that he took out of 
West Virginia, had a good Junior 
year, not so hot in the Senior season, 
had a lot o f injuries (graphic: M.B. 
resume)
CU s 3
13:06 Bulger . . .  and in week six, here he came 
and he’s 4 and 0
CU F 2
12:28 Urlacher . . .  and that’s exactly what B.U. did 
of course, he was everything at New 
Mexico
MCU HA 4
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12:00 Bulger M.S. reporting- Bulger’s injury 
worse then they thought
Warner M.M. told K.W. to get ready CU F /S 14
10:35 Bulger M.S. reporting- he said he was 
losing strength in the finger, 
couldn’t grip the ball
10:19 Warner Warner ready to come in when the 
Rams get the football
CU F 6
10:03 Bulger (graphic: NFL 2002 Leaders: 
Highest pass rating) Bulger leading 
the league in pass rating, o f course 
Warner o f course the all-time leader 
in pass rating
9:47 Warner So for the first time since week 4 . . .  
Warner sees action
CU S 4
Warner [AC] (graphic: K.W. career stats) 
So, K.W. since the Dallas game on 
the 29* of September on the shelf, 
highest pass rating in the history of 
the league
CU S 8
9:41 Warner Gets sacked, what a welcome back 
that is
MCU HA 4
9:12 Warner Lets go back to a couple o f hours 
before the game when Warner came 
out to warm-up (highlights plus 
analysis o f his injuries)
CU S 6
Warner He didn’t even practice with the first 
team at all
MCU F 3
9:04 Warner Even though Warner said I’m fine 
that thumb was still bothering him
CU HA 4
8:54 Warner Something was bothering him earlier 
this season . . .  he wasn’t throwing 
like K.W. o f a couple o f years ago 
used to
CU HA 4
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6:45 Bulger . . .  and there’s Bulger back on the 
field
MCU HA 7
6:15 Bulger M.S. reporting- M.B.’s x-rays on his 
finger are negative, will return- only 
QB with more than one start and is 
undefeated, 4 and 0
MCU H A /
S
11
Warner As we say K.W. is gonna get the 
start next week, so he comes in for 
one series and then goes back on the 
headset
CU F 10
6:09 Bulger I think that if  M.B. is okay and the 
x-rays are negative then you ought 
to get him back in there
CU S 9
Bulger We’ll find out how accurately in a 
moment (graphic: M.B. game stats)
CU s 8
5:36 Warner Warner’s pass rating was off the 
charts
CU F 3
5:11 Faulk Faulk was shaky early o n . . .  the 
player I think who pulled them out 
was M.F.
CU F 4
4:22 Faulk That’s a special player and those are 
the things that very, very special 
players do (graphic: M.F. stats with 
the Rams (53 games))
CU F 4
Bulger I think that M.B.’s grip was okay .. .  
that was a real good throw by M.B.
MCU S 6
Bulger The toughest thing on that 
passing . . .  is the snap
CU S 5
4:08 Bulger (M.B. is intercepted) CU HA 3
Martz CU F 2
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Warner CU S 2
Bulger CU HA 3
3:42 Chandler They wanted to get C.C. a good start 
in that U* Quarter. . .  and that’s 
exactly what they’ve done
1:02 Bulger You talk about accuracy, that’s as 
accurate as one can throw a football
0:49 Bulger This guy is something, I mean I 
watched him practice and every ball 
he throws is like that
0:31 Bulger Got a chance to hear from M.B. 
about the opportunity that he has 
been given over the last month 
(studio interview)
CU S 5
Bulger This kid is almost too good to 
believe (graphic: M.B. game stats)
MCU S 10
End of the First Half; Bears 6 Rams 14
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GAME 4: Bears v. Rams
QUARTER; 3
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
15:00 Bulger M.B. still fooling around with that 
thumb
MCU F 11
14:52 Jauron M.S. reporting- D.J. said that they 
have to get better protection for C.C. 
who has been sacked 5 times
CU F 4
11:27 Chandler That’s exactly what C.C. is doing, 
what they talked about last night . . .  
get rid o f the ball quickly
CU S 10
10:41 Chandler . . .  and I’ll tell you C.C. really took 
a shot
CU S 5
9:07 Jauron I agree with what D.J. did, I would 
have done the same thing
MCU HA 12
8:31 Bulger M.S. reporting- M.B. got a pain- 
killing injection in his finger, M.M. 
was impressed with his performance 
after
BCU S 3
8:10 Bulger Pain killing injection! You know 
what that does, that numbs your 
finger, you can’t feel it (graphic: 
M.B. game stats)
CU S 8
7:57 Warner If you joined us late K.W. had to 
come in when Bulger went back for 
those x-rays
CU S 3
T30 Bulger How do you take a kid that’s playing 
like this and not play him
CU F 2
7:21 Warner They’re gonna give Warner the job 
back with 3 road games (graphic: 
K.W. game stats)
BCU-
CU
S 12
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7:03 Warner Do they keep going with him, or do 
they bring in Bulger?
BCU S 2
7:00 Bulger What about that change in QB’s, 
here’s what Bulger had to say 
(Studio interview)
CU S 4
Bulger I would play M.B. CU s 4
3:19 Gordon That’s what he learned from M.F. CU s 3
Faulk M.F. does that as well as anyone has 
ever done it
CU F 3
2 ^ # Gordon So, E.G. getting the start because of 
the sprained ankle o f M.F.
CU S 2
2:46 Gordon M.S. reporting- asked Rams’
General Manager Charley Armey 
what he saw in E.G.- he could do the 
same things M.F., but on a different 
level (graphic: E.G. career resume)
CU F 4
End of the 3* Quarter: Bears 13 Rams 14
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GAME 4; Bears v. Rams
QUARTER: 4
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
14:07 Bulger I was watching M.B. the other night 
at practice and he reminded me so 
much o f K.W.
CU F 5
12:51 Faulk M.F. gone for the night, in civvies BCU F 5
11:56 Bulger What a big play by M.B., those are 
the kind o f plays that the big strong 
QB’s make
CU S 3
11:11 Bulger So, Bulger looking like a guy in his 
5* year, instead o f his 5* game
CU F-
S
6
8:04 Chandler . . .  and Chandler is shaken (after a 
sack by the Rams’ Leonard Little)
CU F 2
Chandler (graphic: C.C - QB h its -16, 
knockdowns-12, batted balls 1, 
sacks 6)
CU F 11
Chandler CU HA 3
7:56 Chandler Chandler’s shaken up and the Bears 
are down by eight
CU HA 6
7:13 Martz M.M. said that from the Super Bowl 
they kind of had a hangover
CU F 4
2:48 Martz M.M. is thinking I can’t go for one 
of these underneath things cause I 
need a first down
CU F 14
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23W Bulger M.B. made a heck o f a play CU HA 2
Bulger As we said earlier M.B. has proven, 
and he’s proven tonight, that he can 
make all the throws (graphic: M.B. 
game stats)
MCU-
c u
HA 17
2:23 Bulger M.B. never threw an NFL pass till 
October- week 6 (graphic: M.B. 
season stats)
CU HA 18
Warner Warner o f course started the first 3 
games and was injured in week 4
CU S 14
0:28 Jauron And for the second time of the 
course, in the confines o f a single 
season, the Chicago Bears lost 8 
games in a row
CU F 5
End o f the Game: Bears 16 Rams 21
(Postgame: John Madden: “there he (M.B.) is on the ‘horse trailer’ (player o f the 
game) on Monday, on the bench on Sunday;” “The Rams like it or not have a QB
controversy”)
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COMPARATIVE-ANALYSIS
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME 4: Chicago Bears v. St. Louis Rams 
DATE: November 18, 2002
ACTOR EVALUATION TENDENCIES / PATTERNS
Marc
Bulger
His inexperience yet astonishing 
success became the dominant 
storyline for the broadcast and was a 
catalyst for the commentary to 
create a QB controversy that 
supposedly was non existent
Images o f M.B. were usually 
grouped with K.W. in order 
to create conflict, was 
referred to in terms of 
Human interest 
characteristics such as his 
motivations and who he got 
his skills from
Kurt
Warner
Pregame emphasized that he is their 
starting QB, but was out for 5 weeks 
due to a thumb injury, was “ready to 
go,” however the Rams were 0-5 
with him and 4-0 without him. 
Program was able to incorporate all 
these qualities of this storyline 
consistently
Despite the opening claim 
that they was no QB 
controversy between M.B. 
and K.W., the program 
created one by interweaving 
the two storyline of M.B.’s 
recent success and K.W.’s 
recent troubles, was grouped 
with M.B. and was 
additionally referred to in 
terms o f his prior 
achievements
Mike
Martz
Established in the Pregame that 
there was no QB controversy 
between M.B. and K.W., that K.W. 
would start the following week’s 
game no matter what, production 
used this as a reference point to 
create a QB controversy through 
commentary and close-up shots
Program used M.M.’s 
comments as a means to 
create the dominating overall 
storyline, however M.M. was 
only used in reference to 
K.W.’s recent performance 
troubles and M.F.’s injury
Marshall
Faulk
Did not play due to an injury, but 
was a strong focus for the broadcast
Focus on M.F. was in 
reference to his injury and 
importance to the team, and 
was usually implemented 
during lulls in other 
storylines
Chris
Chandler
Inconsistent storyline Focus was on prior injury 
and the potential for further 
injury
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Dick
Jauron
Inconsistent, was not a focus despite 
the fact that D.J. storyline provided 
salient conflict with his struggle of 
being on a seven game losing streak
References were usually in 
terms o f prior history 
(positive- making playoffs in 
the previous year; negative- 
on a seven game losing 
streak)
Brian
Urlacher
Program tried to establish B.U.’s 
importance to his team and presence 
on the field, but never gained 
momentum
Used in terms o f his presence 
on the field during the first 
half, storyline was not 
continued in the second half
Lamar
Gordon
Potential for a strong sub-plot- with 
the focus on his road to the NFL, 
however was only used during the 
3* quarter
Was mostly interwoven with 
the M.F. injury storyline
Isaac
Bruce
Was not introduced with any 
additional commentary, lacked 
conflict, was never enacted
None
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GAME 5: Pittsburgh Steelers v. Tampa Bay Buccaneers
DATE; December 23, 2002
PREGAME STORYLINES
ACTOR COMMENTARY MOTIFS
Warren
Sapp
(W.S.)
Buccaneers: DL- (Subject o f opening teaser) 
says “that’s my house, you’re in my house,” got 
into a pregame altercation with J.B.- strutted 
through Steelers’ warm-ups with a cocky 
attitude, leader of the defense
Competition,
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
Human interest.
Physical
competence.
Performance
competence.
Spirit
Jerome
Bettis
(J.B.)
Steelers: RB- (Subject o f opening teaser) says 
would like to give the Bucs “a great big fat 
loss,” got into a pregame altercation with W.S.- 
shoved W.S. when he strutted through their 
warm-ups
Competition,
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
Human interest.
Physical
competence.
Performance
competence,
Spirit
Brad
Johnson
(B.J.)
Buccaneers: QB- Starting QB injured with a bad 
back, “a big part o f the offense”
Gamesmanship,
Physical
competence.
Performance
competence,
Pity
Shaun
King
(S.K.)
Buccaneers: QB- first start o f the season, 
“hasn’t played in two seasons”
Competition,
Gamesmanship,
Physical
competence.
History,
Performance
competence.
Pity, Old-
college-try
John
Gruden
(J.G.)
Buccaneers: Head Coach- New head coach, 
S.K. has never played for him, will be seeing 
S.K. play for the first time, “has been good in 
practice”
Competition,
Glory,
Gamesmanship, 
Human interest. 
History,
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Performance
competence.
Personnel,
Spirit
Keyshawn
Johnson
OLE)
Buccaneers: WR- (Interview with Melissa Stark 
(M.S.)) had to break up another pregame 
scuffle, asked about the hatred between the two 
teams, efficiency o f the offense with S.K.- 
expects him to have a good game, leading 
receiver
Competition,
Glory,
Gamesmanship,
Human interest.
Physical
competence.
History,
Performance
competence.
Spirit
Tommy
Maddox
(T.M.)
Steelers: QB- Team leader, “T.M. leading the 
Steelers against the great Tampa Bay D.”
Competition,
Gamesmanship,
Physical
competence.
Performance
competence.
Spirit
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GAME 5: Steelers v. Buccaneers
QUARTER: 1
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
13:35 Sapp One of the big reasons is that they’re 
so strong up the middle, you start 
with W.S.
CU F 7
12:48 Maddox I’ll tell you T.M. is ready with that 
ball, I mean that’s what all these 
Steelers love about him is his 
anticipation
12:38 Maddox The amazing thing about Maddox, 
you all know the story if  you follow 
the NFL, they’re in Tennessee about 
a month ago, he is temporarily 
paralyzed, he fears he is 
permanently paralyzed . . .
CU
CU
F
S
12
3
11:10 King S.K. his first pass of the night is 
picked off
CU F 10
B.
Johnson
B.J. who is the #3 QB is able to 
smile (graphic: B.J. season stats, *22 
touchdowns Buc’s single season 
record)
CU HA 8
11:02 King I think it’s a tough start here for 
S.K. . . .  S.K. is going to have to 
take it upon his shoulders and do 
what B.J. did
CU F 3
10:50 B.
Johnson
Its worthwhile to point out when you 
are the #3 QB, you are talking about 
B.J. playing in the 4* Quarter, if  you 
play before . . .  he has to go the rest 
of the way
BCU S /
LA
3
10:29 Gruden (graphic: J.G. year has 
Buccaneers head coach- regular 
season record 11-3)
CU F 5
10:16 King S.K. made a very auspicious debut 
in a Monday Night game in 1999 
(graphic: S.K. last regular season 
start Dec. 24, 2000)
CU
BCU
S /
HA
S
10
5
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8:42 Maddox T.M., one thing about him . . .  he 
throws to his left, across his body 
(graphic: T.M. 2002 stats o f where 
he throws the ball: Left, Center, 
Right)
7:45 Bettis Bettis early this year sprained 
knee . . .  missed a better part of a 
month
6:06 Bettis Bettis was saying the other day that 
he felt better on Friday at practice 
than he has all year (graphic: J.B. 
season stats)
CU S 17
243 King It’s a tough thing, it’s a tough thing 
for S.K., that’s what a back-up has 
to do . . .  I was talking to S.K. the 
other day and he said, “that’s really 
the toughest part”
BCU F /
HA
3
1:06 King That’s the one thing he can usually 
bring that B.J. can’t do is the ability 
to escape the rush
CU S 2
1:02 B.
Johnson
BCU F 2
End of the Quarter; Steelers 17 Buccaneers 0
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GAME 5: Steelers v. Buccaneers
QUARTER: 2
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
13:07 Maddox You know T.M. is getting really hot 
(graphic: T.M. game stats)
CU s 8
12:49 Maddox Maddox has thrown for a 152 yards 
in a little bit more than 17 minuets 
which is more than the average 
yardage allowed passing this year 
per game by Tampa Bay
CU F 5
11:51 King S.K. replacing the injured B.J. CU F 3
7:32 Maddox Maddox a miraculous story out of 
football for a bunch of years, played 
in the Arena League, played in the 
XFL
CU
MCU
HA
F
3
5
7:27 B.
Johnson
John, you begin to wonder as we 
talk about B.J.
CU S 3
King I would think that J.G. has to be 
thinking about tha t . .  .1 would think 
o f maybe making a change
BCU F 2
7:04 Maddox When T.M. has had that time he has 
delivered (replay of T.M.’s 
touchdown pass)
CU F 2
2:16 K.
Johnson
That’s what K.J. does best those 
slants and crosses, that stuff in the 
middle
CU S 2
1:18 King You’re feeling that S.K. feels that he 
has to make something happen
MCU
CU
S
HA
5
5
End of the First Half: Steelers 17 Buccaneers 0
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CONTENT-ANALYSIS
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME 5: Steelers v. Buccaneers
QUARTER: 3
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
14:53 King M.S reporting: S.K. 7 for 22, 67 
yards and a pick returned for a 
touchdown in the first ha l f . . .  talked 
to J.G., will let S.K. have first series 
then decide
CU S 6
Gruden And then if  he wants to make that 
change he wants to go, as we 
mentioned at the beginning of the 
game, to B.J., then S.K. can’t play
BCU
CU
s
F
7
2
13:48 Gruden (S.K. does not get the Buccaneers a 
first down)
CU F 2
13:46 King (S.K. walking off the field) CU HA 6
12:03 Maddox T.M has had a hot hand CU F 2
7:05 Bettis I ’ll tell you, remember when before 
the game when W.S. runs through 
the Pittsburgh Steelers warm ups, it 
was J.B. that hit Sapp as he ran 
through
CU HA 7
Sapp After the two had exchanged long 
distance pleasantries in our tease 
tonight in the opening
CU F 6
6:40 King QB change, Rob Johnson who now 
comes in half way through the 3* 
Quarter. So, King was 9 o f 26, 
Shaun threw for 73 yards, 1 
interception run back for a 
touchdown
BCU S 2
6:32 King As we look at S.K., tonight wasn’t 
his night (game highlights o f S.K.’s 
struggles). . .  he just didn’t have it, 
he wasn’t timed up, he wasn’t ig any
MCU F 5
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kind of rhythm
6:03 B.
Johnson
And if  you joined us late, B.J. a 
bruised lower back, barely practiced 
this week so they had to go with 
King
4:32 B.
Johnson
If they can get a score in here or two 
I wouldn’t be surprised to see B.J. in 
the 4* Quarter
CU F 5
0:28 K.
Johnson
Even Keyshawn was saying the 
other day, we will get down here 
like this on the 2 yard line and we’ll 
still throw the ball
0:14 Sapp W.S. is thinking just get us one here, 
now W.S. does come in and play 
offense on the goal line
MCU-
BCU
F 4
Sapp He plays the second tight-end BCU-
MCU
F 3
End of the 3* Quarter: Steelers 17 Buccaneers 0
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GAME 5: Steelers v. Buccaneers
QUARTER: 4
TIME ACTOR COMMENTARY CU ANG DU
14:54 Sapp . . .  W.S., other than what he did in 
the pregame and stuff, his name 
hasn’t been called
BCU F 9
12:05 Gruden J.G. stands alone when it comes to 
facial contortions (tri-split screen: 
Bill Cowher, “the grinch”, and J.G.)
BCU F 9
Gruden . . .  and J.G. is the youngest coach in 
the league at 39 and its his 5* season
CU F 4
11:18 Gruden I know what J.G. is thinking, we 
can’t have those negative plays
CU F /S 10
9:30 Maddox You know from the start o f the game 
T.M. has looked comfortable 
(graphic: T.M. game stats)
BCU-
CU
F 25
5:25 Maddox T.M. signed a deal last year, 5 year 
deal counting this season he’s 
making $525,000.00 this year
CU S 6
5:04 Maddox So if you’re the Steelers now and if 
Maddox, you know leads you deep 
into January, I mean you got to go 
with him next year, what do you do 
with Stewart?
CU S 3
2:59 K.
Johnson
Keyshawn has made almost every 
catch between the has marks tonight, 
he’s been living there
CU F /S 2
2:17 B.
Johnson
So, will Johnson, that Johnson, 
comeback next week in Champaign?
CU S 6
1:14 Gruden J.G. likes to use the word “juice,” 
this player has “juice,” that guy has 
“juice,” I don’t think that his players 
had enough “juice” tonight
BCU S 5
End of the Game: Steelers 17 Buccaneers 7
(Postgame: M.S. interviews J.B.)
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COMPARATIVE-ANALYSIS
OF STORYLINES IN MNF
GAME 5: Pittsburgh Steelers v. Tampa Bay Buccaneers 
DATE: December 23, 2002
ACTOR EVALUATION TENDENCIES / PATTERNS
John
Gruden
Storyline o f J.G. focused solely on 
the Buccaneers’ offense and, until 
he was taken out of the game, S.K.
Was mostly referred to in 
terms of offensive struggles
Shaun
King
Was the dominant storyline until 
S.K. was taken out o f the game due 
to ineffective performance
Was consistently grouped, 
through commentary and 
images, with B.J.
Brad
Johnson
Did not play due to injury, however 
provided a focal point surrounding 
the Buccaneers’ offense
Was usually referenced to 
when S.K. was not 
performing well, this created 
a sense of conflict with the 
idea that the Buccaneers 
may have
Performed better if  B.J. was 
able to play
Tommy
Maddox
Became a major storyline, which 
was consistent throughout the entire 
broadcast, commentary introduce 
the fact that he was almost 
paralyzed a couple o f weeks 
previously but was able to play
Focused on the injury, but 
soon focused on his 
exceptional performance in 
the game
Jerome
Bettis
Co-subject of the opening teaser, 
however storyline was inconsistent 
and never panned out
Focus was on his prior 
injuries, and was not 
referred to in terms of 
performance
Warren
Sapp
Co-subject o f the opening teaser, 
inconsistent storyline, despite it’s 
potential, the Steelers’ playing in 
his house, he is the team leader on 
defense, and had a Pregame 
altercation with J.B.
Was barely used, and only 
in terms of the Pregame 
altercation and ineffective 
performance
Keyshawn
Johnson
Storyline lacked drama, despite the 
programs attempt to create some by 
having M.S. interview him before 
the game, however he responded to 
the questions without any conflict
Only referred to in term of 
present game performance
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